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ABSTRACT

This is a report of a descriptive and analytical study of selected jus-
tice courts in Orleans and Steuben Counties (New York State) in 1968 and 1969.
.she primary objectives were to determine, how Many migratory farm workers were
charged with criminal offenses, who theytweres' and how they were treated inthese lay courts. Treatment included the dispositions of charges, relea
procedures, and the extent and availability o1 counsel, as well-as atti-tudes of the justices and the arresting officets, as much As p el

;The particular counties and the courts were selected because of the rel-
atively large numbers of migrants there and because of e accessibility ofthe courts. Lacking comparative :data from other jurisdic ns, it was decided
to draw a comparison between migrants and a random sampling residents inthese same courts. The comparison offered a standard by which evaluate
law enforcement procedures as they affected a small, but significant minorityamong us.

Data were sought regarding: 1) the total number of migratory farm workers
in these courts, 2) the types of charges and dispositions of the charges, 3)

umber of migratory farm workers represented by counsel, 4) the relative
s of public defenders representing these wor ers compared with retained1 for reside defendants, 5) the possible c uses of crime by migratory
s. Data were ob frog: criminal docket$ In eighteen town and vil-

ourts, statistjcal reports of the two

succe

couns

work:
1 justice courts and to cou
ypes of public defender rec srof heari ps by governmental and

quasi-governmental agencies, interviews, and observations.

It was found that the total numbei4 of migratory. fa'rm workers charged with
criminal offenses in these counties was insignificant: 3% in one county and
4:8% in the °the'. The "typical migrant defendant" Was male, 37 years old,

catiop, assaulthird, or disorderly conduct) and con ictedNalmost 90% of the

-black, arrested on charges of having committed minor (public intoxi-
t:

.

time. Generallyt he was either released from custody Ondia4 trial or tried
at his first appearance. He was bailed less than 20% of the-time. If conyict-ed, and he was-almost certain to be, he could expect either jail sentence or
a firie. If jailed, he could expect to serve between 12 and 15 days. If fined, /
he paid between '$18.75 and $25.00. His' -day in court was short, a median of one
day. He was represented by counsel less than 6% of the tim6 (between 1.5% and
3.8% in misdemeanor and violations cases) and with counsel had between 25% and
50% chance of having the charges withdrawn or dismissed: Also'with the assist-
ance Ofcoun$el his case took a little longer, varying from 7 to 40 dis more.

\

His counterpart in these same courts, the resident, ras also male, but he
was white and about 13 years younger. He was, however, more likely to be charg-

.ed with misdemeanors, rather than violations, and was about 14% less likely to
be convicted, in part because he had Counsel twice.as often. While he was not
as frequently released on recognizance, he was more certain to have been bailed.
Not only was he less certain to be convicted, he was less likely"to be jailed,
and in one county he even paid a smalt6 fine than the migrant. defendant.. Thus,
the resident went into court with the advantage and tended to come out the same*ay.



The reasons for arrests of migratory farm worOrs are difficult to doc7
ument, but it appears that the determining factors were the high visibility of
the alleged offenses and the offens'veness of the migrant'behaviors to the res-
idents. Further, while the proxima e causes of these offensive behaviors may
have been "booze, women, gambling," the underlying causes seem to be the condi-
tions under which these "strangers in the land" live and work.

The extremely high conviction rtes of migratory farm workers charged with
criminal offenses was regarded as re ulting from the combination of the nature
not the offenses and the attitudes of the justices and the arresting officers.
Migratory farm workers pose a problem to white, lay justices because of apparent
differences in values between them and the migrants, because of the migrant's
generally weak self-concept, and because of justices' fears that these migrants
will remain to become a burden to resident taxpayers.

Recommendations were based on the need for keeping the migratory farmwork-
er out of the courts, where he has come to expect discriminatory treatment. These
include organization of the workers themselves, alteration of the employment re-
lationships and worker rights, use of,legal interns in addition to public counsel,
institution of the more inclusive district courts rather than lay courts, bail
reform, and assistance to the migrant to develop more healthy self-concept. Some
of these recommendations are realizable in the near future while others must a-
wait more legislative attention. None are impossible.
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that they have examined a vital area and have suggested away to further
even more profitable research. In other words, the researchers are not
apologetic that they have not done more. They believe they have touched
upon a subject worthy of study and have shed 'sufficient light to encour-
age positive, remedial, and'preventive steps to be taken on behalf of a
small, but important minority among us.
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PREFACE

In April, 1970, one of the researchers rather naively applied to thi
New York State Center for Migrant Studies for a grant to examine the "Courts
and the Migrants:: The reason for applying was a strong interest in 'criminal

law .and a considerably weaker and more vague interest in "migrants." But

gradually and compellingly the focus became migrants,not law.

'Each'day meant increasing awareness of the plight of the migrant and '

led to a search for more evidence which tended to support what was-becom-
ing a bias. Strange, out-of-the-way roads, scents of prejudice among the
justices of these smaller courts, and sections of newspapers containing
"area news" drew the researchers' attention. In the researchers' minds,

the original title was changed to "The Migrants and the Courts."
.

The product, regardless of,the researchers' comprehension of the need
for objectivity and scholarship, reflects an intensity of feeling. Certain-

ly, the time during which the research was done and the report written was
not a time for peaceful and rational reflection. A bOmbAilled agraduate
researcher in a university laboratory, a war raged alternately.in southeast
Asia and threatened to erupt in the M4ddle East, and a televis-ion program
dealing with the plight of the'lmigran tended to shock the sensitivities of
Many thinking persons. The researche 4cknowledge that they are the products1of their time and their society, but I also realize clearly the need for

analysts of that same society. One starting place for analysis was the much,-

.abused nbtion,of law and or -der. The questibi that clearly arises in such
analysis is the rationale for law, especially as it applies, to a small,, but

important segment of American saiety:iigrants-, those weary travelers and
providers of much of America's basic food needv,,,

Law.is a two-edged sword, alternately protecting and repressing. Yet,.

it is hot law--the written, authoritative, legitim4e, and formal statements .Y
, ,

defining and offering direction to human behavior--that should be condemned. - ,

Sugh anthroOomophism is-self-:defeating. Law, the entire body of rules of ii,

conduct that.determines and maintains human relationships, is evolutionary:','

It depends upon persons who give birth and-shape to it,»who administer it, .

4.
,

and who are assumed to live under.. it.
\,

,

It is important to remember k
,

at one of the researcn'Os has stated else-

where: 4,
../

...law reflects a way of life on which a society puts ivremium
on and which Many,members' of that society base their ex4ctations

. and actions. But, as societies and cultures differ, so 4 the
expectations regarding the object of law. For Western society,

particularly American, the ideal law is just. Justice is nought
because it is believed that only just laws can command the respect,
loyalty, and obedience of those subject to it. Further, justice

is taken to mean employing nondiscriminatory rules responsive to
all persons and guaranteeing due process in object and manner,.

. Finally, these laws must be enforced in spite of contrary pradq«

tices and beliefs. .
'a

It is quite obvious that this ideal is not realizedin
I

) );)
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America today, particularly in the administration of criminal
justice,. The inconsistencies between the ideal and the real ,t,
are too great to be ignored.l
1

These inconsistencies are most pronounced among the poor charge/with
committing criminal offenses. But concern for elimi,.ting these.inconsis-
tencies and for righting numerous other wrongs has seen focused largely on
tne urban poor. A'significant number of rural .sor continue to be' ignored,
despite their similarities to the urban poor. hey face the threat of pun-
ishment by law through discriminatory arrest procedures, through inadequate
release procedures, through the inability to retain counsel, and. through
lack of public awareness of their plight. Recent efforts to arouse public
awareness to the plight of the migrant is commendable and may prove benefi-
cial. jut ere remains the need for similar concern for their brethren
in spirit, if not in fact; those who have left the migratory stream and
who have tried to: lant roots.

This report Stems from a desire to arouse awareness. The focus is pri
marily upon the migratory farm worker, the "migrant," who is sustained by
the tenuous hope that pursuing work wherever it.leads him'will somehow meet
a need. Still, the focus is fairly sharp and does not pretend, o paint a
broad background. The concern is for the plight of the migrant in the jus-
tice courts of two, rather typical-appearing counties in western New York
State. In doing so, at times some biting comments are made about persons
and places. Largely,"names are omitted because we do not believe that in-
dividuals are necessarily at fault. It is the nature of migratory labor
and the justice courts that is of concern and is the source of the problem.
When specifics are used', names or locations, it is public record and we are
convinced that notice should be given. The,Center funded a study; it does
not and did not necessarily endorse the final product.

The report attempts to describe, rather than to quantify, and it may
prove more ideographic than desired by some readers. It remains a reason-
able attempt to identify some courts of law and to determine as closely

-as possible the incidence of migrant defendants in these courts. Further,
it attempts to draw.a profile of the Migrant defendant, to determine the ,
general characteristics of the criminal offenses with which these migrants
are charged/ and to ascertain the degree of representation by counsel.

Finally, it attempts to summarjzd.these data and to make recommendations
about what measures can be taken on behalf of migrants to assure the ideal
of equality under law. Only secon'dari4y, does this study attempt to des-

,
cribe and analyze t is environment, howeVer compelling this migh,p
seem to othe

In truth, this report may appear to the reade o b mor exploratory
than de nitive. Because of the dearth of such s udies, this result may
be in ble. It iy a first step, but the resea hers remain confident

;

1Wayne Mahood, "D ending the Poor: Counsel for Indigent Misdemeanor De-
fendants in the ochester (New York) City Coup, 954-67," (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Social ofenc , Syracuse University,
1969), pg. ii,
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THE SCORE, AND 'METHOD 0 irHE STUDY

The Problem of the Migra ts'in the Courts
...

In the early hours of January 23, 1 68, a fifty year old 'illiter-
(ate," migratory farm worker living in t e southeastern edge of the
Elba Muck (Town of Clarendon, Orleans C unty),awoke from sleep suffer -
inc from bronchitis and lack of fire w bd i his tiny shack. To obtain
cPIrelief he left his cold shabk dressed nly a "loose'pair of dungarees"
intend, ng_;:to walk eight miles throug deep snow into town to have a
prescrip ion filled." At 6:30 a.m.,/freezing and desperate, the farm
worker knocked on the door of a neigli or's house and asked for shelter.
The neighbor, fearful because of thectime of day and general undress of

the migrant,,refused his admitta o her house. When he sought to
use her Chevrolet truck forthelter the neighbor celled the State Police,
who arrested him.

The subsequent stories are cqbfusing and contradictory. It is

reported that the farm worker was taken to a doctor and then to a town
justice on the northeastern edge,of the county, whO accepted a plea of
guilty to criminal trespass i.n the third degree, a violition, are sen-
tenced him to fifteq6 days in the County Jail in Albion., The dockets
indicated the sentence to have been three days., not fifteen. The justice

who tried the case originally laims he received the c only because
the trooper could not locate justice closer to the a used's residence.

The sentence was based on the testimony of the trooper, ause the farm
worker did not deny any of to charge and did not explain the, circum-
stances of his arrest. , There was no one to aid the defendant because his
wife was in the county jail serving a thirty day sentence for criminal
assault, a felony.

The upshot was that tie farm worker's fingers and 'toes were frost-
bitten and had to be amputated. BeCause of the treatment he received
from the police and the town justice, suit was instituted against the
State. Granting the man $100,000 State Court of Claims Judge,J. Eugene
rioddard summarized his feelings about what he considered appalling treat-
ment of the migrant saying:

Even the most helpless of ouvdtizens, found in dire
distress by an agent of he state,, is entitled to better

treatment than to be f lsely accused, illegally tried, and
callously sent off jail because the trooper could not
think of any othe lace'where he could receive attention.2

1T

,Rt rester (New York) Democrat & Chronicle, May 12, 1970, an interview
with the Town Justice of Carlton, personal observations Of the relative
locations of the towns and the defendant's residence, and an examination
of the criminal dockets 4n the town.

4

e informtion was derived'from arvariety of sources, including the

2Rochror !New York) Democrat & Chronicle, May. 12, 1970.
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4
'he rather hollow victory achieved by the farm worker is probably

as the adversity he suffered is typical. The successful
in a scrwe, epitomizes tne hardships as well as

(..".aracteristics of farm workers who enter the migrant stream. Black,
-terate, Poor, he is generally ill-equipped todneet the demands of
iar7er culture in,*which he finds himself. Suffering from the con- .

l5t7J:ns of poverty (living in a small, dirty shack behind a produce ware-
on an isolated road) he sought a rational solution to an irrationally

:ructured situation. He was Placed in double jeopardy--suffering 'from
overty and alienation, he was nunished because of it. When he tried

to comfort himself in a very human way, he was treated inhumanely. The

JA.,-,,nment he suffered--immediately or proximately--could never be con-
appropriate to the severity of the criminal offense with which

"le was charged. His real crime was to live in a culture (in this case a
4 t.foi) that, at best, tolerated him and others like him so long as they

-ema,ned unobtrusive and off the welfare rolls. In the end, he has
-oney, but he can no longer Pursue the only occupation for which he is
Prepared. He has lost the "tools of his trade." He is now a virtual
wara of.the state, receiving a 000,000 welfare check.

any questions can be asked. Has lustice.been served? Is there
'ustice for seasonal farm workers in our courts? Imagine, if you will,
wnat the fate of a true migrant,not a known resident, would have been.
Or coilld it have been any worse? there a fate worse than losing one's
finiers and toes?

4s re

The relative dearth of information prevents drawing any hard and
fast conclusions aboUt the plight of the seasonal farm worker in the
courts. What little is.knowh is highlygescriptive and general. Only
occasionally. is much information madepdblic. For example, a running.
verbal battle between the'Division Director of the Camden (New Jersey)
Regional Legal Services, Inc., and the New Jersey Public Defender's-
Office dramatically underscores the need for assistance to seasonal farm

c workers who come into contact with' the criminal, justice system. "lame.

illustrative, case, noted by the Division Director, Max Rothman, involved
a Spanish-speaking farm worker who sat in a county jail for more than,
two weeks after his' preliminary hearing on a charge of illegal us.e of a

N. deadly weapon without ever having been adviseb of his right to counsel.'
Another Spanish-speaking farm worker spent more than six months in jail
before coming to trial without the aid of counsel. Two other defendants.
spent 98 days in jail awaiting trial only to have their cases dismissed.
Counsel dtd appear in the case, but only after lanquishing,in
jail 44 days. Their dismissal was alleged to have resulted from a desire
to get the farm workers out of New Jersey jurisdiction and back to Florida
ratner than because of a desire to do justice. In still another case a
16 year old boy was held .in jail for mote than two weeks, on vehicle charges

without any attempt by nrobation officers or others to secure his release.
Do to the services of the Camden office he was released to the custody of
the Yigrant Center and was subsequently fined. $15.

1

'Coby of lett0- fromCmax B. Rothman, Division Director of the Camden Legal
Se-v-v-s, to Stanley C. Van Ness, Director of the New JerseY Public Defender's

"av /.7, 1270, made aval:able to the resePrczlem.
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Whether these cases are representative of the nation or of New York
'State cannot be determined. It is the purpose of .this study to examine
and to report.on two counties in New York. There is little doubtthat
seasonal farm workers, and indeed "resettled migrants" (who live year
round), charged with committing criminal offenses frequently suffer ,

injustice at the hands of those entrusted with administering the crinti-
nal justice system.

The fact that little is known about migrants in the courts,does not
mean that nothing has been done to assist them; it simply means that vir-
t4ally nothing has. been written' on the subject.2 Yet, it is past time
botti\for reporting and for acting, on what is at once a social problem
and a'1 gal one.

*Social Problem

Seasonal
\
larmworkers in New York State are exotic to the culture in which'

they find themselves at harvest time. Yet, they bring with them a subculture

of their own. Unfortunately the attempt to mix the tw6 helps"to create
the socialltroblem that only recently has been the subject of, intensive
study3 and legislative' arings.4 The seasonal farm workers are not

..

lUvS.: Congress, Economic.d it Act, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 1964,
.

Title III-8 recognized. farm:wor ITauding.the need for education,
day care, sanitation; housim,and\egal services. *Such-rural legal
services as the California, Rural Legal. Assistance and.the South Florida r.

. Migrant Legal Services Program have b p cited by:the-UsKted.States
Senate Subcommittee on Miaratory Labor "deserychg of .special mention."

. U.S. Senate-Committee on Labor an8 Public elfare;,Te'Mf jarm
Labor-Problem in the United States vRepoit 91-85; 9 t ong.,-TsTi
mss. ,- 1961,..p:'483:, In Addtton, the Camden 0e0Jerseyr Regional Legal
Services, Inc:, an 'the Migrant Services Foundatipn,.Int., have

v active in assistii seasonal farm workers' fin the collets.% These gervices
have general limited to civil actions:,. however.: Most states.alsd,
attempt, to pt:ovi'Ar's legal services to the poor through_legal reference_
bltreaus-and pu 'i:...efetiders. Voluntary legal services are available
throe h; -aid sureaus or bar associations: They generally lack the
comtitment, comprehensiveness, and continuity that can be provided by tax
-supported and appointed lawyers. -

,

..20ne notable exception is the. report by the U.S. Commission on Civil
.kightsf"..The Mexican-Anericans and the Administration of Justice inn the
Southwest asi:....GoKernmenOrtnting Office, March'19/677.

' A report forthcoming is U.S. Sen&te SUbcommittee on the Migrant and
Seasonal-Farmworkers Nwerlessfiess; Part 4, "Farmworker Le al Problems."

..
t,

3A useful reiuMeVr,tfikstudies that havebeen conducted and reported is
Jame:.0..,SChnur, A:Syh'ihesis of Current Research in Migrant Education
(Cas'CrucO, New Mexico: 'EKE7tres.s, New - MexicoState University, 1470).

4
ASepate Subcommittee on Labor and Public Welfare Hearings .on Migrant and
S,caSona' r:Prmworkers Poweriessne§'s conducted from Jun 9, 1969 through
Apr:1 1S 'TIC and oubliOee in seven parts. ,,

!il 1 4
-0
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siToly wanderers; they are the'"uprooed"1 in search of livelchoods doing
writ they know best. They are without the education or roots to live
satisfactorily in their native habitats, which in the case of migrants to

York,State, are primarily Florida, and to a lesser extent, Puerto Rico.

---PsYChiatrist Robert Coles.after years of study of the migrants .

stresses the rotlessneif and the isolation which both characterizes and
stig-atizes them:

must to some extent repeat and repeat the essence of such
migrancy (tin wandering, the,disapproval and ostracism, the
extreme and unyielding poverty) because children learn that
way, learn by repetition, learn by going through something
ten times and a hundred times clftralhoUsand times, until
finally it s there, up in.their minds in the form Of what
me and my kind call-an "image," a "self-image,",a notion,
that is, of life's hurts and life's drawback§., or lftets
calamities -- which in this case are inescapable and relent,..-

%. less and ubremitting.2
The culture deprivation and social fragmentation issue forth a whole style
of life that results in a variety of "symptoms,' according to -Coles.
7he'se include heavy drinking before and after work ipdull the senses,
vi)lence and hurtfulneSs toward one another, and i,deSiructive careless-
ness toward property. For, the most oart this beltaVior is directed toward
one another within the subculture and is therefore ignored by the larger
society. But when it more directly affects others, as was the case with
the seasonal farm worker seeking shelter in a white neighbor's truck, it
becomes a legal problem which is the primary focus here.

Legal Problem

.16.The legal problem becomes coincident with the social problem and is
deaTt with by the courts when certain typical actions occur.' Generally
these actions involve minor incidents and are classified as minor offenses
by the criminal law. .They are those against the public safety and order

4P ;disorderly conduct,'earassment,,Public intoxication, and vagrancy), intra-
family,or intra-culture.that bring public attention (assaults, family
auarrels),3 or offenses against property (petit larceny, criminal mischief).
Homicides occur frequently_ enough to warrant gtention, but not understand-

1Robert Coles, "Uprooted Children: The Early Life of Migrant Farm Workers,"
a manuscript read to the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor, Monday,
July 28,,1969 and reprinted in The Migrant Subculture," Part 2 of the
Senate Hearings, ibid.

2Lbid., b. 452.

3An example of a family quarrel that reached the courts involved the stabbing

of a thirteen year old boy by his mother when the boy. stepped between her and
his rather when the two were arguing. Each parent was charged with endanger-
ing the welfare of a minor and was required to oos't $100 bail. The case is
pending. Rochester (New York) Times-Uhl-6n, May 4, 1970.
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4r: from local law enfort nt agencies and courM Knifings, thefts,1
anc, oestruction oc 4roperLy between farm workers even when brought to
the attentiop of law enfrcement officials are/commonly not subject to
.-7setition.4 The re.as ns given tend to vary, but two reasons stand

out: '1) unfamiliarity/With public officialdom and criminal procedures
and a quardednesearound.whites tends to disco a complaints by
-,3rants, *no 2) a feelincrby poke that ar sts and prosecution are
simply time wastea,because bomplaintants s dom appqa`r in court to
prosecute and there,ls nothing-that Can be done for or about migrants.

. .

Reports by ag ncies:dealing with crime in our society bear out the
fact that miarato,y farm workers are likely to be criminal offenders, as
leoally defined. , The same characteristics that set them off from, the
larder society correlate with tne national statistics on offenders in
crrrAttlonal institutions. For example, the President's Commission on
LAW Enforcement and Administration of Justice has stated:

A large proportion come from backgrounds of poverty, and
many are membeks of groups that suffer economic and social
disadvantages. Material failure, then, in a culture firmly
orientedtoward material success, is the most common denomi-
natdr of offenders. Some have been'automatically excluded
froir economic and social opportunity; some have'been dis-
qualified by lack of native ablities...3

Thus, we find the poor doubly discriminated against. They suffer the
social disadV ntages which tend to lead them into the courts and these

iaare disadva ges serve to handicap them in their defense. They generally
cannot affor bail, however minor, Cannot locate witnesses, are unable to
work while jailed, and cannot retain counsel for their defense. The
initial poverty creates a cycle of failure, deprivation, and arrests, which

.

1There are exceptions; one town justice related a story that is both humor,
ous and pathetic. Amlaratony,farm worker became provoked when another
worker cooked and ate an animal that the former had previously caught.
hungry "thief" was subsequently attacked and knifed. The resulting com-
motion brought police who'arrested both and took them before the justice. .

Both were convicted of assault and fined $15,.which was paid by the "thief".
Such hunger would not be unusual nor would the failure to share. A similar
situation, described by a district attorney,, stemmed from theft of a can ,of
kerosene by one seasonal farm worker:from another who was trying to Prepare
food for her children after a lo0,0ay, in the lields. Again the resort Was
to a knife, and the damage was muctgreater.

si

21n a matter of minutes a ."resettled migrant" cited five examples/0 /police
inaction despite assaults and resulting deaths. Yet, she did no knbw what
should have been done other than that some official nbtice should have been
given.

3he Challenoe of Crime in a Free Sudety ('Washington: U!S. Government
p;-771-4., ?

( )1G
/
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it turn vitiateVthe opportunity to alter their fate.

The Courts

The types of courts to which seasonal farm workers charged with
criminal offenses are brought in the first instance are lower, or
inferior courts. In the counties examined bere, these courts are the
town and village justice courts. This, in itself, is not surpr sing,
because it has been estimated that for three-quarters-of our p ople
the only opportunity to arrive at a personal cdnception of low, rder
and justice Vies in their experience before a..,Magistrate."1 t
migrants more Often,than the general population appear before la
justices. Typically these justices are paid by fee against the ..rties
in civil cases and on the basis of volume in criminal and motor ehicle
cases. Often they are untrained (only 48 hours of legal educa ion is
required ft most justices in New York State), ign9rant of pr per
judicial procedure, and unable or unwilling to keep abreast sf current
developments in the law.

:These lay justices also have been criticized becaus- they "frequently
serve as virtual arms f the police department, dispeii ngtheir Own brand
of''ustice wholesale." Wright, a United States Circui. ,Court of Appeals
Ju t, is particularly outraged at the treatment accorded the poor and,

uncounseled in these courts. He argues that:

Despite the ptlesumption of innocence, the defendant in th se
police and magistrate courtsAs-, prima facie, guilty.- Th
burden is placed upon him to give a satisfactory answer 6'
the question, "What have you,got to say for yourself?" Hel

is almost, always uncounseled and sometimes he is not even
informed of the charges against him until'after the so.
called trial..3

The deck is stacked further by the fact that:
the choice of forum [the court in which a case originates]
is generally resolved by the police. City oyvillage police"'
will generally go to the citrcpurt Cr polide justice of
their oWn jurisdiction; 'otherwise the choice is a matter of
convenience or preference, in which the police are influenced
by the expressed desires of the judges involved.4

1John M.-Murj*h,,"Functlens of -Magistrates' Courts,".
Association Eiaulletin, Vol, 10 (1953), pi 173.

2 L

J. Skelly Wright, "The Courts HAT Failed the Poor,"
-Magazine. (March 9,

4
State of NeW-York

TheJudiciary,:(New

1969), p. 26. Y

wf

New York City Lawyers

The New York Times

TeMporary State tommisilon on the Constitutional Convention,
N.Y.S.T.S.C.C.C., Vol. 12, March 31, 1967), p. 270.

6
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Th: defendant, then may find himself in a court in which the arresting
officer believes justice consistent with his own notions will be done.
The policeman who appears in a Particular court regularly will feel
that he has (and he probably does have) an advantage which cannot accrue

to the defendant. In effect, he becomes as much part of the court
nersonnel as the justice is or a clerk in a larger court might be.

AnOther'factOr vitally affecting the outcomes of judicial proceedings
is the justice himself, It is safe to say that as elected officials, jus-
tices necessarily are popular, politically reliable, and, not uncommonly,
influential in the town in which elected. (For example, in Orleans- County

two of :ne town justices were influential growers.) Aamittedly, Many are

friendly, concerned, interested individuals. But these areing,the partic-
ular qualifications that should be demanded of judicial officers. Moreover,

there is a general lack gf decoruM evident in the judicial proceedings of
these lay judges., For example, "in Montana one justice reportedly tried a
case while repairing an automobile; another justice disposed of a case while
sitting on a tractor during a pause from plowing his field."' (The counties

here offer similar - examples: one justice will appear in gas station atten-,

. dant4s uniform, though he prefers to don a black robe for regular court

sessions. Another justice will appear with blood-stained clothes coming
irecpy from his slaughterhouse.)

While no claim is made that these illuStrations are necessarily
represerftative, they do underscore the lack of judicial mien which one
should expect in a court of law where he risks the loss of,life, liberty,

. or property. ...

,

r' These illustrations suggest a part of the problem referred to earlier:

the lack of training. An auto mechanic (or car dealer, as is the casein
one we ern New York town), a farmer (the case in more than one western New
York to 0, a slaughterhouse owner, a school teacher, or a.railrodd worker
does riot and cannot have the time to 'study and to practice the law thAt is

N necessary to assure at least minimal standards of justice in criminal pro.:
ceedings. The `criminal and penal codes are too complex for amateurs,
however dedicated.

a

O
Sentences in Inferior Courts

, Deferidants charged with committing felonies (jail sentences in excess
of A year) may be brought before town and village justices -or directly to
the county courts. If brought before the *justitetc;the,defendant is ,in-

formed of the charge (arraigned), bail is set, and a preliminary hearing
determine whether sufficient evidence exists to warrant trial is held. .

Whe e evidence warrants, the case is lien transferred t&the.,county
'courew ichLhas jurisdiction over the town and village courtS: (The defi-

nittons,of criminal offenses, jurisdiction of courts, and the crienal,pro-
cedue are discusted in Chapter III,) The defendiht generally is afforded,,
more protections than in the justicecourts because of the relative gravity

1

Me president's Commission on Law Enfor ent and Administration of Justice

Task corce Report: Thg Ceurts:(WashinIton: U.S. Government Prin'qng Orfice,
77:711,
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of tne charges and the severity of the punishments.

In the justice courts, despite the criminal code provisions and
despite the generally lesser nature of the offenses, the punishments
can be disproportionately severe. In a sense, no cases are "minor."
By way of illustration, a common punishment in lower courts is the
imposition of a fine on a convicted defendant. "A fine of $100 [or in
the cash of a migrant working for substandard wages, even of $15 or $25]
would be nothing to a wealthy man, but it could be enormous to a poor
one."1 Consider the severity of the maximum unishment of 15 days for
nublic intoxication in the case of the season 1 farm worker whose only
source ofincome is his daily labor.

Thus, it can be seen that in any court of law often serious con-
:equences attend the poor seasonal farm worker charged with committing
criminal offenses. It cannot be assumed that because the offense is a
"minor" one and the defendant is brought before a "minor" court the
resulti.will be any the less severe than in "major" offenses. The poor
dependant frequently must remain in custody until trial (refer to the
earlier cases of the Spanish-speaking defendants in New Jersey); unable
to retain counsel, raise bail, or support a family, not-to mention being
unable to obtain evidence or witnesses on his behalf: Even if released
from custody pending trial, his employment maybe terminated by an

employer unsympathetic with his need to be' absent from work.

t

,The.social costs may be,even greater. The seasonal farm worker
jiteitedfand detained, whether or not convicted, may lose rehabilitative
potential.: The feeling about law derived froM that experience may re-
infprep the guarded and suspicious attitude toward the larger culture in
whkh he' must work. The migrant charged with an offense,, brought before
an gnsyMpathetfc prosecutor and magistrate and forced to defend, himself
upaicled by:counsel is likely to.think of law only in a repressive sense.
Fnfact,-One report substantiates the repreisive.nature:

When a,migrant farm worker is indidted for any infraction of
the law, because of ignorance or misunderstanding, the out-

`l come often results in a denial'' of due process of law, a heavy
fine, or instructions to leave and not return to the'county.

.-qd some cases, the person indicted and fined is not even
tSliven reasonable time to pick up,his belongings and family.
He is escorted by a local officet of the law out of the county
where the infraction took place.4

I

1Lee Silverstein, Defense of the Poor in Criminal Cases in American State
Courts (Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1965), TOT:1, p. 13C

?Report submitted to the Inter-Agency Migrant Workers' Committee of the
New York State Division of Human Rights, which was located in the files
of;the Nevi York State Center for Migrant Studies, State University College
of New York, Geneseo, New York n bore no title, author, date, or publisher.
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For those whose subculture does not adequately prepare them'for
1iv4. in the larger culture, let alone this side of the law, the .ceel-
ino of oppression must be all the greater. Fearful of those outsid of

their subculture, subject to a legal system that is complicated in the
extreme, and placed in jeopardy of life the seasonal worker cannot but
oe the source of pity. Like-the black in the southern courts, the
marant enters what can be q racially-exclusionary system because he
comes from 'another world."' And this situation is exacerbated by the
assurance that initially at least he will be brought befcre an inade-
quately trained interpreter of the law.

Representation in the Courts

A potentially invaluable way out for the migrant is the assistance

of counsel. In New York State since 1965, counsel has been required by
legislation. In that year the New York State Legislature passed the so-
called Anderson Bill, which with amendments in 1966 uired the board
of supervisors of each coy and the governing body f the city in which
a,co.inty is wholly contained to put into operation by ec ber 1, 1965, a

for representation of indigents charged with crimes. A crime is any

felony, misdemeanor, or violation of any local law or ordinance which is
punishable by imprisonment. 'Counsel still is not required in cases
involving traffic violations.

Counsel under this legislation means a public defender appointed
pursuant to county law, a lawyer furnished by a private legal aid bureau

,designated by the county or city, the services of private counsel who are
assigned on a rotation basis, or a combination of these alternatives.'

The objective of this legislation is to afford the poor the absolute
'protection of the law. This is particularly important to the seasonal

farm.worker, who because of low wages and unfamiliarity with his-surro
ings including the law, must have assistance in the courts. Whether the
Promise held out by,thisIegislation is realized in the Case,of the
seasonal fqrm worker is in part the subject of thii,Atudy,.

Definition of Terms

While the title is indicative of the scope of the study, for purposes

of clarity the terms used herein are defined.
1 .

Criminal prosecutions refers to the operation of the' Code of Criminal
Procedure and the Penal Law4 upon persons charged with corriFITinq a

.

1See an excellent discussion of ttis problem in Leon Friedman, ed..

Southern Justice (Cleve)and: World Publishing Co.,"1967), O. 157..

2722 New*York County Law, C. 878 Laws of 1965, cc. 798, 761 Laws of 1966.

.3722 New York County Law; C. 878.Laws of 1965.

4Code of 6,2minal Procdure of the Stags of New York, 1965 ,supplement .

vl.77--1Trefl..awyr,,c Co-Operative-Publichino.Cn65).



criminal offense' and brought before a court of law. The courts examined
here are-the town, village, and county courts. The specific nature of
these courts will be reviewed in Chapter III, sb it is sufficient to say
that the focus-in on what are called the "inferior courts." The justice
courts to which the bulk of cases involving migrants are brought.

Migratory farm workers or "migrantS" are legally defined as
Odividuals "whose primary employmentois in agriculture, as defined in
section 3121 (g) of Title 26, on a-seasonal or other temporary basis".2
Agricultural labor included persons in the employ of another; involved in
tine production or harvesting of agricultural commodities; handling, planting,
drying, packing, packaging, processing, freezing, gradtflg, storing, or de-
livering; but not performing services in connection with commercial canning
or commercial freezing. Also, it appears that relidency in. one area for up

to five years does not preclude migratory status. The term 'resettled
migrant", whlrle no more helpful or less derogatory, is 'Often used to refer to.

'While the-term "criminal offense" appears unnecessarily vague, it circum-
vents the laborious task of spelling out the exact definition of each type
of charge. By the Penal Law of New York State 52(2) a misdemeanor is
"other than a felony, and a felony is a crime which is or may be punish-
able by: 1. Death; or, 2. Imprisonment in a state prison." Case law-is

scarcely more helpful: "It is not the mere name of a crime, but the

punishment therefor, that characterizes it," People ex rel. Cosgriff v.
Craig, 195 NY 19Q, 88 NE 38 (1909). The fundamentall'iit itiction.between

feronies and misdemeanors rests with the penalty and the power of imprison-
ment." Peopl; v. Bellinger, 269 NY 265, 1991E,213 (1935). "There is a

third class of offenses which are neither feloni4s-nor misdemeanors, but
petty offenses triable summarily by a magistrate. Within this category are
persons charged with intoxication,'vagrancy, disorderly persons, etc.; also
many cases of violation of municipal ordinances. The minor offenses, below
the grade of misdemeanors, have-allays'6onstituted a class by themselves."
Coole v. Wilder, 234 AD, 256, 255 S 218 (1932). .,Another category since

s "JO-TR-Tons," which are punished by fines arfti imprisonment for 15

days or less, 55.10 (3) McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Revised
Penal Law (Brooklyn: Edward Thompson Co., 1967). 'St1T1 another category

is used in justice courts--indictable and non-indictable misdemeanors. The

distinction is based on a defendant's decision to have his case,go to a
grand jury(and possible indictment) rather than tried in a Justice court.

Traffic cases ("V&T") are omitted in this study, though they may be.
felonies, misdemeanors, or violations and despite the fact that sentences
may be severe. One reason is,that seasonal 'farm workers either are not

charged with such offenses in some areas.,Pecause of an unwritten practice
of the police, or justices may refer the cases to crew leaders and growers.
These cases will not show up on the dockets. Another reason is personal--
the extensive number of _traffic offenses in the dockets virtually obviates

completion of the study.

'2Tiile 7, Agriculture, Section 2042, U.S. Code.

ucation, Section 1107a (2) which reads, "migratory Children of

mi tory ag 1 tural workers''shall be deemed to continue to refer to

c'i'dre for a period not in excess of five years, during which they

'ti') I
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7

the migratory farm worker who leaves the migrant stream and takes up yeAr,
round residence. It is difficult to define precisely the migratory Tarth
wor,-r :n praCtice owing to laek of agreement amona persons living in the
counties studied."' For example, in one town a justice claims there are no

'migrants" in his town--all have lived there for five,years or more. The:

otter justice in that town continues to talk of migrants, because. he feels
tat,differential treatment is accorded seasonal farm workers however
lend they reside.in the town. The latter appears more correct, but does not
help in determining who are migrants 0 the criminal. dockets. The most
real :istic definition of the "migrantwand the one used here, is an obera-

tional one. A migrant is a person who is so regarded by the larger com-
munity because of a life style that he\demonstrates. The docket data used
here reflect the beliefs_ofthe-authorities that the defendants were
migrants" and were -so of the length of residence
and possibly even of the exact occupatiOn.

7

Two Wester 'New York Counties refers to the oNice to limit the study
to tw areas stinguishab1777erms of population., land area, geogranh-
ical loca n, and agricultural products, but roughly comparable in terms
of their relatively large migrant populationi. The counties are Orleans
and .3teuben, which may be found on the map in Chapter II, page 18 infra.

Orleans, bordering on Lake Ontario with only ten towns (local goveritTOTal
agencies outside villages but within the county) produce large amounts of
fruit crops and is relatively small in terms of land:area. Steuben,
bordering on_the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, has approximately'three times,
the population, land area, and towns of Orleans. It devotes large amount .

of land primarily tq vegetable crops (potatoes are most common). Both are

within one judicial department, which implies at least some degree of-con-
sistency of criminal law administration.

.

Legal Servicesjimailable, as used her -e, includes not only counsel

(lawyers who volunfarily, by assignment, or by judicial appointment defend
persons accused of criminal offenses) but-also social workers and others.
who devote at least a part of their time to assistingAigrants charged with
committing criminal offenses. For the most part the term will refer ;to

lawyers.

Description of the Study

. While4he Purpose of this study'is to obtain both quantitative and
qualitative data regarding the operation of the criminal law upon seasonal

0 farm workers, the design does not attempt to follow the lines of a research
project, as strictly construed. For example, no hypotheses are stated,
InOfficient,glata existto formulate hypotheses suitable for rigorous
research and testing. Here the object is to describe the status of the

, seasonal farm worker who becomes the focus of the judicial process and to

note the impl ns thereof.

EVen th uninitiated could hypothesite that "criminal law'as it *elates
',to migrants [is] an instrument of oppression, " as one lawyer familiar with

. the probleM has suggested, or that' any counsel is better than none, or, that

retained counsel is superior to assigned counseL,or that arrest and incarT
'ceration alone exact a heavy toll on the migrari defendant regardless of the

reside in the area served .by the 'ace' 'educational agency." nresumably

parcntc,ot thP cHk-r all lr ',"f" same

9

()?2,
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outcome of the trial, 8ut these hunches are no more applicable to the
migratory farm worker than they would be to the poor anywhere. Moreover,
these issues'have been/ 'raisedand discussed often.' Instead, the
present study, intended to 06 suggestive more than definitive, should
facilitate a more comprehenslive examination of the problem of the
migrant in the courts-. 4

Objectives 4/

The objectives of the study_were:
7,

1
1. To identify, and to s rvey the appropriate courts and court rec ds

and to estimate (ex t information is virtually:Impossible) t1ie
total number of se onal far
criminal offenses n these courts per year.

n workers (migrants) charged with

, .

2. To draw a prafi3 the migrant defendant in these courts. (frhe

idea is that bef re one can suggest ways to help migrants charged
with criminal of nses it is necessary to know precisely who is
being charged an prosecuted most frequently?

3. To'determine the general characteristics the criminal offenses
with which migra is 'are charged, includin

of

the types of charges
brought, release, apd recognizance pro dures* final dispositions
of charges, and ;the length of time of sition. (Again insti-

. tution of nreventiveAeasures is d erfdent upon knowledge of the
chars and consequences.)

/

To ascertain the number and percentage of migrants represented by
,counsel,the) typ of counsel and experience. the types of /charges
defended, the release and recognliance proc dures, th;final dis- a

positionsrof charges, and the length of "ti of dispo itions.
effeCt of counsel? Is it bett r than nothing?

Should there'bdtother assistance?)
a

04 5. TO compare the,differen es in representatl n by counsel in terms
of indigency dete 'inat on, types of crime and offenses repre-
sented, plea negoti tion dispositions of hargesoand money spent

.

,per case for,repres ntat on.

. To summarize and to analyze the data colle ted regarding the migrant
an0 the courts and to make recommewlations on the basis of these
data. (Remedial or preyentive measutes must depend on what, in
fact, occurs, not simply upon guesses, however much, derived from
personal Observation.) \

"See, for example, .1..jedman, Southern justice, 1967; President's Commission
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The Challen of Crime in
a Free Societ 1967; Abraham S. Blumberg, "Lawyers' wit onv

Ju y ugust,' 1967), Vol. 4,. No. 8, pp. 18-24); P:vid SudnOw, "KFIREFr
.17.7FiTS: Sociological Features of the Penal Code in a ublic Defender Office,"
Social ProbleMs'(Winter, 1965), Vol, 12, No. 3, pp. 55,276; and Wright, "The ;

fairtrii-lactie Failed the Poor," The New York TiMes M eaz e (March 9, 1969), nn.
25-110.

)092
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Research Procedures

This study required the colledtion and anal i data from two
oublic'defender offices, from the two county c rts' criminal dockets, and
from eighteen town'agd village justice court, riminal dockets regarding
every known migrant, together with a sam ng of cases of other defendants
on the criminal dockets for the calendar years 1968 and T969. Although
two counties are specified, only the eighteen town and village courts were,
in fact, studied, because the available evidence suggests the bulk of cases
involving migra occurred in these particular courts. That is, justices,
defenders; -and rict attorneys interviewed advised the researchers to,.
ignore the other towns anti- urination of some dockets in the towns gb

° designated subtantiated the advice. two-years_chosen reflect the nee
for consi tency .and recency of data, becaute the_Renil
coimpar ive data before September 1, 1967 and reards
time' 1

. , '->

For backgroundand description of migrants and the cou
data sought were: 1) geoghphical area and jurisdiction;
3) court organization and procddures; 4) age, sex, marita
ethnic group, whenever obtainable.

The specific data regarding the description of charges sought were: 11

types of charges,,, 2) number .of defendants, including those represented by
counsel per year, t tals, and arithmetic means; 3) final Ospositions of

"`Charges; 4) releas and recognizance procedures'; and 5) length of time from
arrest to final di' positiOn of char4es:

aw-revisions negat
t" after muc

7 1

ts the specific 4-

) types of courts;
status of tq

For counsel the specific data sought were: 1) types of counsel and
criminal law experience; 2) standards for indigency determination and persons
making the determination; 3) whether appointment by"the court.or bar associ-
ation or retention; 4) the stage of the trial when counsel first appeared;
§) the nuMber of days spent by counsel to final disposition and the arith-
tic mean number of days; and 6) tmoUnt of money spent per defendant

f r the defenders' services. "I:

4; Sources

.:. 4. Sources for data were: 1) Annual Reports of the Judicial bonference
of th State of New York; ) Annual reports of the public defenders to the
Judici Conference; 3) m randa in the public defender files; 4) Orleans
and St ben County Court c iminal dockets for felonies; indictable mis- .

demeano 5, and appeals; 5) Wn and village court criminal dockets for,non-
indictable misdemeanors, offe es, and violations; interviews with the
4efenders, justices, court and own Clerks, retained counsel, growers,.trew
1 aders, migrants, and migran ministers; 6) reports and records of hearings
by rernmental and quasi-governmental agencies concerned with migratory

1The researc)hers had to rely upon the justices, the district attorneys or

police s to which defendants in the dockets were migrants--a not entirely,

satisfa tory circumstance.

/ n o4
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labor; and 7) personal observations of the 'courtroom pro eeding and court

personnel.

Sampling Design
9 , ,. .

., 6

Because of the relatively large land areaeithe nuMbe
/.
f courts,

of cases, and the time limitations, itwas necessary to o Lain from the

justide court criminal dockets a sampleof cases not inv ving migrants.

The cases were used for purposes of.comparison. Origi lly it was decided

to try to obtain a sample size of 400, representing 190 cases per county

per,year. Thirteen cases per town were Jo be randomly sampled from Steuben

County and fifteen cases were to be randomly sampled from Orleans County.

The towns selected were those reportipg migrant pitulations and suggested

by town justice and others interviewed. As it turned-Out, some town

justice dockets reported les than the number sought, Thus, where possible,

all_cases.not involving migrants were taken, and in auger' courts
fifteen cases were taken. Theyesult was greater accuracy, but again,

suggests a study is not a strictly construed research project. '

../.

(7
,Interviews and QUestionaires

,

.

..

. , -; .c.c.:-

Interviews were conducted whenever and wherever possible with-defenders,

justices, court clerks, private attorneys, growers, crew leaderS, migrants,

and others concerned with migrants.

sK

Limitations
')

As with any study, there were liMitations. A common one, however

serious and irritating, was the need for mere accurate and,consistent re..;

porting of criminal justice statistics. This applies 0 reporting techniques

and requirements of Ortually all judicial depaetments.' Town and village

justices are required to buy specified docket books and must report to the
State Comptroller monthly and to the town board of supervisors for examina-

tion and audit as often as required. (Section 31, Public Officials Law.)

This doe not guarantee accuracy of reporting.
dockets were incomplete as to disposition of cases, dates, addresses and

ages Of defendants and, were unsigned on occasion. Another's were so incompleti

Alk
as to be. almost 'useless. Yet, they were accepted upon audit.

timilar difficulty was encountered in obtaining data,from the .public

defenders. One defender failed to answer letters and only perilstence proved,

useful. The other claimed moves from o e office to another, lack of systematic.

filing,system, and the cryptic nature, of his i*1 ng make his records useless

1The reports of the New YOrk State Judicial Conference,are'representative

and illustrative. Reporting years,are sometimes calendar years and some-

-times judicial years; Some reporting is done by the courts diredtlyt,soM"e-

by the Department of Correction, some by the justices, and some by court

clerks Inconsistent reporting can be explained only in part by changing

requirements of the.JudicialConference and Departments.

1025
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the researchers

7'

A th rd limitation was 'reflected by,tbe large number of seasonal
farm wor ers sand'courts in Western New York alone. Clifford E. Butterer's
report "A Census of Migrants i ight Western New York StateeCounties in

1968" nesec4. New, tor e,iCenter for Migrant Studies, June 1969)

shows. ,482 migrants; ving in hese counties 1,1).04( latter half of the
year Moreover, there ere approximately 106,786 04m4bal tourt dispo-
sit'o reported in th e,eight counties and six others that constitute
we .t rfi New-York 5 e., The scope of the study had to be limited to
a wor able-size for a/Simmer research and reporting period.

Another limitatidn was the ecessity for staging within tot a

reasonable driving distance and it the same judit4a1 departmilit,

Driving,,, co legal.personne , and securing enough time to survey
dockets e major problems throughout because of the dispersion of

P

the co4rts'and because of the necessity fer .laying the groundwerk in what
many i'egard as a very sensitive area for research. The decision to stay
wit in the Fourth Judicial DepartMent reflects the desire for consistency.
'W le there is a unified court system in New"York Statelsee Chapter II

nfra),'diffeicenCes do exist because of different ludicial personnel and

judicial .department administrators, 'Courts within the same
department,tend'toward similar,practices and allow for:easier Camparison.

']kn,Obvious limitation upon the conduct of this study was'the difficulty
in contacting justices and in gaining their confidence, Generally justices
were 'considerate and,took time to point out to the researchers specificalli,
which defendants were migrants, thereby advancing the conduct and accuracy
of the study. However reluctance was demonstrated by some justices* One
just ce could not ee any point to the,'study, because migrants cannot
help d, anyway. An ther simplgiclaiied no,need,to see his dockets since
had/not handled any cases involving migrants. Dockets of a retired%
ju/ stlice were put awa in a vault,Whith IS tantamount to'burial forever.
, /

/ As with Mankresearchers, the claim of lack of:time is made here. A

/
"fpur month period to conduct and report such a ttudyls obviously restrictive,

(

1Again inconsistency of reporting exists here as well as
United States Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor Th
Labor Problem in the ess_United States, 91st Cong., 1st S
reports that in these same eight counties there were"10
subcommittee's source was the Migrant Health Un

ice, Dept. of Health, Education and Welfa e

in the court *. The
Mi rator Farm,

., 9, p.-727
3 migrants. The

Public Health

Extrapolated frig the State of New York, Annual Report of the Judicial
Conference of the State of New York, Vol. 12, 196, pp.-45T452, 45 .

The need to extrapolate once more reflects' inconsistency in judicial re-
-prtin9. Vo umes 13 and 14 do not show a breakdown of cases in inferior

courts,(ci , village, and town), as 40 all the,rdtheii;xolumeT4"eicept

.2 and 3. t.
..
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Making personal contacts alone was extremely time-consuming. Handling
statistics took a significantly large amount of time,Aas well. In part
this limitation reflects the researchers', personal situations and the N,

nature of the study.

- While it may appear to the reader that the limitations noted.suggest
arbitrariness and rationalization on the partof the reseattllers, in fact,
the scope of the study is realistic enough to permit concluiibns on the
basis of the best available evidence. Moreover, this is virtually uncharted
territory. The foregoing are simply the ugiveps4 the limits within which th4
study was conducted. The point is to detenni which and how many migrants \
are defendants. and how.they fare in the seledted courts within the social
values underlying the system itself.
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CHAPTER it
1

THE'SETfiNG POR THE STUDY

Orleans end Steuben Counties

Orleans and Steuben Counties are located in. Western New York State
(see Figure 1 next page), and, as is common in Airge, diverse states,
their residents suffer certain disadvantages. As "u69taters" they lie,
outside the New York City- Albany political axis. But more importantly,
1ey lack the socio-economic status accorded "downstaters." Tfie'reiu1t
is a kind of'"poor cousin" relationship, reguirincfa compensatory
rdentiO, Such an identity has' tended to be baspd upon assumed ow,'
graphic and.economic advantages, iffeig4ing lakes.(The Finger Lakes,
ChautauquatAntario), farm land.(vegetables, fruitS, wine, and dairy),
and'home-based industries 'in which great pride can betaken.

A clear exam0i,of this pride is demonstr4ed by the residents of
Monroe County ,arid Rochester,lts'TargetkAity ("the Flower City"). Monroe

County likes to think of itself as the "pacegetter" for upstate New York,
extending its influence, and affluence throughbut Western New-York'Stete.

'This. is ,particularly significant for neighboring tounties,like Orleans,
and 'for counties more distant, like Stftben. The rural, counties sur-
rounding Monroe.tend to be subordinated to it, which creates a situation

.analogous to the upstatp-downstate schism. Monroe County, then, serves
as ,a bench mark against which to examine -the statuses of Orleans and
Steuben Counties and the effects on the subjects of'this study, the migrants
in these counties.

a

4.
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Vital Statistics.

t Land Area

'Orleans County, despite its proximity- to heavily krulated,MOnroe
'Co:un0, is distinguished by its relative poverty and rural agrarian
;nature, (See Table I on nextpage). Most of its inhabitants either live
`On income derived from nearness to Rochester or from farming the flat,
'fertile farmland. It is a relatively small county with only 396 square

miles bordering on Lake Ontario.. :In the northern part of the county
are the Towns of Yatet, Carlton andKendall, all of whiCh have signifit
cant number's of migrants. Within the central region are Ridgway,
Gaines, Murray, and Albion;- the county seat. These Towns also have

- migrant laborers. Within the three southernmost Towns, Shelby, Corre,

= Clarendon, there is only 6he'srArant camp which is located in Clarendon.
(See Figure 2 on gage-21). Hoiiever, a Clarendon .town justice assured us

that these were Rot migrants becgi ey had settle there for more

- than five years. \
\

Stetiben 'County is south o Monroe County on t Pennsylvania border.. 1

In comparison with other counties in Western New Yqr duben; with its

1,410 square, miles, is one of. the larger counties. A t ough there ae;;7'
thirty-two towns in Steuben, only seven have significant numbers of -
migrants. he migrants are concentrated in the northern nart which

, 'includes t e Towns of Wayland, Cohocton, Prattsburg,. Dansville, Avoca,

Wheeler a ti Fremont. (See Figurelron page 22)

. Popul at

Mekopolitan Miinroe-tounty with 586,389 people ranks forty-ninth in
pdpul n witbirr the U.S. By comparison rural Orleans and Steuben

'Counties> nsiderably smaller. Orleans, Mon'roe's innediate-neighbor
to the west, had a population of 34 4159,,in 1960 and preliminary reports

for 1970 Indicate an increase of 2,678.4 Steuben with almdst four times
the land area of Orleans, more than twice the size of Monroe County.and

three times,the population of Orleirrs,has only one sixth the nuner of
people as Monroe.- , .

1U.S. Department of(Connercer County and City Data Book 1967, (Washington,

1967); D.252.

2These individuals are sometimes referred to as "resettled migrants"
Which signifies they may no longer perform seasonal farmwork and have

lived the ear around for greater than five years.

3County. and ity Data Book. 1967 (Washington, 1967) D. 252.
.

4A11 Preliminary reports for 1970 from Rochester (New*York)Titnes-Union,
June 30, 1970. . ........_ ... .

5County and,City.bata Book 196-7 {Washington, 19671, p. 252.
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,TABLE I

A

STATISTICS OPMON.F0E-,. ORLEANS AND STEUBEN COUNTIES

Population
and

Land

&W.W.I.

POP.

/L V,.

586,389

N.I.A.1,...14,

34,159.

.......,"

97,691
...Area\

1960 U.S.

Pop.

Rank
49 '879

,

--------

-----

311

'

.

Land
Area
Sq.

Mi

675

.

3g6 1,410

-

PopulationPopulation

Change .

1950-

.-1960

.

'

Total 20.3% 14.5% 6,8%

Total
1970

Prelim.

17411% g.35, ..99%

'.

Net

Migration

.
.

6.2% 3:S%

.

.6%

Population
Character.

1960

Urban 86.7%
--\.,

34.7% .,...e-43Ze

Negro' .4.1% 4.3% .8% ,.

1959

Income
Median
Income

1147 $5,608 $5,607

of
Families

(1960)

',

Bank

Assets

Under
$3,000

-

10.5% 18.5% 11.9%

$10,000
& over

23.3%

. ,

,12.9%
..,

. 00

in

$1,000

.

$1,557,560

.

$.36,489 $109,557.

SOURCE: County and City Data Book 1967 (Washington, f961) . 2524,

Preliminary Repdrts for 1970 from Rochester (New York) Times Union,
June 30, 1970.
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.Flizure 2

LOCATION OF MIGRANTS IN ORLEANS.'COUNTY

SOURCE: Adapted from Dept. of Rural SocIpiogy, The People of .New York
19,)0-196D-, Bulletin Nc. 62!. 3444 (Ithaca, New .V.6-a: Cornell- Irnivers1 ty) ,

-21-
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Figure 3

LOCATION OF, MIGRANTS4N STE BEN COUNTY

To
Ark-
port

e 11

FREMON

HOWARD
BRAD-

FORD

HONELLS-
IlLc

HARTSVILLE
Canisteo

CANISTEO
CAMERON THURSTON CAMPBELL HORNBY

Tverside

IHG

ofSouth

CORNING

GREENWOOD
RATHBONE

Addison

\id

ADDISON

CERWIN
Corning

'WEST UNION Wbodhul 1

WOODHULL
TUSCARORA !LIMEY: CATON

STEUBEN COUNTY

SOURCE.: Adapted from Dept. of Rural Sociology., The People of Ne.w York 1900-1B60,
Bulletin No. 62:46 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell UTriersityj, p.77.

.
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Between 1950 and 1960, the population.of Orleans County increased i
15.5% but preliminary reports for 1970 indidate only a 9. -3% increase

while Monroe County had an increase of 20.3%. However, Steuben County
had only an ificrease of 6.8%, and preliminary reports for 1970, indicate
only a .99% increase. These figures represent increasing out-migration.
Between 1950 and 1960 it is reported that 6.6% of the inhabitants of
Steuben moved elsewhere. By contrast, Orleans and Monroe had positive
ret migration resulting in increases in population.1

Of the three counties, Monroe understandably has the highest per-
centage of urban dwellers at 86.7%. Rural Orleans and Steuben counties
have much lower percentages of city dwellers, 34.7% and 43.5% respec-
tively. The percentage'of blacks in Monroe and Orleans are 4.5% and 4.2%
respectively, while in Steuben County only .9% of the population is
black, The greatest concentration of blacks is within the urban complex.
There are more_ opportunities for employment near and in cities, and there
is probably less chance for a black person to feel lost in a sea of whites.
Since only .9% of Steuben,'s population is black, there is probably an even
greater feeling of subordination to the white power structure.

Industry and Income

Agriculture and mall industries constitute the major employers of
the people of Orleans d Steuben. Significant,numbers'of individuals
from both counties Crave to Monroe to work at such-home-based industries
as Eastman Kodak, Hickey eman and the Xerox Corporation. Because:of ,

the large industries the ban .ssets in 1964 reached $1,557,560,000 in
Monroe County. This number far eds that of'Orleans ($36,489,000) and .

Steuben ($109,557',000).3 .

-4.

,The affluence in Monroe Count, is illustrated by the- vely high
per capita income. in 1964, the per ca a income was $3 223100 which is
not only considerably greater than Steuben 65.5 a Orleans i

($2,265.40), but is :greater than 'the national ave 0 he median income
for Monroe in 1960 was $7,1470, ich increased to $1 4842 in 1964. By

contrast, the median income in 0 leans and Steuben counties in 1964 was
i approximately thesame as in Mon e in 1960.4

LL

,

Oiscription of the
.

Seasonal Farmworker
,

libid.

Large scale migration of farmworkers has come to characterize
the American agricultural scene. Every yeais farmworkers and
their families numbering more than 1 million leave their
'home counties to fill the continuing and fluctuating seasonal ,

. 3County and City' Data Book 1967 (Washington, 1967), O. 253.,

4Per capita.and Median incomes of Cleans and Steuben for 1964 were
extrapolated from ibid.
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demand for farm labor that is so vitally important in our
society.1

Although seasonal farmworkers Imigrarkts) appear to remain vital
to agricult4ral production, they have been groSsly neglected by our
society. Until recently, the problems of migrants have been largely
ignored. The belief in equality for all has come to mean equality
for some. The result is that migrants are characterized by the ,

lowest wage of all workers, poor housing,little education, illiteracy
and- the symptoms of a social.pathology.

Typically, the amount of farm work available in a home county is
limited, requiring.miration. The New York State DivisiOn of. Human
Rights report submitted by Robert J. Magnum stressed that Nigrant farm-
workers are forced to travel simply because their hometown failed to
provide them with the opportunity to obtain basic Personal family require-
ments."2 ,1

While appearing redundant, it ftstbe emphasized that what dis-
tinguished migrants from virtually all other workers. is thd continuina
practice of f011owing work based on the seasonal demands. The migrations .

within the U.S. move no hWard from the states along the southern border
and follow three major utes. The main strear starts in the spring,
travels north and wes Om Texas, and covers most of the NortRCenfral,
'Mountain, and 'Pacifi Coast states before the season ends December. A
second stream floiS rom the Southeastern states into Florida for the
winter citrus and vegetables havests. During the spring and summer the
same stream moves northward through the East Coast states. The third
major route starts in Southern California and continues northward through
the Pacific CoaSt states.

In 1967, there were.1.1 million persons performing farm work-for wages
at some time. Of that number 276,000 or nine Per cent, had left their home .

county beyoind normal commuting to,work.3 These migratory farm workers were
a small but important part of Xhe.total farm wage force in the-U.S.-

In actuality seasonal farm workers, differ little in age and sex from
other non-migrant farmworkers. _,'They are- young. In 1967, half the migrapt
workers in the U.S, were under twenty-five years of age, and one-fourth'
were from age fourteen to seventeen. By contrast, in thq nation's total
labor force only one-fifth were under twenty-five years.4

Within the United States, migrants form three major ethnic groups. -

The first group'consists of predominantly white English-speaking migrants
from the south and the Spanish-speaking Americans from the central and

.1Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, The Migratory'Farm Labor _-

Problem in the United States, 1969, p. 1.

2Peoort to the Inter-Agency Migrant Workers' Committee.

3Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, The Migratory Firm Labor
Problem in the United States, 1969, p. 3.

4Ibid., p. 5. b
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and western areas of the country. Mexican - Americans make up the .

second group. In 1960,-103,000 of the 261,000 Mexican-American farm-
workers did some migrantf farmwork. Finally, there are the blaclis who

move from Florida seekit work along the Atlantic Coast states.'

Despite recent imporovements in the wages of migrants,,they remain"
at the bottgm of the wage brack . From 1965 fo1968, their wages'
increased front $1.14 per hour to 1.43 per hour. However, there are
still thirteen states in which t average wages are below the present
minimum for agricultural.worke Migrants are plagued by unsteady
employment. In 14iT, the average migrant was employed for only eighty-
'five days at about $10.35 a day, for a total, of $922 that year.2
Incidentally, by traveling the migrant did not make any more money than
he would have if ha had stayed home.

,

In addition and as a result of their migratory status migrants
suffer in other waYs:"-

First, they lose the advantage of living in permanent residences,

Second, their housing is often of extremely sub-standard quality.

Although recently some states have enacted.lawt setting standards for
labor cat*, it is a small step.

Third, their sanitary and health facilitie vare woefully inadeqyate,
as a result of almost criminal neglect.

Last, the 4CatIon of the "children has lacked the continuity esse tial
to academic growth. A uniform transfer record form has recently been
developed which is designed to help fill the continuity gap.

The migrantslnow their" viz. ,. which houseA to seek!, stores and
bars to patronize, anc;i where to-6Etain services.-1 Themigrant,social Fife
commonly consists of small gatherings with some danciAq and often consider-
able drinking. There are no community.activities or movie houses. There
are no social clubs, as such. Dr. Robert Coles describes the situationin
this way:

The extreme poverty, the cultural deprivation and the social
fragmentation, in sum the uprootedness which characterizes
their lives, falls not suddenly upon them but is a constant
fact of life from birth to death, summoning, therefore, a °

whole style of life, a full range of adaptive maneuvers.4

P

,
2
Ibid., p. 54.

3Senate Committee on Labor,.

Problem in the U.S., 1969,

Farmer" Atlanta, Georgia:

and Public Welfare, The Migratory
p. 13,-excerpted\from Robert Coles

Southern Regional Council, 1965).

Farm Labor
7-7Thi-Pliratory

4

4Ibid., P. 14.
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!r, order to adapt, then,-migrants turn the isolation and hopelessness of

:iFe inward. As a result they are very close to their immediate family
.and children, butlook upon outsiders with suspicion. A migrant child

appears fairly content in his early years, as the discipline is extremely
lax, 'However, the initial happinets is challenged and destroyed by a
nlethora of threats. It is at this time that the child begins to learn

pe suspicious of outsider and to channel hostilities toward them.
'',Jrthermore, the child begi s to engender the feelings of inadequacy and
hopelessness that follow him throughout life. These children go directly

into adulthood with littl opportunity to enjoy the generally carefree
days permitted youth in ti larger society. The result frequently is an
individual who will drink heavily and who may occasionally destroy his
'lone or possessions because of the stress and hostilities held within.
Tr,F somewhat schizoid Personality which occurs is described by Coles:

Uith their children and husbands or,wives they will often be
warm, open, .and smiling. At work, with strangers, and often
with one and another while traveling or even walking the streets
they are guarded, suspicious, shrewdly silent,...'

The Migrants in Orleans and Steuben Counties

The Origins of Migratory Labor

While for years the employment of seasonal farm workers has been
common to both Orleans and, Steuben Counties, the. large scale use of <
migrant labqr is fairly recent. This development stems from a significant,

increase in.the size of farms, greater mechanization, and what has dome-to
be called "agribusiness." In Orleans County the first sizeable influx of
migrant labor occurred -about 1960. RePortedly there were 4,000 working in

the fields and "several hundred others employed in food processing plants."2
The migrants were attracted by the promise of work in and around Duffy-Mott
Foods, Hunt-Wesson, Birds Eye, and Heinz. These industries rved primarily
as processors, contracting with individual growers in the a ea for fruits
and vegetables. - 'Migrants were th important to the onerat on of these
plants,and the groweTs upon who the plants were dependent.

Beginning earlier, b particularly noticeable. fn 1968 And 1969 were
so e severe dislocatlons because of a combination of factors, including
fl ctuatina prices- and increased competition. Hunt-Wesson; Heinz, and
Bi ds Eye folind economically more suitable locations and closed their nlants
in the lbfon add Medina areas. A direct consequehce was the decreased need

co lgritory labor. (Another effect is evidenced by the abandoned and bare

store fronts on Main Street, Albion.) , f
.

While these four industries were in full production, many camps,
particularly those in the northern part of the county were gonsidered real

,"trouble snots." As one justice stated, the migrants "li"e h like Animals."

Increasingly, public concern caused state nublic health officers to order

p. 17.
1

'Rochester (New York) Times-Union. September 11, 1970, wh Ch reports a
survey by ,Tames Bvrdet ,-farm rec'rui ter for the State Emppymmt Service

('r4cr? in Alhion.

)0,
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t+--± diking of*many units, which, combined with the,closing of the plant's,
`,as had a serious impact on the migrants. Many migrants who had been lured
into the county by the attraction of full-time work were left without
either the income or%the training to do more than survive. Others who had
tragelled up here for years had to seek out other employers or leave the
plinrant stream. 111e situation today, less than a year after the closing
cr" three large plants, remains unchanged.

The employment of migratory labor in Stebben County follows a similar
nattern. Around 1940 potato growers from Long Island, seeking more land
and escape from the fungus that was starting to affect their crops, began
to relocate in Stepben County. Within approximately eightoyears the typical
c-111 farms ranging fisom one hundretKto two hundred aCre were replaced by
arms of four hundred-j,to a thousand or more acres. These large farms, like

that. of Schuler's, a local potato chip manufacturer, required greater
numbers of workers/ than available locally The importation of large numbers
of minrants folTowed. The effect of migrants on the towns to which they
were attracted is not entirely clear. A majority of the justices interviewed
'mplkied or stated,that the effect was an increase in criminal offenses,
r3v.t1 cularly assaults.

As in Orleans County, mechanization and fluctuating prices have forced
changes in farming and processing, causing corresnondinq changes in the
emolovment of migrants. Beginning in 1967, the need for miaratory-labor
56gan to decrease, but an unanticipated event hag led to a more precipitous
decline. In 1967, the Golden Nematode fungus was discovered ip-the roots of
notatoes and in the potato fields of the-Towns of Wheeler andlPrattsburg.
United States Department of Agriculture imposed a quarantine on all potatoes
grown in` these towns. Only potatoes that were washed could be sold, but
wash.!ng broke down the fibers thereby making them unusable for potato chips.
Other growers refused to take the time to wash the potatoes, so, in essence,
extensive potato farming in these towns was effectively stopped. Inevitably,
the need for migratory labor was eliminated, in these towns and decreased in
other towns, but many former"migrants remain.

So, in 1970, the picture that can be drawn of the migrant in grleans
and'Steuben Counties is vastly different from the one that could,be\drawn
perhaps .only three years ago. Farming is the major occupatiOn in both
counties because of the particular fertility and desirability of the\land.
In Orleans County, for example, the land is flat with fruit orchards
systematically breaking the sameness of the rich, black,s'oil. The most
noticeable aspect of the farm land is the muckland region in the Southern
part of the county which extends into Netghboring Genesee County. According
to one ,epdrt, the muckland region extends over seven thousand acres and
yields-approximately rven million dollars worth of crops each year.'" ,These
croos include lettucdt Potatoes, onions, and a variety of fruits%
"arr' is otherwise idyllic picture is the fact that migrant workers have
a,state tin um of a dollar and forty cents an hour to maintain and harvest
crons which provide substantial profits for others.

ry

'0ochester (New York) Democrat & Chronicle, June 28, 1970.
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In 1968, New York State ranked seventh in migrant popula ion in the
StatesOrleans and Steuben Counties contributed to t s rank.

sine report listed 29,280 migrant laborers in the state durine the 1968

(rop season,' 1716 of whom were in Orleans and 1750 in Steuben.2 Unfor-

tunately, these data are not entirely consiste with th e of the Senate

cubcommittee shown in Table,IT. The latter S r ishy 1968, 16.5%

the New York State migrant population lived and wo ed in,thetwo counti

(By extrapolation, the Butterer Census'would sugges hat the percentage ,

was only 11.4). Whichever source is used, the ge is fairly high.

'However, this represents a decrease in t = i years. The

,yrdett repOrt (Rochester Times-Union, SepteMber 11, 1'70) indiCates a
decrease from 4,000 in 1960 to 750 in 197 'in Orleani County. Using

pnclther index Ale find that 5.0% of the unty's population did migrant ,

farm work in 1960, and preliminary Ce sus reports for 1970, indicate 4.7%.'

A similar decline was evident in S uben County. (See Table ,II, Below)
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/// TABLE II

THE'MIGRANYPOPULATION IN ORLEANS AND STEUBEN COUNTIES

.

Total Migrant
,

'...--....

Population

N. . en Orleans

,

% of N.Y.S.
'Migrant Population

Steuben -2NOrreans

% of Migrants to Total
1

Population of County

Steuben Cty. Orleans Ctj.

1960 1970 1960 1970

.

X 1 750

,

., 11.83%

.

1179%

-..------

.

1.77% 5.0%.

.
e

4.65%1,716

.,

29,280

.

2,180 2,666

*,

16.55%.

e

2.23%

.

2.21%' 7.8%

.

7.%

MidratorySOURCES: Butterer, Census..., DD. 11-1 ; Senate Subcommittee. The
Farm Labor Problem..., 1969, t.

1

'Senate Subcommittee, The Migratory Farm Labor Problem..., 1969, p. )23.
2
C1iffordtButterer, /I-Census tf Migrants in Eight Western New i)r.k State

,Counties in 1968 (Geneseo, N6WYork: New York State Center for Migrant
c,t7:cics.Eine 059), np. 12, 14.

N....
3'Stutterer Census for total numSar of miorants in ar!ch county and County_ and

\ Citv Ua;e0 look .1967 (W 0: 1967.?, 2. 252, rQ total tvpulation of each

4
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The Plight of the Migrant OP

Migration not only causes economic and physical hardships, but also
contributes to psychological problems.. One reason for the lAtter is that

frequently themale-migrant must leave his family behind. The migrant

ray then becaome anxious abo t the condition of his family left behind as
well as the demand for his labor far from home, In most counties,adult

miles constitute the bulk o the migrant population. In Orleans in 1968

there were 876 adult males, 261 women, and 579 children. Steuben was
proportionately thesame w th 937 adult males, 384 women, and 429 children.

1

Another factor that reates problems for migrants is their ethnic
composition, which reveals they are exotic to the counties in which they .

find work. In Steuben County in 1968 all the migrants were blaCk, while in
Orleans. there were 1342 blacks, 328 Puerto Ricans,,and 48 white migrants. c.
Virtually all the residents of both counties are white, and not a few are

of foreign stock. Prejudice, while not inevitable, is comprehensible.

Because of their migratory status, migrants -,live for Only short periods '

of time in areas where they work. The average season in Orleans and Steuben
Counties is three months, during which time the migrants must find housing,
typically called "camps." /WOrleans CoLinty in the years of )the study and

presently there are thirty-eight camps located in eight of the ten towns.
Although Steuben is considerably larger,here was reported to be one less_
camp in the seven towns mal(ing up the northern part of the county.

/
1

The living conditions in the camps vary within each covnty and 'within
each town.i For example, in Orleans County there_are four damps just ,off

,a main east-west route, Route 31: The disparity between camps is vividly
demonstrated even on, an individual farm.

On one section five plain but relatively new trailers in fair

1
conditionNierve as migrant housing. By contrast, on a tlifr section migrants

live in,an old farm house, which lacks doors,,screens, d windows. It was

unpainted and as depressing to the researchers is it nit..t have been to the
male migrants seen relaxing on what was once a porch. Neven more stereo-
typical, run-down camp blemished the countryside only a s one's throw from ,

there. Hidden behind a cinderblock house off the road merle small

buildings resembling large outhouses in an advanced state of decay. About

,a quarter mile south there was another farmhouse 01 worse shape, if possible.
White children were seen peering.out from an ,opening where a front door should

hive been. Absolutely nothing good can be said about this migrant "housing."

)Butterer, Census...', pp. 12, 14.

2
Ibid. /

.... '.
//3

The number of migrants housed in' these camps also varies. Each of the #/6

largest camps, near Lyndonville, has fifty residents, Another camp, in

\Cerlton, has forty migrants there. Others vary from only a few.to thirty.
Byrdett report ineRochester (New York) Times - Union; September 11, 1970.

'2.1 9
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ay conti-ast the hialting in.a nearby farm was palatial, though the researchers

a J pf.obably few.readers would volunteer,to live therer,,It consisted of :

. t,aiters only a few years old which, appeared to. be theiNkst maintained 'in
1,

.. ,
tt,e area. e . . .

Camps in tteutien County were'equally varied. -One camp tesembles_a motel
.:-::earingto be only a fewmontht old. eschewing the battleship gray,-Mbsty
J,pearincrcolors.so commom,,they chose bright, attractive colors. Lqcated

Olts an older building which wasacceptable. Only. a few miles away

Hask-in011e Road is a camp impressive beeltse of its physical deteriqration.
.01J trailers were decayed, and nearby Shacks were characterized by lack of win-4,

and,rotted walls. These conditions seem to*have,been ignored for years.
.

.
. . :

At suggested earlier, the psychological aspects O

,

of migratory labor as
-, well as' the physical must be considered.., A camp in Fremont consists of one v

, lenq cindetblock, building resembling a'-'German concentration camp. It is .

J',out fifty feet long with dull pray wooden doors,*,badly weathered and worn.

.'lot even'the high weeds could obscure the effect. The'door ofeach "apartment".
was n.ambered.from one through thirteen, andthe painting suggested the work I

. of a small Ciiild:,. Many camps were similarly unacceptable, elan pitiful. A

youdltWoman barely 5-feet 3 inches tall visited white migrant housing in
.11bio4, and she could not stand erect inside the building. Her description,
"11;*.was. like a chicken coop. ,It was-dark, dark...,". ,:

,

. . RecentAttentibnto the migrant condition through newmper. reports,
megaztne articles, anctelevision programs indicates increasing concern,
ohd implies that Some chle,may be forthcoming. Still there are many'
ndNiduals who possess t authority to effect change, but wh6 rationalize.

'and fail to egerciss that authority: . The foiling example is illustrative.
..)n the. eastern edge of the Elba -raeklands in' Orleans County lies New Guinea
4..)ad. It is 'an isolated, narrow ro with woodland, along each side. Near

produce storage building and beh nd a slightT4selre four shacks partially
Wden behind a cinder-block house. The shacks were rotten and on the verge'

-,F collapse. More depressing w th fact that the camp, housing former ..'

.--- 1:orants, 1 unlicensed,
.

ccording to a justice in the area_ , the Boars!
--

, or Health not do anything about it. 1The reason maybe fhat,the shacks ;-
.

.. . Are "owned;' y the dwellers and are therefore, private propertY, or theO
ore not leg lly.defined as,"camps". .The.justice, a county.officer,expre ed

N concern but no desire to act. He claimed there would be nowhere to house Ile
migrants if the camp were closed. ,Because of his and similar indecisivenes
and rationalization the prOblem remains; a blot on the town despite the attempt il

r ' to hide it. ", cs
,

in,Albion in Orleans county .there Is a hew type of migrant "housing."

It is unlike th'reamps described, bu/ frequently is as bad or worse. -One
creampie is an old pffice over a,,pool hall, which a village policeman describes
s having been made into "apartments" by means of six foot high partitions.
nly black, males, many of whom are or were migrants., live in these ,"apart-

- ments." The interior of this "remodeled" office is aleged'tobe disgrace!
.N1,,.,but -unaffected by offiCial action. Another example of the "neW" housing-
..is an unlicented "camp" whiCh was'until recently-run by Birds Eye Foods.

,e q
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Fohner grants, as well as those who perform farm work, cohtinue to live

there. Agaimuthorities-seem to ignore its existence. But, a factor

which'compounds the""crime" ooMmitted against migrants is the faFt that

commonly high rents are charged for this "new"housin0.

Outside the Town of Gaines, Orleans County, along Route104-there.are
two trouble spots located ar-the eastern edge of a moderate sized farm.

.
The owner, a well known farmer' refers to them as "restaurants." Also on

the farm are a produce market and'three "tenant shacks." The shacks are
cheaply constructed and look it. .0ne con ains 400 square feet, the second

384, and the third 300 square. feet. They, ere built at a cost of $2.68 .

per square fcipt, making the cost of constr ction 1072.00, $1029.00, and

$804.00 respectively, according to the.last assessment which was in 1958. g

These shacks, the two "restaurants," andth produce market, despite their
lcarmercial,nature, are listed gn the tax rolls, as improvements on a "farm."

fact that migsants live in thOse shackVand in the ba%ks of the "rest=
agrants' renders them unlicensed camps." i!To this can be added the fact
that the two "restaurants" Wenly sell alcoholic beverages without license,.
In 1968, the "restaurants," called the'Brick Wall and the Dragnet, were
closed temporarily because'of.r.homicide, but today they are open and

again the site of a violent shooting,. The reason given withbut any hint
of embarrassment, is that these "holes" serve to keep migrants out of the

,villages
.

. \

The double standard that exists is corroborated by a newspaper report
of the arrest ofia group of young people for camping on th3other farm owned

by the same man. Three youths wereJwought before a town justice charged

with lottering, whi 1 e the remaining thirteen were charged with trespass.
For loitering, a violation, one defendant Was fined $150, another was jailedt

.
in. lieu of a $150 fine, and the third was jailed lecause he could not post

a $250 bail. The 'rest; charged with' trespass, were fined $10 each. The

loitering fines seem extraordinarlly high and the._ $250 bail excessive. It

is\SapossiPle for the researchers, to demonstrate objectivity in.describing
t 7 parefit hypperisrpf the'town justice,. whO-uphOds one standard fox

- those youths and another for the unlicedsetromp-tavern .owner. 'Yet, such

conduct seemsto be""accepted withoutquestion. (This saM?"justice expressed

his apprehension aiimit the researchers who he felt"were.looking for prejddice.

Until this, incideni, the researchers were not critical of him.)

This incredib4e result cannot be attributed to official inaition. 'It

is a sanctioned exploitation of migrants and outsiders. (The youths were

described In one account-as "hippies.") This slanting of the law appeaSs

to be Common to other towns, as well: For example, migrants present little
,problem to the Town of Wheeler in Steui3en Aunty, because there are no bars-

in the town.. Migrants, then, are forced tp stay in,the camps.. In the

bc ode therierve to keep unwanted
Towns of Avoca and Wayland unlicensed arithin the camps (and along the
chain street of Waylan) arg,gondoned,

be

migrants out of the view of residents. As far as theresidents are concerOed,

the location.of bars outside the villages and communities tendt.to diminish

1r

1Rochesier(New York) De crat 'Chronicle, August 1, no

=1.04'2
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crime. When a crime is committed in or near a camp, it is usually
ignored by,autgbrities, but Octasionally State Police are
Tbis exceptinp,-one justice explained, occurs when "some are knifed,
but sometimes they are knifed too deep."

Route 15 In Steubed County is,known as the "Darkie Trail." It is
the, road along'which migrants.travel north to live, to rk, and some- .

times to die. A few, years agN according to a dfstri attorney, a crew
leader was found dead along the "Darkie Trail" with 200 missing from
his Person. ft remains officially an unsolved homi de. Just ofcRoute
15 is the Welcome Inn,'an old, unattractive furl house, where miarants
can bring alcoholic beverages and aan dance. It is claim* that the
migrants "know their place"-- the Welcome Inns, the"BlIck Walls, and the
-Dragnets. These "places" the residents ignore like the plague. The .

SteubentCounty District Attorney considers the Welcome-Inn the "toughest
place" in the area. Crimes committed by miarants do inevitably occur
there. For example, before becoming district attorney, he defended a
miarant who. had stabbed another migrant at a dance. The victim had cut
in' on the defendant and was invited outside where he w tabbed -in the
stomach and cut in the ear-.. When'the defendant was questione about his. .

background and-possible witness, he said that his wife was living
south with another Marl, but he had not obtained a.divorce. The migrant's
reason, according to thg dittrict attorney, was "that's for white folks."
Unfortunatelyr he, like many other migrants,knew his place in this, society.

r

%

101:

The migrant is constantly reminded of hit position in society by tha '

housing he is forceetb accept,. by the discrimination he encounters daily, ..

and by the utter lack of hope for something- better. More imnortant, he
must be regarded as-a stereotype as much as .the 4180 In the ghetto. For .
example, one justice said: "They [migrants]. come in and get their welfare---.---------

-checks and buy cheap, wine and get stoned. Then they are found lying in\
the streets' and the alleyways. This attitude, whatever the snecific words,,
was_ encountered Ouring_theresearch,ESuggesting_theLgenerAlity_of_.
thisAttitude is the Florida grower's statement that the "Americad People
(read ."migrant") has bedome so-used to easy livin' they don't want to work
anymore...They:will-not work.".(sic.r] It seems to be born out of ignorance
-Of the notion of cultural relativity, out of lack of empathy, And out of
unhappy experiences with migrants. Seldom is the migrant subculture con-
sidered as offering another fderitity an4,0ther Values. Seldom is the lack
of education of migrants redngniged or else it iS dismissed with the state- c.,.

. ,...

ment like one justice nosed as a rhetorical question: "How can you educate
,i4`z

when there isliothing to start-with in the' first place?"
.,

, .

., . ,

r.

. sole justlggs *eared to feel that ad4catimmight be the key to

high school clas,s om [and] more than half
.enter

even get'to seventh grade."

helping the migre. Unfortunately, "8Aof migrant -children never nter a 2

Even when they attend school it is usually for a short period of time (a
maximum, of, seven months) and they may. miss instruction in a subject one year+

.

l'NBC White Paper, July 16, 1970.

2Ibid.
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never"to pick it up again later. This. tragedy is compounded by the fact
that the inferior status assigned to migrants ,is reinforced constantly,

so that their expectations do not go beypnd what their parents haOe.
The sdiciological notion of the self-fulfilling prophecy seems operative:

,-if a-perton'or grouvis.constantli told that he.or'it is inadequate or
inferior, eventually this istimatli is accepted as reality and is demon-
itfated. Persons who ere regarded as a. "bunch of animals," as one State ,

'Policeman candidly remerked,'eannot.have much respect for themselves.
Steuben County migrants, allegedly-enlisted,from the "skid rows" in .,

to be worse than t sein Oleans, whatever thatTmight be: .,

Syracuse,,ROtheste and 'Baltimore,. were considered by this sametrooner
'1

., ,

4

Migrants are continually reminded of.their place in socittYby those
of, ignorance or blindOotsN think like the trooper. A Blatant

orejudieewak. demosthted by a justice's wife. A migrant wisibrought
into justice court after arrest and was promptly bitten on. the pantleg'
1,y'the justice's dog. The wife'syreaction,'according to her testimony,
was "even bur dog doesn't like colored."

4

Discriminaifon, lack of-edicatton, uproptednest; andaiOntinuing
4cle of desperation create a sense of despair and hostility which seldom
....irfaces publicly. Only,a few instances of this hostility were encountered

our research. Most of the time migrants are extremely suspicious of and
garded among non-migrants. /They appearto contain their hostility, but
occasionally it will erupt n fights or destrUction of the camp facilities
and their own possessio' . More often the hostility is illustrated -by
drinking and withdraw. An example of despair is the 'fifty year old.'",

ex-m grant who has .--n a problem drinker in Medina for many years. (His;,,
e :lone is.wort .0 note, since the "life expectancy for the-migrant

worker in"Ameri is forty nine years.")1 The village policemen cbnsider,
him a hopeles man. His mbntion is accompanied by an occasional laugh'
"z:inge h City. From January 1968, to December 1969, he was arrested
twelve tii= for public intoxication. His sentences varied from fifteen
dais ire ai to twenty dollar fines and conditional,discharget.- However,

o e i the two years studied was he committed.tp a hospital.for treat-
ment nor d the'thought seem to occur to the police or the justice. He
is the town bum," helpless and unhelped;Amigrant whose whole life seems
Pointless.

Indians front the Six Nations reservation in Canute will sometimes,
wander into Orleans County to work., Two worked for a time before getting
into trouble, but because roblems they caused, they were told to
leave too. Trouble seemed to follow them forcing them to move again and
again. The road is now their home and they too are uprooted. As one. migrant
told Dr. Robert Coles: 'Life on the road is no life." 4' .These two Indenf9.
then, have' no life.

1

Ibid.
. . .

2
Senate Subcommittee., The Migratory Farm Labor Problem..., 1969, p.

'41
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likeNo one seemed to like one Puerto'Rican migrant. oorly dressed .

and hostile, "he lOoked like a colored." He apparently nee ed and strove for
acceptance any way he could find it. He is Claimed to have la 'hted. ,

cigarettes and matches on his arm, leaving horrible scars to others:
with how long he could endure pain. After one arrest he Committed to
:Rochester 'State Hospital for examination where he was found not to be
.hentally ill. One woman who knows hith perhaps as well as anyone, feels tftat he
could be a good person if given a chance and if trusted. But-at twenty-one
he has learned his place in society sand has given up on life.
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CHAPTER III .

THE :COURTS' IN ORLEANS AND STEI10EN CiNTIES
O

Types of Courts and Jurisdiction

On January 1, 1962; the first major reorganization of the New York
State courts since 1846 was accomplithed and became part of the consti-

\
----1:14.01.1 By the new Article VI; operative September-1, 1962, &unified

court system was established. The state was divided into four Judicial
Departments fa-r a ellate purposes with supervitory authority over the
eleven Supre Octal Districts. The Court of Appeals remains
,the highest c rt, earing appeals from the Appellate Divisions of the

`ItiOelhe; Courts -rwhi h, fn turn, hear appeals from the Supreme Courts.
The SupreMe Co its continue to enjoy unlimited original Jurisdiction"
over evil, and inaT cases. .-

, , The county .Courts .

.

\ In a and limiting. this only to criMinit Jurisdiction, in -
Orleans and Ube-Counties, the- County, District, Town,.Villagep and

--- . . ,

City Court are continued and their jurisdiCtion clarified.' The County
-C4-4--- mrt's, risdiction extends.to:2 1. Minor.crimeiremoved to it from

. .

ihf or courts or upon prelentment of indictment. (Code of Crim. Proc.
(1).) 'Trial and determination of all indictii-WrfEr7Frinrii

Aland misdemeanors (Code of Crim. Proc:' 639 T2).) 3. Setting bail for
,Ipersons arrested for-TillefabWErrii7m-or already indicted, and.dis-

charging such persons t-from prison if they are not lawfully indicted,or
.tried. (Code of trim, Proc. 639 (10).) 4. Reviewing actions of inferior

. 'courts wilhFeireff-319Tarderly persons actually imprisoned" and _with . ,

'respect to Undertakings to keep the peace. -(Code of Crim. Proc. 639(6),
(7)..) 5. Determining the admissibility of calWiiTail-RithiFconfession
waruhcoerced and a defendant apprised-of his right to counsel. 6. Making
decisions with regard to the retroactive effect of a denial of the...right..
to counsel. 0

, 1,.
,

. . , 4. . . . .

-'
Countyjudges, id comparison with town and village\justices, are .required

to be lawyers. They are nominated at _primary elections and votedupon at the .

general elections tor,-serve for ten years. ,Their election is based on a' ,
number of factors, two of which are their political affiliations and their

'o %
legal experience'.

."- 0--
.

. ., .

Inferior Courts .
. .

C

The criminal jurisdiction of the Dlttrict, Towh, Village, and City:
"Courts, the "inferior courts" Is, also specified:3

4 /

1The Judiciary, pi). 9-13:

2Ibid., pp: 179, 191.

3Adapted somewhat from The Judiciary, p. 269: Thecommisiion indictels

-35-04.6
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As courts of special sessions, these inferior courts have the power
to arraign,-bail , try and sentence persons for:

Violations of local laws and ordinances.
Traffic' violations (except misdemeanors ptosecuted by indictment').
Misdemeanors not, prosecuted -by indidtment.

As toisttate:, to issue warrants, to arraign defendants, to deter-
.

mine 7,5"e pr probable cause_existstto hold defendants for 41rand jury
action ancrto get 'bail with respect to:

Felonies. .

Misdemeanors, whether or not prosecuted by ittlictment.

The criminal jvisdiction of these infetior courts depends not only
upon the nature of the crime, -but also upon the location of its alleged
commission. The territotial Hafts of the. criminal jurisdiction of the
.inferior courts re:

City Courts. Misdemeanors and offenses committed in the city.
(U.D.C.A. 12601)

1
.

Town Justice. Coati (oldest 'of infetiOr courts). As a court of
misdemeanors; offen0s, and violations, including. .

traffic infractions, committed within the town {except that as to mis-
demeanors committed in a village in a town, having. a' police .justice, the

. towAlustice can act only in the absence or disability, of the police
justice and acting police justice). As a magistrate he may examine
persons Charged with committing a felony in the county; (U.J.C.R. §2004,
-effective September 1, 1967.)

.

Village Justice Courts. As a' court of special sessions: mis demeanors
offenses, and-Tfililions committed in the village. As a magistrate, he
may examine options ch*ged with committing a felony in the county. (U.J.
C.A. §§2001, 2004, effective September 1,1967.)

Under TOwn Law, §82, all towns Of the first clogs (ovetL 30.0!-inhabi.
tants) may elect two justices, and towns with less than 3qo inhabitants
are entitled to. elett one justice to serve for a term.of four years. (Town
Law §24.) The terms are staggered:to ,allow for continuity and 'experience.

every justice At the." time of his ;election must be the owner record of -
real property in the town. (Public 004Cers Law, §3') Wective with the
court reorganization before tiaii-efffce town and village justices must
either be licensed to practice -law' in New York State or must have taken
a "course of training and edlication approved by, the" administrative board
of the State of New York Judicial Conference. (Code-of Crim. Proc. §62-e.1
.Justices in Orleans and Steuben Counties may elect to take the prescribed

.

.training either at the State University-,of Buffalo Law School, Cornell, or
the St. Lawrence University Police AcademY; The specific number of hours
of instruction is set by the,school. For example, some justices took

CI

"The basit jurisdiction section sections 'are §§2001-2005 of the Uniform
District, Cty and Justice' COurt Acts, read in conjunction with .the Code
of Crim. Prod. § §56 -62, 145-166''anci' 188 - 221 -b."

I
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instruction over a week,end, beginning on a Friday night and extending
through Sunday afternoon. Other justices received a total of forty-
eight hours of instruction extending over six days.

Justites hold office by election and until Decembeir. 31 of We year
in which they reach seventy years of age. How strictly this is,adhered
to cannet be determined unequivocally, but it is known that two justices
in Orleans County and at least-one in Steuben County are over seventy.
This. can be disadvantageous to offenders and to arresting officer4, as
was the case where one ovei44ge justice did not want to be bothered at
an inconvenient hour. On the other hand, retired persons who serve as
justices seem to prefer to spend the as justices and are often
available at different times of day.

.

4SalarieS'ofjustices are determined by the towns and villages they
serve and vary considerably, One town justice receives $110 per year,
while anothert.receives $4000. _,-' It has been suggested
by one justiathat the salary may be bated upon the amount of business
conducted by the justices and it may or may not be.compentattry depending

1

upon the "paper work" required'. -Typically,lhe clerical work is extensive.. \L
The salary is paid in pert and may be determined in part by he fees re-

I,

ceiVed by the justices and returned to the town and village lerks by the
counties. A five dollar fee is paid to the tIvm or village eery time a.
justice conducts a criminal trial, in_lud-ng misdemeanors and,other of-
fenses, acts as committing judge, rec ve the return of a case on appeal,
examines informations, takes deposition or issues warrants. ,(Code of . .

Criminal Proc. §740 -a.)
. -..--,i

It is tempting to suggest that justices will strive to enhance their
salaries by handling more cases, but there is nothing to support, such an
interpretation. More likely the number of cases handled by a particular
justice is determined by the wishes of the law enforcement offitials, by
the proximity of-the justice to the place of arrest, by the demonstrated
preferences' of some justices for handling traffic, civil, or criminal

casesa and, of course, by the number of arrests made in his jurisdiction
For exaifple, one justice was inundated by traffic cases brought to him b
troopers personally or mailed (common when radar is used) in part becaus
ofthe location of the town on a main'highway between Rochester and Buffalo._
A sirbilar situation was found in Steuben County in the town of Avoca iota ed
on busy Route 15. By coMparison, justices in rather isolated areas had c n-
siderably fewer traffic and criminal-cases and lower-salaries. Another
justice, because of his accessibility--he owned a coPibinatioh gas station-
grocery store by his home requiring his .continued presence - - handled the

largest number of cases of any town justice. His salary was less than
'$4000 however.

-
Beth justice is required to maintain three dockets:,a, vebicle and

traffic*docket ("V & T"); a criminal docket (including indictable cases),
.

and a civil docket. The dockets are quite complete in terms of tlk required.,
information and are easy to read by the unitiated. The dockets are submitted',
to the town or village board for examination and audit as required by,the-;

..
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1

-Village or town, which is generallywannually. . (Public Officers Law, §§.16;
31.) This does not guarantee complete accuracy, nevertheless. or example,
more than one justice's dockets show
si4natures, without dates, and withou
When the dockets were examined by the
somewhat flustered and tried to explai
that there was any attempt to conceal Or manipulate cases. In fact, one'
justice, when asked about the age of aAefehdant whose case wap used in the
sample, readily supplied the information though embarrassed to have to admit
the defendant was his brother-in-law. An interesting but somewhat irrel-
evant question is the treatment of relatives by justices. One justice who
faced a similar situation noted that justices may refer the arresting of- ,

ficer to another court, but a trooper states that this practice is hot uni-.
versal in justice courts. He claims that many justices will nandle such
cases appearing to "remain very objective [and] would convict their own
mothers. ")

d cases without disposition, without -.
ages or addresses of. defendants.

researchers, the justices_app.
the omissions. it did not appear

red

Court sessions are held more or less regularly, depending upon the,jus-
tices' predilections.' Commonly one evening a week is designated, though
some justices hold 'court on Saturday afternoons. Other justices do not set
a night, but come irregularly on the nights the other justice holds court.
One justice, for example, came in so irregularly that he did not even have
a key to open the door to the courtroom one evening. Worse, he was not
even rewarded by having any cases brought before him, which made the effort

.seem all the noire futile.

In the counties studied, the sessions are generally held in rooms set
aside in the town grages--"tomn barns" is,the more.common and accurate
description. The rooms Seem to reflectthe concern of the town, and/the

4
,fact that many are in the town barns suggests little desire to formality.

9 One court room was located in an old town highway barn recently (and poorly)
painted battleship gray, There was a musty, oily smell perVading and %he
simple black lettering on the yellow-painted plywood sign indicating the
court room did not'enhance it. Another justice room unmarked in any way, was
a ten' feet square cubicle off to one tide of.the_highWay garage with_ya_road_
grader only a few feet away. Inside, the room was stifling, dusty,*nd fly-
infested. (Another court was alnibst its duplicate, though smaller and-dirt7
ier.) The justices, both of whom attempted to carry on their proceedings at,
the same small desk, indicated that the general appearance suggested the at-
titude and finances Of the town's residents. ,A justice in another towkat-

' .tempted to bring some dignity and decorumto his court, another small, dirty
room, by donning a black robe for the regular sessions. The effectwas,some-
thing less than soughtbedayse of the general untidiness and proximity to the
rear of his gas station.1"

1
While this refers to announced court sessions, the peculiar adiantage of the

justice systeni is4the availability of justices' at allhours. 'Court may be
held whenever circumstances require, and typically ju, tices,are more often , -

than they like, "roused" from bed to set bail-or try a case.

'It shoUld be noted that this ditcussion rdfers.to the "typical" court room
encountered. Village courts (Albion,. Medina, and W6land) were rather attraer-
tive and formal. Town courts in more affluent metropolitan areas may i)e sig;,
nificantly ore forMal and dignified.' However, the courts most miOants se&

, .are tlie ones' deicrqed. .

`'.i.

4.;
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As noted before, the cri nal jbrisdiction of the justice tourts'ex- jr:).

tends to-all violations of cal laws, traffic violations, nonindictable .

misdemeanors, and to the initiation of indictable cases arisinq.in the towns'
and villages wherein ti,4 cases originated. Town justices can alsb hear, try,
and determine cases arising vi thin villages during the absence or inability,

,of the village justices to perform these services, (Code of Criminal Pro-
cedures, §60.) they can grant bail to defendants charged with crfininaTT5f-
fenses out of their jurisdictfoa to accommodate a defendant or arresting
ficer. An example was the ,case in which a woman defendant living some dis-
tance froth a city was arrested at night for issuing a bad check in that city

The arresting officer allowed the defendant to appear before the town justice
for posting of bail and setting the date for apoearance. The bail check and
the information were then mailed to the city court for disposition.

Other Judicial Personnel

Before examining the criminal procedure in the justice courts, reference
should be made to other personnel who are a part of the proceedings in the
justice courts. In order of' appearance, there are the arresting officer,
the defendant's counsel (if any), and the district attorney or assistant.

The arresting officers in the towns are constables, county sheriffs and ' .

I
deputies, and State Police. In villages the Officers are village police, sher-
iffs or deputies, and again, State Police. Generally the arresting officer, or
designate, does not appear in traffic violations, which are initiated by in-
formations ("traffic tickets"). The officer may bring, in copies of the in-
formation personally or may mail them in. In other cases the arresting of-
ficer appears 'at the defendant's arraignment. The arresng officer's apypear-

- ance is particularly important, because the officer can trongly influence the
result. of the case. His testimony and willingness or unwillingness to have a
charge reduced can bear heavily upon a generally untrained justice, who will

.

often accept the arresting officer's word. There is even a hierarchy of ar-
resting officers. State Police rank at the top and in descending order are
village police, sheriffs and deputies, and constables. A trooper's testimony
can often determine a case disposition, while a constable's statement may be
disregarded by a justice. For example' one constable without solicitation
profeyred his estimate of a justice, claiming excessive leQiency in sentenc-
ing--meaning the justice ignored the c ntable's testimony. .

1

One experienced State PoliCeman on reading this, suggests our interpretation
of the constable's statement may be inaccurate, and claims that "many jus-
tices.are influenced by whether or not a defendant is a local, or out-of-
town, or out-of-state resident, and will set bail or fines accordingly,
being more lenient with local rmidents,(who may vote him out in tF next
election). However, some magistra4s4 don't even levy the mandatory fines,
feeling that a fine, although mandatbd, is too steep, and that the accom-
panying violation isn't that serious. In some cases I've seen a.court
room resemble a market place, where.the judge levies a fine, the defendant
hasn't got enough money, so the judge lowers the fine to a point where the
defendant is able to pay, and so avoid sending the defendant to jail in
lie.) of the fine."
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FIGURE 4

AN OVERVIEW OF JUSTICE COURT PROCEDURES
i
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SOURCE: Elizabeth Benz Croft, A Plan/For Court And Probation Services
(Rochester, New York:, The Rochester Bureau of Municipal Research, Inc.,
1968), pp. 68, 69. Reprinted by permission%of the, author,, and adapted. i

1May continue until trial
r ,

20n basis cif deposition signed by justice

3Administrative record of arrest. Defendant may be held overnight
in lockup.

.
.

4Formal notice of charges, advice.of rights. ` If defendant,financially :

unable to. employ attorney, court assigns indigent defense counsel_ Bail,
bond'or release on recognizance established. If defendant does not net
conditions is detained in County Jail. Trials for minor offenses

:, usually conducted here without further processing.
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FIGURE 4 - CONTINUED
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The reason for emphasizing the appearance orthe arresting officer
is that commonly the defendant's arraignment and trial in the town
juttice courts occur the ,same night as the arrest. That is, the defendant
may be arrested, informed ofjhe charge, asked wheper he requests counsel,
and may plead or be tried in a matter of minutes after al+ekt: A similar
situation may exist in illage courts, though more often the defendant is
released to appear the next morning. If there is reason to believe the
defendant will not appear for his arraignment; he may be held overnight
in the county jail (towns have no facilities for holding offenders) and
brought into court the next morning at a special session for granting bail)
or trying the case. In either court it is quite different in the event
the defendant requests co sel and the, request is granted. (Despite, the

statutory requirement fof counsel, this ,request may be meaningless, be-
cause the defender is Unavailable or,the defendant is persuaded not to
request counsel.)

If counsel 'appears for the defendant, another process is set in motion.
Counsel may argue for dismissal of the charge, or failing that, may .ask' for
a trial and a not guilty-finding., More often counsel, retained or appointed,
seek a reduction of the charge, to which they allpw or suggest their clients
plead guilty. In a sense then, the trial or negotiation takes' place between
counsel and the arresting officer; though some arresting officers believe
they are not consulted often enough. The justice is placed in a position
whereby he hears dispdted testimony and law, and he may -often grant the
counsel's motions because of the differential legal training. The lev-
erage tends to. be weighted on the side of the counsel, uOless he apiiiam
before a lawyer-justice. On the other hand- a justice may resent the
superior attitude counsel may convey and will-deny a cbdnsel's motions,or in
some other way. demonstrate his dislike for counsel. While counsel generally
does not represent migrants, when counsel does appear; the process described
may influence the disposition of his case. More-often than not, the mi-
grant is persuaded tvplead guilty or does not even request counsel.-

In considerably fewer cases,
will appear in the jus,tice court.

demeanor cases, in cases returned
trial is sought. This may result
that will take place.

the district attorney-or his assistant
This will occur in more serious mis-
from the county court, or where a jury
,in one of the few full -scale trials

The Flow of Cases'

Figure 4 supra pages 40, 41, outlines the general justice court pro-
cedures from the commission of an offense to the final disposition'in the
justice and county Courts. All but a few cases examined in this study or-
iginated in the justice courts and subsequently were disposed of there.
Some of the cases handled by justice courts are referrals from the county
courts because A,no bill.(noindictment) was voted by thaS grand jury but
grounds appear Wfficient to sustain a criminal charge.
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The Origin of Justice Court, Cases

Cases handled justices originate upon arrests based on direct

observation ("op-vie arrest"), complaints made to village, town, county,
or state police officers, or depositions by complainants filed with
justices. (Triffic violations, which were not examined in this study,
are initiated by a citation left on the offender's,car or by a summons
issued td an offender directly.) Arrest warrants are issued bytiustices

to police only when am offender fail to respOnd to a summons. In com-

parison with city and village court , most defendants arrested for com-
mitting misdemeanors and indictable offenses are brought directly to town
justice coUrts, because justices ca usually be reached and it avoids
unnecessary delay, which Ns disallowed and can be-grounds.for appeal.
(Code of Crim. Proc. 5§170:165.) That delays do occur, however, was

dramatically demonstrated by the notorious case of the resident migrant

whose fingers and toes were frostbitten and amputated.

Justice Court Procedures

' After arrest, the accused either may be released without prosecution
or taken before kjustice for arraignment (informed of the charge). Gen-

, enally, in justice courts, the information (stating the charge) is-Ned
Prior to the actual arrest or appearance of the accused, and arraignment
occurs'at hiS first appearance. The trial may be held immediately, and .

typically a guilty Plea is made, or the case can be continued at a later
time and the defendant released on bail or recognizance.

Bail

Because of the informality of the justice courts and the familiarity
of the justices with many of the defendants, bail is often small and granted
by the justices. In some indictable cases or felonies, bail is either high
or disallowed, and the defendant is jailed. It is not Diusual for a drunk
defendant to be committed to the county jiil Overnight to "cool him off" or
to assure that the charges laid against high are clearly understood. .(An

intoxicated defendant is generally considered incapable of understanding
the charges and consequently must be jailed or bailed for later appearance
to be advised of the charge and his rights.) The commitment commonly

becomes the sentence, if convicted. One migrant efendant who was brought
into court on a variety of traffic violations wardrunk and considered so
obstreperous that he was held in the county jail for forty-eight days. It

cannot'be determined whether he was jailed upon conviction for the traffic.
charges (there is no record), or for his conduct. It appears to be the
former. Ye was subsequently brought back to the court on the charge of
obstructing governmental administration (fightjng with,the police officer
and the justice) and sentenced to time served in the hope that he would
leave the area ("go south") becausegthe harvest season was ever.

An alternative to bail or commitment is release on recognizance ("ROR"),
which, as implied, means that a justice confident of the return of the
defendant will release the defendant on his promise of,return to the court

at th'e, appointed time, This is a particularly desirable arrangement for

.04
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the poor defendant, the migrant esnecially, and seems to be fairly sat-

isfactory to any village andsome town justices. One justice estimates

that at mo , only four or five defendants have not returned to court in
the four ears he has served:

Trials

Aft r arraignment and advisement of rights, the trial of a non-in-
dictable misdemeanor or traffic violation case may be conducted. Indict-

able misdemeanors and felonies are transferred to the county Court after the
justice conducts a preliminary hea4ing (a "baby trial," as one justicE sug-
gested, to determine whether sufficient evidence exists to warrant trial).
In all other cases there is a nreliminary hearing if the defendant or his
counsel requests it, and the case is continued for trial.

The conduct of a trial in the justice court may consist of nothing
more than the justice asking the defendant how e wants to plead and
whether he wants a jury trial. The vast majo ity of cases result in

/t/nguilty pleas, the only standard for which is hat the plea "must be oral
and entered upon the minutes of the court." (Code of Crim. Proc. §700.)

If.a defendant does not enter a Plea and does not demand a jury trial,
the case is tried directly. However, if the defendant demandsa jury trial,
the justice must grant one.' The Code of Criminal Procedure, Sections 70
713, clearly outlines the summoniniTdrawing, constitution, oath, and cond ct
of the jury. Suffice it to say that every tow an village develops its own
system for jury selection. The jury of six is q erally selected from
property owners whose names are put in a box and drawn by lot. As in any
jury trial, challenges are allowed. Three peremptory challenges%challenges
without stating a reason) are granted the defendant or his counsel. Even

"bystanders," uncommon to justice courts, are permitted to be jurors, unless
proven to b, hostile to the defendant.

Dispositions ..

- ( ,

Whether th trial is held by plea, by the bench, or by the jury, typically
dispositions fall into one of three categories: 1) not guilty,finding by a
jury or dismissal by the court; 2) withdrawal of the charge by the police,
the prosecutor or the complainant; or 3) conviction. Acquittal reflects a
jury trial and not guilty finding. Dismissal by the court is similar or an
information is.found to be faulty. Withdrawal of the charge by the police'
or prosecutor may reflect unwillingness to prosecute because of insufficient
evidence, a faulty information, or because it is the defendant's first offense.

. 1§ §701, 702 Code of, Crim. Proc. Case law supports the fact that despite the.
generally accepted practice of allowing jury trials only in felonies or
misdemeanors, defendants have the right to demand a jury trial in courts of
special sessions outside New York City, which includ town and village courts.
PeOple v. OeCintd, 24 msd 21, 207 Std 646 (1960).



Withdrawal by the-complainaritwill occur, often in assault or harassment

cases, when_the,complainant (wife, former friend, parent, or neighbOr)
reconsiders. y -

Convictions may result in: 1) commitment to an institution (penal or
welfare), 2) proDV-ion, 3) fine (applicable to all misdemeanors and offenses),
4) bail forfeiture\ 5) conditional discharge, or 6), unconditional. discharge,
Probation generally means wh,vit says though occasionally it will serve a-
nother purpose, as in the case of a-aefendant who was sentenced to probation

' of sixty days, during which he was to appear at the Justice court each week.
The anticipated result, with the. defendant movin4.to another town, was con-
sidered a relief to the justice and tne constable. Bail forfeiture means
that a defendant has posted bail, has failed to appear and is, in effect,
fined the amount of the bail. A fine, like probation, may serveanother
purpose. A stiff find ($300 to $500, for-example) may prove too much
for the defendant to pay, and a jail sentence 's then imposed in lieu of
payment of the fine. The usual rule is a dolls a day up to-180 days.
Conditional disc1_,Ialm means that conditions othe than a fine, imprison-
ment, or probatio)T have peen imposed by the court to last up to three
year depending upon whether it is a misdemeanor or a violation. For ex-
ample, one defendant had to promise to stay out-of the complainant's
apartment, another prdmised to get out of the village and state within
twenty-four hdurs, and still another defendant promised'"no excessive
drinking." Unconditional discharge is a suspended sentence.

Another disposition that does not fit into any of these categories
is~ Youthful Offender (Code of Crim. Proc. §913-n.). It is granted to a
youth from sixteen up to nineteen years of age who has pleaded guilty and
'has, asked for Youthful Offender treatment. The youth may serve a sentence
but no criminal record is maintained and no one is allowed to examine the
sealed envelope containing the disposition.'

;

Appeals ,.

. /
1-

In New York State "meal is riot a matter of,thherent right but exists
only by authorization of statute.". ..The only e
a defendant is given the death sentence, and
State's hiahest court, the,Court of Appeals
Where a judgment other than death is rend
the appeal lies to the appellate divisi
cial department in which the convicti
[3].) Judgments in criminal actions in

eptiop is the case in which
Peal lies directly to the
(Code of Crim.. Proc. i517.)

ed by a county or supreme court,
of the supreme court of the judi-

was had. (Code oCrim. Proc. 1517
inferior courts 'May be reviewed by

1

A more earthy descriotiob of this sentence comes from an attorney in private
practice: "the Youthful Off nder aame is one of the odd features of law in
thatBOTH sides claim a wi . The only.real way to tell if the defense did
win is to wait a number years And see if the Y.O.'d defendant gets pi-EFe
up again. If he does'-i wasn't a win, and he is now a second offender All
Y.O. is =pis a 'cop out' that is swept under the Oug in hopes that it 1

stay there. Private defenders will only arab a Y.O. as a last resort if
they have the kid told. The Public Defenders-immediately go to Y.O. as a
first, resort. Again, yOu gets what you'Llays for...!"

v. Mellon, 261 AD 400,25 'S2d 650,(1941).

'-sj 056
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the county court of the county, upon an appeal as prescribeeby this
t:tle and by title eleven of part four, and not otherwise." (Code of

Crim. Proc. §749.) The latter is narticularly important to the present
study,FFEause a preponderance of the cases here examined occurred in
these inferior courts.. The courts early recognized the need for appeals

in so-called minor oases. The appellate division of the supftme court
near the turn of the century het d that "it was the intontSdnof the
'egislature to give the same ria'it of appeal from Sbecia1'Sessions that

is provided in actions at General Sessioxa:" It might be noted, however,
thp,one justice misreads the law and flatly states that no'appeals lie
in offenses and violations.

All appeals must be taken within thirty days after the judgment or
the commitment by filing an affidavit with a magistrate or clerk setting
forth alleged errors. The affidavit must be delivered to the district
attorney within three days. Justices are, therefore, required to retain
their trial records for thirty days before disposal. At best, these hand-
written records generally are not as satisfactory as might be desired.
Town and village justices do not have clerks to transcribe their records,
so a clerk must be hiredat 512 to S15 a prepare the trial records

for appeal. This circumstance not only can use considerable confusion
and irritation on the Part of the justices, but also can require' an expense
that must be borne by the defendant unless hg can prove indigency. This is

significant in the case of the migrant defendant.

Indiaency Determination and Assignment of Counsel

As suggested, the indigent efendant, commonly the case where a migrant

defendant is charged with comma ing a criminal offense, labors under severe
handicaps. The need for a trial record in the event of an appeal has just
been noted, but even more important may be the need for assistance of coun-
sel originally. This need has not gone unnoticed by the New York State

40" legislature which has established clear statutory requirements:

The board of supervisors of each county and the gov7
Naming body of the city in which a, county is wholly contain-
ed shall place in operation throughout the county by December
first, 1965, a plan for providing counsel to persons' charged
with crime, who are financially unable to obtain counsel...

or the purposes of this article, the term "crime shall
mean a felony, misdemeanor, or the breaking of any law of

thi state or any law, local law, or ordinance of a politi-
cal subdivision of this state, other than one that defines
a 'traffic infraction,' for which a sentence to a term of

'imprisonment is authorized upon conviction thereof."?

Every city, village, and town, then, is required to provide counsel to
defendants charged with committing criminal offenses and unable to retain
their own counsel. The particular form of counsel--public defender, private
legal aid voluntary defender, rotating assigned counsel, or a combination of

1'PPople v. Markham, 114 AD 387, q9 S. 1092 (1906).

2,
c7^', 7ra New Yor' Co'.,,nt Laws, Chapte- 87n or the, Laws of 1q65.

1-{ 5 7
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these three--is determined by the city or county. The exception may be
than upstate counties myst choose between the public' defender or the
essigned counsel plan.) Counsels_once determined, represents without
cnarge any defendans'determined by a magistrate to be indigent and who
have reauested and'consgled to an assignment by a magistrate.2 Perhaps
bowing to necessity, the uty of determining indigency is given to a
magistrate but no standards are established by the statute,which reads:

An indigent defendant is one who is not himself financially
able to retain counsel, or in the case of a minor without
resources of his own, one whose parent or guarditn is not
financially able to retain counsel for him. Before afraign-
mento a determination of indigency ghall be made by ttiputlic
defender. At or after.the arraignment the determination
be made by the court. In the event that the court ass :ens the

. public defender to represent a defendant believed to be indi-
gent and it later appears that such defendant or his family
is able to afford counsel, the public defender shall report

this fact to the court and shall not be required thereafter
to represent such defendant.3

Clear as this may seem, in practice the actual determination of indi-

gency varies considerably. -This variance is a reflection of two factors:
1).a justice risks appeal on the issue of self-incrimination if he asks a
defendant about his financial resources (e.g., a chirge of larceny) and
2) different standards applied by the defenders, according to their con-
ceptions of justice. Generally it would appear that "as a matterof prac-
tite...assignment of counsel is approached with extreme sensitivity to the
needs of the defendant, and the slightest indicati -on by the-accused of his A

inability to retain counsel will usually be held to justify an appointment.'
Though based on a study of felonies, this conclusion seems to be applicable
to appointment in other cases. One defender claims that his standard is
"does the defendant have money on\hand to retain competent counsel to repre-
sent him," which means that it is bossible for the defendant to have a house
and a new car but no liquid assets. He noted also that a redetermination is
sometimes made when he or assigned counsel subsequently finds a'defendant
has sufficient funds to retain counsel. Unfortunately, it is not known
whether, in fact, counsel assigned by'bim do apply the same standards, and
if migrants are similarly treated. The defender did state that if a migrant
appears and has no money, "he (the migrant) is going to have an attorney."

lAccording to an administrator of an assigned counsel plan who served as
chairman of the county bar association_ committee to select a defender
system pursuant to county law, the ontions of upstate counties were lim-
ited to either the assigned counsel or public defender plans. Interview

. with William J. Holbrook, June 30, 1970.

2 5717 New Yor,k County Laws, Chapter 878 of the L4s of 1965.

3
Ibid.

4Paul Ivan Birzof, Robert Kazanocf, and 0,7,sePh Forma. "The Right to Counsel
an the Indigpit Accused' .riCourts of criminal Jurisdiction in Now York
Stote,' Butralo L. Rev. 436 (1965).
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about retained counsel, because th y area "heterogeneaus,group,"1 consisting
of private attorneys devoti-pg full _time to criminal prattice, "courthouse law-
yers," young men gaining experience and general practitioners doing good
deeds, They work on: a" retainer bas s, collecting their fees in advance or
securing payment in some 'other way, .nd they.have some choice of clients.

An earlier study by one of the 'esea hers offers somewhat more infor-
mation about retained counsel in the oches 't 'Court, hich,,it is as-
,sumed, will be suggestive of retained coulitsel in nell ,ii .- Orleans County
and near* Steuben County. In that s Judy it was said:

Drawing a profile is hazardous but it is possible to say
that typically retained counse are 42 years old and have
p.acticed some criminal law for approximately 7;5 years.
They-represent bet n 10 and 1 defendants a year, Den=
erally.are not assi . re-
tained by clients a ter their arrests but before their

ed any of &hese cases, and are re-

first appearance in court. Counsel work with a case for
65 days, charge a fee of $390.00 for misdemeanors and
$100.00 for-- violations, and are s ccessful in 65% of their
cases. If they accept any assign ents, they will defend
only one to four cases per year and will spend on the av-
erage of 15 dayt less than on cases in which they are re-
tained.2

The Steuben County Assigned Counsel Program

The defender program in Steuben CoUnty resembles retained counsel more than
the defender program in-Orleans County. It operates through an administrator
who assigns counsel to defend indigents as needed throughout the large county.
As with defender programs throughout New York State,,it developed put of the.
legislative requirement that all cities and counties have.one of the_, four.pos-
sible types of defender programs by December 1, 1965.

.

., _Upon therpassage andsigning af the so-called Anderson-V-1-1 on -July
1965, the,Steuben County Bar Association appointed a committk, headed.by the,
Present;administrator,.William. J. Holbrook, to investigate the need and to

. make suggestions. The committee suggested an assigned counsel program rather
than,alipblic defender because of the largeoland area--it is the.only county
in the state that has three county court houses-and it is larger than the-State

of Rhode Island--which would necessitate a public defender and at least two as-
sistants to cover the.three larger cities in the county. Also it was necessary
to choose between either an assigned counsel system or a public defender. The
committee reported back that it believed the administ-rator.cauld be the-collinty

,attorney who.already had a staff and the resources to man such a arram on a
part-time basis. The committee's recommendation was not ao,et ed by the New
York State Judicial Conference because-of the possible of interest..
Th aunty Bar Association and the Board of Supervisors then suggeste

1Dallin Oaks and Warren. Lehman, "Lawyers for the Poor," Trans- action (July!
*August,. 1967), Vpl. IV, No.:8;p. 26. ;

2
Mahood, 'Defending the Poor;..,"..76...
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- Figure 5

° ' APPELLATE RIGHTS OF DEFENDANTS -

4

. ....--- . .,
, . 4 ,

. . . .
v. . The Justices of t_he 1,Appellite'14.v_ision.,.Fourth-Ji.idicial-Decrartnient4.-trave-- -7-=adopted : thefaliiwing rule effective April 2, relating ,,,:k the duties of assi gn'-ed counsel..! f -. , ,,- .

.
igti

A 0

. "It all be the-duty of`dounsel assigned toythe defense of an indigent *de-fendant upon the trial' of' a criminal action or/proceeding, to accept the said as-signment and to represent the defendant to .Vie best of his .ability until the mat-.-ter has been terminated either by acquittal and dismissal of the indictment or bysentence if the defendant is found,guilty.,-____
. ...

..After sentence has been pronounCed, it shall also be assigned counsel's duty,,,prAmptly and in writing, to advise the defendant fully as to his eight of appeal,the time limitations involved.and the manner of instituting an'appeal sancrof ob-taining a transcript.of the testimony. 7' He shall ascertain whether his client de-.Sires to appeal., and If ,he so desires, counsel shall serve -and file the necessaryl,-notices of appeal, after which his duties as assigned trial counsel shall have;.een completed." .

-.$
at, *. IN-WITNESS.WHEREOF,-We have hereunto set our hands afit caused the official:-seal of said Court to -be. affixed this second day of April, -1964. -

Signed; Aiger A-Williams, Presiding Justice; Earle BaStow, Harry d.Goldman; Frederic 'T...Henry,- Robert E. Noonan and Frank. Del Vecthio, AssociateJustices. *****
. .

AFTERTO, DEFENDANT - AFTER SENTDICE,
. .

1.-.1. .. );
.,

From his Assigned Counsel, pursuant to a rule of the Appellatebivision of. .\
the Supreme Court, _Fourth Department,_effective-Apr-i-l-2+49W----.------r,---.--....-...----

,This is to-advise you of the right to. appeal. to 'the Appellate D4isfcin ofthe Supreme 'Court, Fourth Division: *. .

2. This appeal must be taken within, tfiiry days from -the. day 'O't sentence.
3. This appeal must be by the service Of a writtennotice, in duplicate, onthe County Clerk Who' shall forthwith-transmit to the Clerk of the Appellate'Division the .-duPli cate notice of appea.l upon which Ishal t be 'endorsed thedate of the "filinrof the notice.

.4
44. A third Notice of ,Appeal must be served pot the District Attorney.

.
.

, ..

. .
.o5; The effdct of filing a Notice of Appeal.will be to require the court sten- ..ographer to make and file in the office .of the Steuben County Clerk; twocopies or trakscripts' of the stenograph'er's minutes of the entire proceedings.. .



_
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\

Upon the, order of the trial Judge,.or upon the order Of any Appellate
'Court or' Judge, arid upon such conditions as such Judge thereof may impose,,

the Clerk, without charge, shall -furnish one of s.aid transcripts to the de-
fendant and his tounsel.

Having advised you of your right to appeal by this writing, I .now ask
you if you destre to appeal this conviction, and further that if .you; wish to
do so; I will serve and file the necessary notices of appeal.

.

I do desire that a Notice of Appeal be filed and served on my behalf.

I do 'NOT desire that as Notice of Appeal be filed and served on my behalf.
-

a

t

Dale

0

0

Defendant

0

t,

C
c
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There,are probably many reasons why counsel are generally unavailable.
One reason rarely stated so boldly is:

,Criminal law is grubby. It is one step up frot the bottom
of thdAttorney's social scale (People who Defend Murderers are
in -a Different Status than the. average Crim Thal ,Lawyer-Who is a
",Plea Broker") the-lowest animal in the Legal Profession is the
Compensation Lawyer.. Most criTe is committed by socially unac-:
ceptable people who have no money - that's the usual reason for

r. their crime; aid they naturally can't pay. But,'the amount of
work to defend one\of.them is the same as if they could and of-
ten the police and Court harass an Attorney far more than if he
is working for aTaidretainer. So, when once in a blue moon a
Solvent, non indigent commits, a crime - even a petty crimp - it
is a chance to recoup loss for-the lawyer his agonized family re-.

.
tained. Criminal fees a-re always taken in advance. If the De-
fendant is convicted he obviously won'tpay later, and if inno7
cent they (sic.) frequently get very ,righteous. and refuse. to pay
too. Lawyers lack physical/pain as a collection device and-that
is why they don't doas well as DOctors.....Nobody.can make a living
AcApg Criminal Law if he is hired by the amateur, inept indigents -

and-to get hired by.the "mdney boys" you need a reputation - which
you let while starving on indigent fees. Only, a very few men in
Rochester (or elsewhere) make a living on Criminal Law.:.

'For the rest of us,;:it is either a "fun thing" or a'favor to
a'friend or a good ,client - one of his employees got in trouble
and he needs the guy to.drive his truck, etc..,1

-

In order to make a living, then, the ckiminal lawyer must operate "on a,
mass4oroduction basis, relying on pleas of guilty to dispose of (his) caseload."2
Ptobablyfew lawyers practice criminal law exclusively, and their success tends
to be prdportionate to their. trial experience, commitment, anti
The type of client also affects their records.

,3 ,
4

o The significance of these circumstances should not lie lost in-sa study of,
Migrants andlthtoourts. Indigents in general, and seasonal farm workers in.
particular, are not the types of persons,criminal lawyers would' choose to repre-
Aentin court.: Seasonal farm workers, whether or not migrants.in fact, generally
suffer from.language diobilitiesOgnay(ance of the law, and the handicap of not
sharingin the larger culture. They.May,Come to court dirty and, disheveled, si-
lent irt, the fact of ob(rious threats tO"t0eir life and liberty; and generally un-
comprehending of the gignificance t*crjminality of their .alleged offense.
Moreover, in the eyestof the justices whi? man the courts of -Hitt instance they
are incorrigible, For example, one,eVening a young resident migrant woman charg-
ed with a motor vehicle violation was brought before a town.justice.,_Upon ques-
tioning she indicated the fine would hurt her financially because her husband h'id
*lost his job at atIarge produce process.ing,plant This was compounded by the,, .

,fact that the woman was unable to support their children because of an injury to
her arm.. But what seemerto bother the justice Most, was the fact that,the woman

1Ib4. '451p. 7,49, 7Q.

. ,

2The Cha, lenoecof Crime in a Free Societi, o.-129.
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.
appeared'to be generally unconceradd,about the situation which was exac-_,-.

xxbated by her.husband's continued drinking with friends and driving without
a license. The justice appeared to be questioning the woman out of genuine
friendliness and concern, but there As reason to believe he also Wanted the
researcherstto comprehend just "what migrants were like." ItreMains that
the researchers lire even more impressed by the patronizing attitude of the
justice. 4,

There is little doubt that migrants are not the most sought after clients.'
They will appear susptdfous, almost hostile, or in the alternative, will assume,
a "step-and-fetch-it-shuffle" agreeing to virtually everything that is asked of
them. Whichever, they are easily distinguighable from the average resident de7
fendant\charged with an:gfenseAnd brought before the court. One white defend,
ant charged with assault in the secOndjegree (with a weapon) appeared. before
the same justice court, and even before h4s.lawyer arrived had attempted to ,get
the char e dropped or reduced. He was not viewed_very favorably by either the
troop r the justice, but certainly he would noi-be classified "an animal,"
as In -fp<a s were by that same trooper. Further, he was represented and had
the.char reduced from a felony (up to seven years in jail) to a violation,

.which carried a maximum,sentence of 15 days.. By comparison, the migrant either
would have been unrepresented or would have been treated with a mixture of con-
descension and contempt. -

.

. s ,

. .Still another reason for the general unavailability of counsel is the rather
inconclusive constitutional requirement. The Sixth. Amendment of the federal Con- .

stitution states that "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right tq have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense." This was generally
triterpreted as_the right to retain counsel of one's choosing and_applied only_
t6-felonies: -Mat counsel Was not a fundamental right in non-capitalcases in
state courts was clear until Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U:S. 355 (1963). In that
case the United States Supreme held that the Fourteenth Amendment obli-
gates the states to, guarantee counsel to indigents "charged with crime," not
just'felonies or nbn-tapital cases. Yet, as late as 1966, the Court refused,
to hear a date in which an indigent charged with a misdemeanor has been denied
counsel. And convicted. (DeJoseph v. Connecticut, 385 U.S. 982 (1966); memoran-
dum dedision.).

.,
.,

New, York State and a few other (California. nd those states in the Fifth
Judicial Circuit) have.eXtended the right,to assi ance of counsel to all<but
traffic violations, supra pages 12, 13. The exten oftounsel_for migrants

'v
in the courts of Orleans and Steuben Counties is exam ed in the next section
but ,-ftr now It is worthwhile to discuss .and to compare enerally the types of
counsti-av'allabTe. < .

Types .of Counsel
__

__Retained Counsel

For purposes of comparison Ctampling of justice and county court cases
not involving migrants wes,taken. These cases were used as a standard. When'
,counsel appeared, they were often rptained. gut it is, difficult to generalize



about retained counsel, because they are a "heterogeneaus.group,"1 consisting
of private attorneys devoting full 2ti-e to criminal practice, "courthouse law-
yers," young men gaining experienc6 and general practitioners doing good
deeds.- They work oma recainer bas is collecting their fees in advance or
securing payment in some other way, '.rd they have some choice of clients.

An earlier study by one of the esea chers offers somewhat more infor-
mation about retained counsel it the ,ochest t Court, hich, it is as-
sumed, will be suggestive of retained coup e1 in neig Orleans County
and near* Steuben County. In that study it was said:

Drawing a profile is hazardous
that typically retained counse
peacticed some criminal law for
They represent bet n 10 and 1
erally,are not assi ed any of
tained by clients a ter their ar
first appearance in court. Coun el work with a case for
65 days, charge a fee of 5390.00 for misdemeanors and'

$100.00 for violations, and are s ccessfui in 65% of their
cases. If they accept any assign ents, they will defend
only one to four cases per year and will spend on the av-
erage of 15 dayt less tnan on cases in which they are re-
tained.2

but it is possible to say
are 42 years old and have
approximately 7 years. ,

defendants a year, 9en-
hese cases, and are re-
ests but before their

The Steuben County Assigned Counsel Program

The defender program in Steuben County resembles retained counsel more than
the defender program in Orleans County. It operates through an administrator
who assigns counsel to defend indigents as needed throughout the large county.
As with defender prograMs throughout New York State, it developed out of the
legislative requirement that all cities and counties have one of the, four pos-
sible types of defender programs by December 1, 1965.

Upon the passage and signing of the so-called Anderson Bill on July 16,
1965, the Steuben County Bar Association appointed a committet, headecOy the ;

present administrator, William J. Holbrook, to investigate the need and to
make suggestions. The committee suggested an assigned counsel program rather
than aAublic defender because of the large land area--it is the only county
in the state that has three county court houses and it is larger than the:State
of Rhode Island--which would necessitate a public defender and at least two as-
sistants to cover the three larger cities in the county. Also it was necessary
to choose between either an assigned counsel system or a public defender. The
committee reported back that it believed the administrator could be the county
,attorney who already had a staff and the resources to man such a program on a
part-time basis. The committee's recommendation was not approved by the New
York State Judicial Conference because-of the possible of interest.
Th County Bar Association and the Board of Supervisors then suggeste

10a11in Oaks and Warren Lehman, "Lawyers for the Poor," Trans-action (July/
Auguste 1967), Vol. IV, No. S, p.

Yahood,c Tefending the Poor..
_0
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Ous the case record, and he, submits these to the appeals judge for approval.
If approved, one copy goes to Holbrook, another to tne clerk of the \appeals
court, and the third copy to the attorney. All reports of assignments and dis-
position:, are submitted to the New York State Judicial Conference each fiscal
year and to the Bar.Association and the Board of Supervisors annually. (See
Figures 6 & 7, next pages for the 1968 and 1969 reports to the Micial Con-
ference. These reports include all indigents represented, not just migrants.
Holbrook estimates,that between 15 and 20'7: of the cases involve migrants;
pebbably the former, it is impossible to verify this unequivocally, though an
exnaustive search reveals orly three of eighty-three defendants referred to
his office in 1968-69 were migrants and only two of sixty-one defendants re-
ferred in 1969-70 were migrants. This represents only 3.6% and 1.6% respec-
tively.)

,

The Orleans County Public Defender

The Board of Supervisors of Orleans County chose the more common public
defender plan to comply with the statutory requirement for counsel for indi-
gents chargea with committing crimes. On November 11; 19651 the Board pass-
ed Resolution 127 authorizing a public defender to serve from Dedember 13 1965,
to December 31, 1965, thereafteto serve for a one year -peridd at an an-
nual salaryf $4,50 s "reasonable disbursements and expenses" subject to
monthly audit. The ropriation for the first'month of operation was $541.67.

The first public defender was John A. Russel,li, a fiftck-year-old local
resident and graduate of Brooklyn Law School, who had served as Special Inves-
tigator for the Office'of Price Administration and Village of Albion Attorney._
His duties were outlined in Chapter 878 of the Laws of 1965,by which'he
to represent "all persons' charged with a crime in this County who are finan-
cially unable to obtain counsel."

As with assigned counsel in Steuben County,,,pe stan rds for determining
indigency were left,to the defender himself. In a lett- dated December 3,
1965 and mailed to village and town justices, Russell' suggested that in cases
where there was doubt about the financial 'condition .f the defendant "he be
given the benefit of the doubt." In a letter to e researchers he indicated
the standard was whether the defendant "could.. rovide for counsel without
having to go deeply in debt." The standards .re'not clearly defined, and
which was followed is uncertain. The affidavit that a defendant was to file
sugge,sts an inordinate amount of concern or finances and is the most detail-

,
ed statement that the researchers enCo tered. (One of the researchers is

,Quite faMiliar with the practices of the Legal Aid Bureau in Chicago and was
quite disturbed by the significo y larger amount of "red tape" required in
Orleans County.) .

For some unknown reas , on,May 5, 1966, cle-spite the fact that the Board
of Super isors had establ hed the office of Public' befeilder and had provided
for the ppointment of sistant defenders as the occasion warranted, the Or-
leans Co nty Bar Asso afion instituted a rotating assigned counsel plan with
an appoint6d admini 1?ator. The ostensible reason was that the bar association
"recogniz d that o casions may arise when the Public Defender's Office, through
vacancy, ilness,'conflitt of interest, or .for other reasons, rflay_,Oe,unable to

extend the representation required.by 'aw." If this action was/intended to be

/"00
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pJus the case record, and he, submits these to the appeals judge for approval.
If apprOved, one copy goes to Holbrook, another to the'clerk of the appeals
'court, and the third copy to the attorney. All reports of assignMen# and dis-
positions' are Submitted to the New York State Judicial Conference each fiscal
year and to the Bar.Association and the Board of Supervisors annually. (See
Figures 6 & 7, next pages for the 1968 and 1969 reports to the Jddicial COn-
ference. These reports include all indigents represented, not just migrants.
Holbrook estimates,that between 15 and 20% of the cases involve migrants;
prbbably the former, It is impossible to verify this,unequivocally, though an
exhaustive search reveals only three of eighty-th-ree defendants referred to
his office in 1968-69 were migrants and only two of sixty-one defendants re-
ferred in 1969-70 were migrants. This represents ortly*3.6% and 1.6% respec-
tively.)

,

The Orleans County Public Defender

The Board of Supervisors of Orleans County chose the more common public
defender plan tq compliwith the statutory requirement for counsel for indi-
gents charged with committing crimes. On November 11, 19652 the Board pass-
ed Resolution 127 authorizing ,public defender to serve from Dedember Ti 1965,
to December 31, 1965, thereafter to serve for a one year,pericid at an an-
nual salarYeif $4,50 s "reasonable disbursements and expenses" subject to
monthly audit. The opriation for the first month of operation was.$541.61.

,-,The first public defender was John A. Rasselli, a fifty-year-old local
resident and graduate of Brooklyn Law School, who had served as Special Inves-
tigator for the. Office'of Price Administration and Village of Albion Attorney.
His duties were outlined in Chapter 878 of the Laws of 1965, 'by which'he
to represent all persons charged with a crime in this County who are finan-
cially unable to obtain counsel.".

//. .

.

As with assigned counsel in Steuben'Countythe stano.rds for determining
indigency were left.to the defender himself. In a lett: dated December 3,
1965 and mailed to village and town justices, Russell' suggested that in cases
where there was doubt about the financial Condition .f the defendant he be
given the benefit of the doubt." In a letter to e researchers he indicated
the standard was whether the defendant "could.. irovide for counsel without
having to go deeply in debt." The standards re,not clearly defined, and
which was followed is uncertain. The affi ;vit that a defendant was to file
suggests an inordinate amount of concern or finances and,is the most detail-
ed stati7ent that the researchers enCo tered. (One of the researchers is
quite miliar with the practices of the Legal Aid Bureau in Chicago and was
quite disturbed by, the significan y larger amount of "red tape" required in
'Orleans County.)

For some unknown reass,, on.May 5, 1966, de .'te the fact that the Board,
of Super isors had establ hed the office of Public -nder and had.provided
for the ppotntment of sistant defenders as the occasion werranted,,the Or-
leans co nty Bar Asso afion instituted a rotating assigned counsel plan with
an appoi ted admini Ilator. The ostensible reason was that the bar association
"recognfz d that o casions may arise when the Public Defender's Office, through
vacancy, llness confli t of interest, or .for,other reasons, ay e nable to
extend the repr sent4 on required,by law.", Ifthis action was ender to' be

10 6
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a reflection upon the work or the capabilities of Russelli, then his appoint-
ment as administrator is inexplicable. The suggestion hat the bar. desired
"the fullest possible protection 113, indigent persons a cused of crime" must
be taken at face/velle, but it is still Confusing to, th,. researchers to note'
the 'existence of two different defender systems. To the best of our'know
ledge this does not exist elsewhere. And in a county as small as Orleans,

-it does not Teem to make sense.
.

.. .

At any rate, Defender:RUsselli held office under this dual appointment
'until July 1, 1967;1 when he was succeeded by Thomas D. Calandra, a your*
graduate of Drake University. Suprisingly, Calandra was hired directly out
of law school even before he had passed the bar. Further, he claims ia a.,
rather jocular manner that he had no criminal law experience except two
criminal and two violatidns cases when appointed." Though reappointed, he

interestnterest in giving up the responsibilities of -being public defender
for full-time practice, and recently did so. His sincerity about not enjoy-
-ing the responsibilities also is supported by his statement that he really
had not developed a filing system for indigent cases--after some three years
in this position.

i,.

. , .
As to Steuben County, the salary of the defender is relatively low com-

4

pared with the potential or actual work required. In 1967, the salary was
raised to $5200 and'to $6400 in.1970. The County Board is generous in other.

.

ways, according to Calandra, allowing him $8413.75'to operate in fiscal 1968.

The work Of Defender Calandra will be examined in detail in Chapter V,
but the Annual Report to the Judicial Conference for fiscal 1968 is suggestive
(see-teTlow). Most of-the casss bandled-by his office-reSulted in iseddced-,
charg s and.convictions, the vast majority of which, 102 or 109, were on pleas.
By comparison, in Steuben County, only 44 of 116 cases were.disposed.of by
pleas, and the dispositions were generally more favorable to the defbndants.
Assigned Counsel 'obtained dismissals or acquittals in 27 Of 116 cases. At
first glance the Orleans County Public Defender was less successful than the'.
Steuben County Assigned Counsel Plan.

t.

1Calandra remembets the date-as,being 1966, though Russelli seems to,be correct.
This is based on\Russelli's letter dated April 20, 1967, to the Board of Direc-
tors of the 'OrleanT Legal Aid Bureau,,Inc.., applying for the position of Exec-
utiveutive Attorney. In that letter he stated that his present position was Public
Defend. Practically nothing is known about the work of Mr. Russelli as de-

. fender, except for the statements of two persons who claim he was generally
apathetic. Paradoxically, he has just been teappointdd.
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Figure 6 °

-STEUBEN COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER ANNUAL REPORT I

(Fiscal 1968)
4

0 iv

A. Total Number of Defendants Referred for
'all Matters /

B. Trial Level Dispositions

I. Convicted as charged
2..Convicted of felony (less. than

charged)
3. Convicted of misdemeanor (less
/ than charged)

14. Convicted of-violation (lEg's

'than charged)
5. Dismissed '-

6. Acquitted
7. Mistrial ..+

8. Other dispositions

Appellate Level Dispositions

Felony ,Misdemean Violation

33
,

15

Plea Tri,,IX Plea trial Plea Trial

2

16

. 1 6

XXX

2

2 ,

XI

2.-

27,--

XXX,

XXX

. 1

. XXX'

XXX

1 1 6 3 1

3 1
.3

o

. 9°

XXX 1 XXX XXX
XXX XXX .XXX Q

-,,

1. Affirmed
2. Reversed
3. Withdrawn
4. Other terminations

D. -Cases Pending. June 30

4

\PI

C
1. Trial Level
2. Appellate Level

II. Selected specific proceedings:'

Hearing on motion to supress....
'Huntley hearing .

Sanity hearing

Narcotic hearing
Coram Nobis hearing

. Habeas Corpus 'hearing 1

29

I

Wayward minor
Youthful Offender ..... 6
Probation violation
Resentencing
ExtraditiOn

III. Defendants not represented_after referral or for whom representation w4s discontinued:

Not Conflict of ist erest , In mental institution

Other terminations Specify

) ( 1 8
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Fi ure 6

con inued)

IN. Cost of operation of plan: Total Cost $

A. Bar Asiociation Plan
.410

.Administrator
Secretarial and clerical
Administration expenses
Attorneys (give number
Investigators', experts,

Other legal- expenses

.

1 '

.assistants

14 )

others

cZ,

Salary , $ 4,250.00'
Salaries $ 1,000.00
EXpenses $ 693.00
Fees

Fee;

$:8,271.48
iog

, l-pone

Expenses $ none .,

.10

4

1

o

1; '
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Fi gure. 7

0

STEUBEN COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER ANNUAL REPORT
('scal 1969)

Number of Defendants. Referred* for
al 1 Matters

B.,4,RriAl_Level Dispositions

t`` `1, convttted as charged

.2. Convicted of felony (less than'
. ,. charged) .

I-,

3. Convicted of misdemeanor (less
than charged) .. ,

4. Convicted of violation (less
'than charged)

. 5. Disiiiisgedi
6

, 6. Acquitted
7. Mistrial
8.' Other' dispositions

C. Appellate Level Dispositions.

1. Affi )1i/el

2. Reversed
, 3. Withdrawn
4. Other terminations

CHARGES
.

Felony Misdemeanor 1/4 o 1 ation

3 35 15 ,

'Plea Trial Plea Trial Plea Trial'

4 8 1 5 .

_

XXX XXX XXX XXX
/

8 7 1 XXX,. XXX

6 ........._

11

XXX

XXX
XXX

XXX
, XXX

XXX

.

4

.

D. Cases Pending-June 301 1970 -

1. Trial Level

2. Appellate' Level

. .II. Selected specific proceedings:

Hearing on motion.to supress... .

Huntley hearing..:.. .. . . ...

San i ty heari

Nartotic hearing,
to.

.Coram obis ...... 21
Habeas CorpUs hearing

III. Defendints, not represented after reprral or

1

1

65

WdywaPd Minor 1 .

Youthful Offender 5

Probation violation
Resentencing
Extradition

Ors?a
Ndt'inAgent Conflict Of interest In mental

Other' fettilination 1 Specify , .DISMISSED BY REASON OF DEATH

for whom repritentation was discontinued:.

institution
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IV. Cost of operationof4.1p:

A. BarAssoclation Plan
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Figure 7

(continued)

f t cost $

Administrator :...t Salary $5,750.80
Secretarial and.clerical assistants Salaries $ ,600.0
Admin4tfatiorcexpenses Expenses $ 1,200.00
Attorneys (give number 18 ,) FeeS' $ 7, 8 .0
Investigators, experts, others Fees $

Other legal expenses 'Expenses- $ 1 20. 9

O.

4
. o

4
IP I

0

o
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'Figure 8.

ORLEANS COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER-ANNUAL" REPORT

(Fiscal 1968)
%.

,

\

)

Felonies
Plea Trial

Misdemeanors
Plea Trials

Violations
Plea Trial

ilihvicted as Charged , 0 0 ,X) 0 5 0
Convicted less than Charged 1 0 ;.

Convicted Misdemeanor less 20 1 38
than Charged ..

,.

Convicted Violation less
than Charged

...,

8

Dismissed 4 40
Acquitted 2/, ,.,_

Mistrial

Other

21 7 '0 13 .% 0

Appeals - 4 affirmed, 4 reversed
Other (selected) - 4 Coram Nobis, 4 Youthful 'Offender

Total Cost - $8,413.75

Defense Counsel in Other States

To gain.perspective, provision for counsel for indigents in other furis-
dictiops will be examined briefly.1 Twenty-five states have naprovision for
counsel for indigents charged with committing criminal offenses. Fifteen
states have no legislative provision for counsel. In lieu of statutes,, courts
have either made-counsel discretionary for felonies and "high misdemeanors"
(over six months imprisonment, county court cases, or more than "offenses"
and cases of.a "summary nature "). Ten states have statutory' 1:1rovisions for
counsel, but vary considerably in terms of their application.

In 'the southwestern states of Arizona, Colorado, Texas; and_New_Mexico,
which have a Large concentration of migrants, the Commission on Civil Rights
reported that only Arizona guarantees the right to counsel but it is limited
to high misdemeanors.2 This seems to apply more to the exercise of the right
than the statutory provision, which is at issue in this study.

By comparison, in New Jersey, another state that has mivants, the right
to court appointed counsel applies throughout the state to all municipal courts
and requires that at the "defendant's first appearance before the court (the

1Lee Silverstein, "Prospectus for Misdemeanor Study," (Chicago: National Legal
Aid and Defender Assoc., Sept. 8, 1967), p. 1 (Mimeographed).

2
Commission o it Rights, Mexican Americans... p. 54. But cf. ibia..

t----711ch notes Texas in its Cade of Criminal Procedure Vends the Gideon rule
to mis(femeanor cases.
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jUdge)_ is to advise hiM of his rights (and)- ''shall have Complete the ap-
propaate form as prescribeclby the. Administrative Director of the Courts,'
if the man is indigent."1 Further, referral to the Public Defender is sought
"vhenever practicable before arraighment."4. But Max Rothman, Division Direc-
tor of the Camden Reglonal

,Tenting seasonal farm workers in civil cases in rural New Jersey,argueS that
these standards are "disregarded" and at best are of little help seasonal,
farm workers, who are not arraigned until long after arrest. He cited one
case, in which a seasonal farm worker ,languished Iejail for. SUMonths on .a
charge of auto larceny and motor.vehicle charges arising out of the same
event only to be Convicted by. plea to,a lesser offense, for which he was
sentenced the time serve63 Other equally illustrative cases were cited to

`T the same effect. One important factor-is that the indigent himself must com-
.

plete the affidavitstating indigency_and requesting .counsel. None less,
these appear to be greater.protectioifs than are afforded migrants nerally.

,

In FIbridd-,imple, the distifnction between courts, Cr minal Courts
of Record and Municipal Courts, is also reflectedin the types f counsel and
the qualitY of ,4uS ce afforded. Municipal Cotirts,_in general, are revenue
courts with juriSdic n over offenses (runningfrom disturbing the peace to
assault and batterYwith,a deadly Weapon)voot crimes. ,The maximum penalties
run to 90 days and $500.90'on each count. ,"'in the seven' county rural area
served by the FloridWRural LegalSerVices, Inc. the"

,'"Municipal Courts ofte0aVe'non-lawyers as Judges. Court
.appointed CoUnsel, everi\wrequested-,. is non-existent.
The'Floriderules,of Crihinat\-,Procedure db not apply to
Municipal 'Courts ands therefore, the court's prOcedures
ddpend upon the Judge. Unfortu nately, these procedures

-Jare_often not up to the due process _standard in force in
the .Criminal Courts of-Record.*

....Their operation.upbn the .poor Is repressive.and
the \quality of justice is dependent upon-rice and econom-
ic status. "4 \

-\

For the poor, especially the seasonal farm worker suffering under the
handicap of dislocation from friends and faMily, the effect is numbing at the
very least. Ii fact, it is claimed by anotfer attorney operating under the
auspices of the Office of Economic Opportunity that the "criminal law as it
relates. to migrants (is) an instrument et Opprestion."

1Copy,of letter from StanleynC. Van Ness, New :Jersey Public
Rothman, Division Director, Camden Regional Lep.' Services,
which was made available by Mr. ti

2Cbpy of -letter from .Max B. Rothman to5tanley.C. Van Ness,
was made available by Mr. Rothman.' (italics in original.')

3Letter from Max B. Rothman to Stanley /C. lianiNess, May-21,

4Letter M. Kuker,' Acting. Executive Director; Flori
Vices, Ic:, Homestead,.Florida, June:10, 1970,.

Ir .

Defenderto.lim B.
Inc., June 2, 1970,

June 9, 1970, which

1970.

da Rural Legal

40,
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Prima facie, then, the statutory requirements and the general adherence
tg these reloiaiiillents for counsel makes New York State appear quite forward-

'kicking and .interested in the ideal of justice under law for all. Each city
and Bounty must provide for counsel for indigents if requested at first ap-
pearance, and the two counties. under consideration here have established the
necessary meChanisms. ,Whether the promise is realized, however, is the sub-
ject of the next section, in which the fate .of the migrants in the courts is
examined and reported.

ti-



4 CHAPTER Ii

THE MIGRANTS IN ORLEANS ANO STEUBEN COUNTY COURTS ,

The Number of Migrantsin the Courts o

-
Ph unfortunate, but common occurrence in studies such.as this is the

tendency to focus on numbers, not persons. The defendants become simply
statistics, losing flesh and blood characteristics. The many hurts, the
sadnesses they reflect, become lost in the enumeration of totals, means,
and medians. HoweVer great the desire to is obvious that the
researchers are not entirely successful.- ilatit is well to remember that --.

throughout this chapter it is persons, not numbers, with whom we are dealing.
To reinforce this notion, a profile of the migrant.defendani is drawn for the
readei* later.

Early in the research a public, defender was asked to estimate the
number of,migrants who were thargedwithCriminal offenses in a given year
representing one of the years .of the study. Reluctantly, flecause.of the .

law forbidding. recording the ethnic backgrounds of.defindants, the defen-
der guessed that at most fifteen per cent of the cases in this county in-
volvedimigrants. The other defender arrived at a similar "guesstimate. ",
This was the "ball park figure" with which the, researchers, were to work.
The dockets revealed considerably fewer cases of migrant defendants.,,

In Orleans, County, baied on a census figure of 1716 migrints'in 1968, .

the reseakhers expected to find approximately 515 migrant cases in the.
two years e the study. However, only 150 cases were actually uncovered
and,,by,extropolation, another. 18 cases probably occurred. At mott, then,
Dn. 4.8% of all the` migrants doing farm work in Orleans County were
,c edlvith criminal offenses and were. brought to trial.

The dockets shi that Steuben County,, des to is larger population,
had fewer crimi es involving migrants. In 1968 and 1969 a total of
only 109 cases were o nd in the dockets ek-iial4f:T,Using half that number.
to represent one year, e 109, cases.are_aPpreximately 3% of the total
migrant population. ,-

4-

.A caveat should be obse ed:. these figuris.do of represent all the
criminal offenses.committed by mfgrants any more tha do the criminal.

Aockets in any court represent all the criminaloffres which actually
occur.. They are only those cases. brought to trial nd officially disposed.
Quite-possibly_the number_of cases is much.greateri,because it is alleged
that many offintes.are never reported, perticularly'thosq'occurring in'.
camps and`involvihg onlymigrants. One example isjan alleged knifing (one
migrant was cut across the throat near the jugular,vein by another migrant).
Both migrants were forced tokMove to another camp, and it is claimed that
the incident was never reported to the _police:- A ft* common example
the illegal sale of alcoholic beverages in the can swhic tglom_dby
authorities.
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Another important point is that there has been a significant decline
in criminal cases involving migrants at least in part because there has
been decreased employment of migrants. One Steuben justice who served
an area with many migrants observed that there has, been a reduction in
cases from the peak in 1957 or 1958, when he had over 200 cases a year
involving migrants, to only 50 cases in the two years studied. The
justice's observation is corroborated by virtually all the other justices
in both counties who have held office for any length of time. A justice
who has served since 1948 noted the peak .as being in 1960 in his court.
The volume became a dribble in 1968 when the fields in his town were
quarantined as a result of the discovery of the Golden Nematode fungus.
Potatoes cannot be grown and sold ,(without washing), because of the fear
of the spread of the fungus. Fewer migrants are required, and necessarily
there are fewer migrant def4ndants.

1

The decline in cases is also/reflected in e types of charges brought.
Experienced justices claim that in the peak ye of the late 1950's and
the early 1960's criminal offentes tended mor often than now to be crimes
of violence, assaults in the first and secon degree, and to a much lesser
extent manslaughter and murder. In the yea of this study, 1968 and 1969, ,

the offenses have been primarily violations, such as disorderly conduct,

ti
public intoxication, harassment, and to a omewhat lesser extent assault
third, a misdemeanor. In part this has stilted from the smaller numbers
of migrants and the lesser interaction in crowded camps and in part this is
the result of the increased ability of local residents to "control" the
actions of the migrants. The latter observation is candidly admitted by
many of the justices and law enforcement authorities interviewed.

N..

. Who Are the Migrant Defendants

As suggested earlier, there is a strong tendency to relegate the humans
with whom we are dealing to the status of numbers, and we warned against
this. In order to orient the reader\, a profile of the migrant defendant is
drawn, even at the risk of describing a non-existent person.

Sex-

In the Orleans County courts studied 141 of 150 migrant defendants,
94%, were male. This is comparable to the sample of non-migrant cases in
these same courts: 105 of 117, or 89.7%, were male. The Steuben County
dockets revealed that 91 of 109 migrant defendants, 83.5%, were male, which
is almost 11% lower than for Orleans. The percentage for non-migrants was
a significantly higher 97.3.

Age

:Most (65%) of the migrant defendants in the Orleans County courts
studied were 30 years of age or older with a median age for all those
charged with misdemeanors and violations of 37 years. In felony cases
over 60% of the migrant defendants were older than 30 with a median age'
of 31. There was a significant difference in ages between the migrant
and nob-miqrant defendants. The median ibe for non-migrants was 24 years
in misdemeanor cases and 9 years in felonies.

1( )7 r,
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The median age for migrant defendants in the Steuben County courts
was almost idenitical, 38 years. (Insufficient data for the 3 felony
cases rule out determination of a median age.) Non-migrant defendants
in the Steuben justice courts reflected a median age of 24 years. (Only
1 was charged with a felony, and his age is unknown.)

Ethnic Composition

In Orleans County in the years of the study, t29 of 147 migrant
defendants, about whom some information was available, were black. None
were white, 12 of 147 were Puerto Rican, and 6 of 147 were American Indian.
These figures are consistent with the ethnic composition in the Butterer
_Census, except for the absence of white defendants. Approximately 2%
could have been expected. Of the non-migrant defendants whose ethnic
group is known, only 15 of 78, 19.2%, were black; 57 of 78, 73.1% were
white; 2 of 78, 2.6%, were puerto Rican, and 4 of 78, 5.1%, were Indian.

In the Steuben County courts,'100 of 101 ofthe migrant defendants,
about whom data exist, were black. The other defendant was white, though
the Butterer Census reported no white migrants. Onlyx.20% of the non- r,

migrants were black and 80% were white. (The ethnicsollposition of 12-is v- ,

unknown.) These figures are surprising, because of the predominantly
white population of Steuben County.

Criminal Offenses With Which Charged

Most migrant defendants in Orleans and Steuben Counties were charged
with committing minor offenses. In Orleans County 69 of 150 migrant
defendants were found to be charged with public intoxication, 22 with
assault in the third degree, and 12 with disorderly conduct. That -is-,-

68.7% of the defendants were chargedwith one of three criminal offenses,
almost half with public intoxication. This is significant, because ,fit

-suggests that the combination of the drudgery of work and the relief of
alcohol, generally cheap wine, results in disorderly conduct and crimes of
violence. Nearly 20% of all the, criminal offenses with which migrant
defendants were charged involved violence (assaults, manslaughter, reck-
ess endangerment, and rape).

By comparison, less than half of the non-migrant defendants in the.
Orleans County courts we examined were charged with public intoxication,
disorderly conduct, and assault third. Instead the charges varied from
robbery in the first degree involving five young black girls, who plied the
world's oldest trade near the migrant camps, to issuing bad checks and vagrancy.

Again, in the Steuben County courts studied, 77 or 102, 75.5% of the
migrant defendants were charged with committing public intoxication
(45 defendants), assault third 07 defendants), and disorderly conduct

1The data for drawing this profile were unavailable in tances, so
the numbers used will not always ecqual the total number o endants.

,
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(15 defendants). As in Orleans County, nearly 20% (20 of 102) of the
cases involved violence and 4 cases resultedjn death. The reasons for
these criminal offenses appear to bp the same as for Orleads County.

Similarly less than half (43 of 96) of the non-migrant cases finally'
disposed of in the Steuben County courts ,end used for comparison were.

public intoxication, disorderly conduct, assault third. The remaining
cases varied too much to allow for si Ole classification.

defen4nt in Orleans and Steuben Counties. He is male, approximately.

hus, it is possible to draw a rofile of the "typical" migrant

37 yeail of age, black, and is charged with minor offenses, public
intoxication, disorderly conduct, and assault third. It might be added
though it is somewhat premature, he is generally uncdunselled and almost
certain to be convicted.of either the original charge or a reduced one.
Unfortunately, this Statistfcal man does not exist. The defendant who
appears in the justice courts is real. The concern now is for the treat-
ment accorded this real defendant.

`,Attitudes. Toward and Treatment of Migrant Defendants

The attitudes of authorities and the resulting treatment of migrant
defendants is not easy to document, but'is attempted on the basis of
statements made, docket data, and personal observations. We believe it
is worthwhile to try to, generalize. It is evident also that the attitudes
conveyed in the courts (to an extent that cannot be determined) reflect
the attitudes of the migrant defendants themselves. That is, the gen-
erally weak self concept of himself that the migrant holds seem to rein-

force, the image of the migrant that the authorities hold just as it seems
to encourage the development of a mirror image on. the part of the author-
ities. Because the migrant all too often tends to come in with a "step-
and fetchit" attitude, the authorities may feel superior and condescending,
and thus assume a patronizing attitude. Often the justices describe the
migrant defendants as "immature," which seems a euphemism for the possible
contempt. they feel for the migrant. But this feeling reflects the image.
that the migrant projects before the authorities. A militant migrant (none
were so.described or suggested in our research) might we eet a different
fate from the "typical" migrant in the courts. A migra wh as capable
of exerting a real influence on other migrants, either terms of organi-
zation or in terms of altering the structure and operatio of local author-
ities in the towns; might Well have been more deferentially treated by the
authorities, but there is reason to believe he would .receive harsher treat-
mentin the courts. This is only speculation, but it is clear that the
attitudes of the public officials and the treatment afforded migrant de-
fendants tends to ,ear a direct relationship to the attitudes the migrants
themselves conveY. Ant these attitudes reflect the pathology described
earlier'. It is an unhealthy attitude born out of years of living hand-to-
mouth in alien surroundings.

The Attitudes of Migrants in the Courts

The following discussion is based largely on interviews, discussions'
with persons working directly with migrants, and from riaterials gleaned
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from newspaper accounts. Direct observations of treatment of migrants in
1968 and 1969 were impossible. Personal observations of recent cases'are
only suggestive. Still, the researchers,believe the following to be an
accurate description of the migrant defendant in the court.

A typical comment from law enforcement officials, judges, and de-
fenders is that "migrants do n,?t-want to get involved with,Ahe law." In-
stead, migrants try to handle intracamp problems without outside interfer-
ence. Many reasons can be given, the most common being /that crew chief
assume leadershiproles. They are responsible for contracting. the 1,2 ant
labor and assuring performance. Thby stand to lose from non -p-_ ance.
Also, these crew leaders re within the camps and know the migr. ts. Further,
if they lose contro f he migrants, they lose their statuses Intracamp
problems are clearly their problems then.

Another reason migrantq do not want to get invoiced with the law is
that they are guarded andlOrpicious of outsiders following years of up-
rootedness. Feelings of inadequacy and hopelessness breed fear of author-
ities whether police, justices, health officials, or social workers.
Black migrants from the south particularly4 after years of subservience
and menial labor, tend to be obedient and inconspicuous in order to survive.

-The result is the migrant who "knows his place." epitomizing thi,/
atldtude is the migrant whose involvement with the law ran the gamut He
was described in Chapter II, but the description can pro(itably be/repeated.
here. Born and educated to 9th grade in Puerto Rico age of 20 he_
resident well known and disliked by the village ice.
He was considered friendless and unwelcome in his adopted home. He seems -z
to have been alienated even from his fellow Puerto-Ricans because of his
Negroid appearance. To gain attention he had burned his arm with lighted
cigarettes and had once put his fist through a glass window.

It is little wonder that when arraigned with two others ion a.charge
of burglary in the third degree, a felony.puniShable by'a seven year jail
sentence,, he was uncooperative and was subsequently committed to the Roch-
ester State Hospital for a mental examination, The exam did not prove any
mental problem, but it may be that the examwas inappropriate. He was, as
one close observer states, "a mixed-up person that no one really liked,"
which may have een.as much thepsychological problem of living in an un-
familiar cultur as it was a personality problem. The result was that he-
was sentenced ninety days in the Orleans County Jail, the stiffest sen-
tence of the three defendants. By contrast, one defendant was given an un-
conditional discharge.'

P _

Just over a month later he tried to escape from the jail with another,
tprisoner only to be rearrested and ,returned to court on a charge of escape
in the second degree. At the subsequent trial he appeared in court in a
shirt that did not reach his waist and in dirty pants. The public defender,
though it is claimed he disliked the boy personally, believed he could get
the charge dismissed on the grounds that the other escapee had forced the
boy to escape. The defender obtained better clothing for the boy and en-
couraged him to stop looking at hiS shoe 'and to look directly at the judge,.
which he had refused to do previously.

e

)079

I
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The Sid conclusion to the case symbolized the hop essnes,s--tft many
migrants feel.' Rather than fight_the_chatlei-tMe-b hb the court in-
terpreter was convinced had given up on life, pleaded dilty,- The change .

of plea was a tacit, acknowledgment that for this exam of the rooted
there was nt hope., The three year indeterminate sentente-.was anti
becuase the boy was long ago sentenced to a life of despair. It was not
the law enforcement officials or the courts that condemned him--it was his
attitude toward himself. The court simply verified the hopelessness and
the correctness of his estimate of self worth. Ironically, this boy fits
into a rather extended definition of "migrant," having lived in the village
approximately five years and having begun to perform factory woi.k. Remain-
ing in this area changed neither his status nor his life style: .

This attitude of hopelessness is reinforced constantly.- 'drly one
morning a YMCA Outreach worker from Rochester was shot in the legby
three hooded-gunmen when,he tried to protect some Orleans County migrants
being threatened by-unknown assailants, It appeared to be a warning to
others who would protect migrants. The message conveyed to the migrants
was equally clear--stay in their place. Nojite no arrests have been made

. of the gunmen.

Migrants who are asked to serve as witnesses demonstrate thesame
attitude of fear and suspicion. One district attorney claims-that migrants
will.not testify for or against other migrants. A case -was cited in Chap-
ter II, in which one migrant at the notorious Welcome Inn knifed another
migrant for cutting in on his dancing partner. The district attorney,
while.a private attorney, was assigned to defend the migrant. Counsel
talked with others who admitted to having seen the alleged assault, but
they would not help the "white boy" (the counsel) by testifying for the ,

migrant. Counsel did not believe their reluctance stemmed from an interest
in helping the man who was stabbed, but from reluctance "to get involved
with' the law." The charge"was reduced to assault third on the counsel's
motion and the misdemeanor was discharged, allowing him to return south
with his crew. The reduction was not due to the efforts of the migrant,
because he appeared content to plead and take his punishment.

_ A New York 'State policeman who has investigated many cases involving
migrants, supports the-consl sion that migrants will not testify.

;1

lie

attributes this to suspicio as well as-ta-feaKof troopers. Typically
when he haS gOneinto a cam , the"migrants will close their doors and ,

hide from hlin. Even when migrants are confronted directly, he states that
they will not tell anymore thalthey have to, and there is nothing that

. dan be done to get the necessarfinformation. It is,: to crew chiefs that ,

police commonly turn for assistance', but there is no guarantee that any
help will come from them.-

There is reason to believe that crew chiefs can get migrants to
testify, depending -upon, their desires: For example, one former crew ch
who still acts as chief,'-though the camp has been formally,aban'done

;:the grower, seems to have been able to manipulate migrarYs when was
-charged with raPeof a twelve year old-migrant girl. The charge was never
corrobbrated by any witnesses though the alleged rape was SUPposed to have

1(15.40
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occurred within the camp at a time of night when many persons were nearby.
On the other hand, he had ample witnesses to testify to the fact that he
was ,all over the area that night. The district attorney, not surprisinIlly
is firmly convinced of,the.guilt and believes the fo4mer crew chief had .

fightened other migrants into not testifying. may well be that he is
correct, inasmuch as this same defendant was arrested a year earlier for
possessing a,dangerous weapon (A pistol) which he is reported to have
used to har ss othek living in the camp. The village police chief claimed
the convic ion resulted from the one and only time he could obtain-the
necessary evidence to sustain the charge, though the ex:thief's *mployment
of a pis Al was well known around the village. The sentence was a con-,
ditto harge (turning over the pistol to the police for six.ionttls),
and the stol h ,een-teturnied to him before the alleged rape occurred.

2

0 er reasons for the faflure of migrants to 15ff-if may be the lack
of fo Ia.' education and the questionable reputations of t least some.
Of thimigrants whose formal education is known, the farthest any attended
scho., mas'through t e ninth grade. Most of them had attended Wool only
to t e sixth grade, nd,a, State policeman believes their school attendance

(tfv. ceptfonally hih for migrants. The'docketsurvey seem to substantiate
this estimate. One migrant who pressed charges against her husband signed
,/th information with an "X." A former migrant also sigded a deposition
describing a homicide with an "X." The lack of schoOling pla ,ces them at
a dipdvantape in the courtroom, and certainly the Migrants recognize this.

The questionable reputations of sortie migrants must discourage them
from testifying. One justice who for twenty years worked as a foreman for
a potato grower.claimed that often crew chiefs enlisted workers from "pokies"
on their way up from the south. ,That is, the crew Chiefs bailed persons
out of jails along the trip north,to have a crew. Some migrants the re-
searchers met in another setting during the study are known. to have crimi-
nal records. These persons are not likely to want to have contact with
legal personnel under any circumstances. What little dOcket data exist
confirms the-fact that the criminal records of migrants follow them. One
mfgrant had been convicted to petit larceny.in Virginia. Another had an
aSsaultthird conviction follow him from another southern state. To
these migrants, and probably to most, the les$ contac with the law, the
better. A fear that serving as witnesses Might le to their becoming
defendants may contribute to their unwillingness/ o testify.

s.
Still another possible reason for this unWillingnessitO testify may

Abe the type of treatment that migrants will sometimes receive in the
%courts.0 More will be said about this, but a few examples are worth noting
here.' Some Puerto Rican migrAnts on trial for committing minor offenses
we , according to one observer, asked leading questions about their
p rsonal lives, not necessarily connected to le charges, to show the

example
of the defendants. Their answers tended to be incriminating._ /

example reported to the researchers involved a county welfare
tor who was charged With fraud. The "resettled" Puerto Rican mi-

nts who were called to testify sat on wooden benches the entire four
ours during which the trial was conducted without drinks and without

going to the st rooms. Apparently they were unsure of the nature of
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th r presence in court and even sat through the lunch hour receqts wni ie
hers attended to their natural desires. Not only did, these Women sit

unquestioningly the whole trial, but, without money for baby sitters,
.

,

tended their children who we so forced to endure the proceedings., '...

This cavalier treatment may n pa t stem from language difficulties,/
but the presence of t inte ureter tends to rule, out this "'ea/son.
The alleged reason was fear Of-th authorities.

'
,

9

One more example derived from interviews is worth citing, part/1y
because of the rather-grim humor in it. A Puerto Ricanrmigrant waS
brought into the same courtroom and was asked to plead to the Charge
before being advised of. his rights. Then someone reminded the jirStice to
advise the defendant through the interpreter, but the justice then forgot.
-to ask the defendant again for his plea. The defendant wps thereupon
convicted. On appeal, the court interpreter, who unknown to the court was
the cousin of the defendant, corroborated the claim that'the defendant had
not been advised of his rights before entering his. Plea. The ,peal was
successful but the courtinterpreter lost his-job.

The deep-seated suspicion of courts seems most pronounce anieng
Puerto Rican migrants. The reason--in addition to the fact they are
alien to this area--seems to be the language disability they suffer.
This dis'itility and the possible inadequacy they may feel is, by analogy, /
strongly supported by the Hearings of the United States Commission on //

Civil Rights which examined the conditions under which Mexican-Ame icans
lived in the Southwest. Nothing need be added to that accou /

' Attitudes of and Treatm sy Police

The treatment of migran b e police .cannot be documented di-,-
rectly but it is implied in mber of instances which have been cited
to the researchers as we as the researchers' interviews with police.
One State policeman wh asked not be quoted called migrants uanimals.P
Another.trooppr. related .a practice which he claims/is less common in 7--
recent yearsiand which implies a similar feeling. The-practice was to
go into camps when called upon to do so, to select the "biggest migrant,"
'and to "give him a shot" (hit him with closed fist) to gain /the migrant's
"respect." The migrant was to understand that the troo r ant business
and was to cooperate. ,

The notorious case of a mi rant at the beginning,of this report is
also illuStrative of the attitudes of.the police toward migrants,---in
this particular instance of a "resettled migrant": Another instance re-
lated to the researchers involved two Puerto Rican migrants who had been
picking chirries in Orleans County. ,Both were arrested by the State
Police because of a minor fracas in the.field. Because of the lahguage.

0'

)Commission on Civil Rights, Mexican Americans..., Part LH.
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ritiferencet.,`-'the police called an attractive, young woman who sometime's acts
as an interpreter. When the i.kterpreter arrived at the barracks, surround -'
frig the. accused were four State-policemeha one of whow_thad his coat open tq..
expose his pistol,. The interpreter stated that instarof being frightened
of the generally unkempt migrantt, as expected, she was terrified of the 1

Police. They believed.one of the migrants, perhaps both, had committed
murder in Puerto Rico. Their frustration at the Slack of reanrocity with
Puerto Rico, by which.they could return the.migrants, was -quite evident
to the in erpreter. Mdreover, they refused to believe that the one mi- .

grant, o had startect the fracas with a ?tory about committing murder. to
impr s the other wdticArrs,, was innocent. The interpreter, believing in
the i nocence of both men, labored long to convince the police not only
that he migrant was guilty solely of fabrication Put,that the.migrant's
ina 1 i ty to speak .and to understatiii. Engl ish was real . The. two men. were
not released until the .interpreter was "safely",-etrt of thearea where the
migrant would have to gp to' return to work: Needless to say,. -tile inter-
preter remains highly critical of the Porte.
, ,

dit , -.

, It is presently impossible to determine whether.this atti is.; 4
. . .

It- universal' among police in these counties, but that it exists a .it
disturbing. More ofteri the attitude is one of *the disrespect fo the . 1
migrants who represent potential ,Af not actpal problems, for the police. ' .

Enough cases, 0. public intoxication, disorderly conduct, and assaults do
occur to prove problematic fcir police. The seamy side of life that polite
often tee tends to colcir,their thinking. , ,

,.,
7 t.

: :
Illiterate, susPiCious, socially fragmented migrants tend to engender

some hostility among police. A strong inclination among Police and \lus-
tices it 'to identify all migrants,in the

or
arrest records and

ddCkets as necessarily Negro; not white br Puerto Rican. An examp le is
.#. the chief fif police 1 n one village. When asked to i dentify the migrants

n the 'arrest-records, invariably he selected Negroes deSpite the fact
that the answers ttrthe researchers' questions sumestecLPuerto Rican
defendapts ishquld be included in tpe data -as-migrants., Puerto Ricans.,
generally were not considered migrants though they had been imported r

0 by largetprOcessors to .do both harvesting and Canning. MareoVer, T;e1a _...

tively greater respect was shOwn the Puerto.Ricans by th,is,particuler Jr

Policeman, because they tended to stay more to tlitnnselves theft-do. blacks
and tkey tended to work hard in order to return to theix native Puerto 0;

a Rico hen they had earned enough money. One reading is 'that the ruertci,. A

Ricans desonstrated greater adherence to the dominant values of .': #
the community. No whites were identified as migrants . by the -4i ef, either.'

. though some justices were not so reluctant, especiallf0where tye.defendants ,
were "poo0 wlii tes ," which scan he interpreted as "whitt trash or Ameriein
Indians, as well, were seldom identified as.,migrants, though they had, in
fact, lett reservations to do farm work. This propensity to regard all mi-
g'?ants as blacks also suggests .di fferenti al 'treatment by, pql ite . .

t,
, . . , .--, -, ,..

The atti des of the district attorneys in the t wo counties toward
grants cann e clearlrdisterned. One district attorney suggests mig ants
are fftcult ih the courts because of t r intrans gence and their mobil-
Sty. e migrants, according to him,wi -commit crit

4
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offenses ,(particularly assaults) and then will either refuse to testify,
on their own. behalf or will move on before the pdlice can act. This is .

common whether they are defendants or witnesses. Also, as noted earlier,
the migrants, according to the district attorneys, tend to take care of
intracaMo-oroblems themselves. Doe result is that these prosecutors can-
not obtain'the convictions that they believe to be due and which might
well benefit the migrants themselves ultimately.

The district attorneys also tend to criticize jury verdicts. One
prosecutor is particUlerly critical of a jury verdict acquitting the
forMer,Crew chief accused of the rape of a twelve year old girl. He

blames this verdict and "verdicts in three other felonies on the migrantS
and former migrants who w ll not testify for or against other migrants. .

The disposition signed b witnesses seem supportive of the prosecutor's
beliefs. .

Possible clues o the attitude of the district attorneys toward
migrants may be the Oronounced_tende to reduce the_offPnses, particu-
larly assaults. One district attorne suggests that most assaults

,? between migrants, though involving ka ves (which makes them at least
assaults in the second degree and punishabl by up 'to ten years), are
equivalent,to persons "like us, slapping wi hands" so the'charge is
"knocked down" to assault third, a misdem nor. This practice is-
revealed often in the dotkets. The atti ude seems to be that, as the
other districeattovey stated; migrants have a completely different
moral outlook and must be treated accordingly. That is, migrants live .

differently from whites, so fights, for exampteT-are.apt so serious as
fights betwten whites.-:- Migrants are used to enpressingithemselves physi-
cally, u) a kpifing is 'analogous to a threatening gestu'e or word by a .

white. This may well be a practical attitude, whatever'thgl-significance
to migrants. For example, i-n one case a district attorney refuse- to
reduce a charge of.manslaughter to assault secOnThIne,xchange for
defendant's guilty plea. -The jury brought in a verdicPef guilty
assault third,a misdemeanor, despfte the fact that the defendant's common .

law wife diedas.a result of .the slapping he admitted giving her. The
defender's obvious relish in relating this story of success reinforces

, the notionthit the district attorney had not read the prevailing attitude
vof the community correctly. The point that he was making is that the

ommunities studied here regard .the migrants as "different," The dis-
t ict attorney, then, is encauFgrtrtd entertain the same belief.',

x.
.

recise sources of informatiOn about the attitudes toward

,

Attitu es and-treatment. of Migrants in the Courts

mignon s the courts are the. court dockets. They revea] the charges,
release pr edures, dispositions, and attentioiito the'xights of migrant.

*, -.defendants. e will turn to 4e docket data shortly, but the.justtces
and other ceu personnel thqmselves,reveg) much, however indirectly.
One defender in his, lighthearted and casual way-referred to a migrant as
-a"" " Whi he researchers listened closelS, focother possible

. And catio 'of o udice, (none wasp detected), they remained suspicious

sib ,

I.
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about his si cerity in defending migrants.

. Justices on guard because of the researchers' interest in their
dockets rather naturally revealed little obvious prejudice toward mi-
grants. More often it was suggested by cavalier treatment of migrants.
An example is the discourteous treatment, of the witnesses in the welfare
fraud case. Another is the justice who wanted to make sure the researchers

werecomprehended what migrants we "really like" by talking at length'about

)
one migrant. The migrant's husband had lost his job, was driving a car
without a license, and was spending considerable time drinking with friends.
The migrant's apparent unconcern for the gravity of the s4-tuation was to
be duly noted by the researchers. This "reading" of the justice's intent
was reinforced by his comment that little could be done for migrants.

Education was hopeless. Migrants just "want to see what they can get away
with" and remain in the county because-it is located in the "best state
in 'the union to get welfare." Yet, the justice can be regarded as a
pleasant, friendly, conscientious man who the average resident could .

respect for his integrity. As a farmer and justice for many years he
-"---...1

seems to have developed an attitude toward migrants that may render hint

unsympathetic.

A
On the other hand, blatant prejudice was evident in another justice

who offered the researchers virtually no assistance in examining his
d9ckets. When the purpose of the study was explained to him, he stated
that the best thing the Migrant Center could do was to "get them [migrants]

out of the county." More often justices claimed to hold no prejudtce

toward migrants and to treat them "like anybody else." Nonetheless, the
justices do impose different standards. An example is the practice of
giving conditional discharges to migrants who cannot pay fines so the
migrant defendants do not lave to be jailed at .the expense of the county.
Often the conditional discharges require the migrant to leaMe the county
or town, to stay out of town, or some similar treatment.

&

cz.

Typically the juStices go to some length to demonstrate lack of

prejudice: One claimed he was a "compassionate" man (read "hard on ali"
defendants); another claims an understanding attitude because migrants
are like "kids;" another suggests lack of prejudice by imposing harsh
penalties on migrants and non-migrants alike, especially if they do not
appear repentant; and still. another justice states that migrants (read .

"blacks") are nice,. decent people and h "wouldn't mind having one. live

next door.'

A real concern of many justices who double as members. of the town
boards of superviqprs is the threat,of migrants staying past the harvest
season and possibly collecting welfare checks. -One justice asserted that
there were no migrants bpcause of Strict zoning laws disallowing trailers

(whichOn _fact, were iyi evidence on one rather deserted. road) and be-

cause of a desire hYthe town board,to keep migrants out. He expressed

concern over the fact that migrants tend to stay and live on welfare; and

71-x-
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he prided himself that his town had only spent $1500 on welfare in the
fiscal year 1969-1970. The jail sentences reflect this fear, as wellu
In botk-counties a common sentence toward the end of the harvest,season
was the conditional discharge, meaning the defendant was released and
admonished to get out of the town, county or state within 24 hours. One
,ustice eandidly*admitted the discharge was dependent upon the defendant
re u south with his crew the next day, which. was the end of the
season.

The attitudes of the justices are shown in other ways, such as
with release procedures, Austices essentially have four options when a
defendant is brought to coUrton his first_appearance: try the case di-
rectly, grant the defendant bag- d release him, release thQ,defendant
on his promise to return (Release on nizance), or commit the defen-
dant until trial. The first ()Won is-mos fired by justices and mi-
grants alike because it disooses of the matter w tout further ado, The
second option is not at' often 'sought, because the Yustice has to bother

to get the fail gherk, record it, and mail it tn. The migrant obviously
does. not seek it, because bail is hard to raise. The third option is , '-

desirable, because the justice does not have to bother with the bail and
the migrant is freed to return to work pending trial. Commitment is an
obvious hardship*on migrants, and justices dislike it because. it requires .

the time and expense of-transporting the migrant to jail and supporting
him once there.

Thus, the option a justice chooses reflects his own attitade. For
.example bail in minor cases is a form.of punishMent in itself. tine jus-. .

tice chose this option when a migrant was arrested and brought before
the justice at approximately 1:00 in the morning. Bail was set at. S100,
and the justice refused to mot the personal check ofa-farmer from
another town.' The migrant defendant was not released until hours later
when his benefactoi located another farmer, known to the justice person-
ally, to back the check. The justice himtelf rather proudly related this
story to illustrate hohe conducted his business. By the way, this 'same
justice was "not available" the morning the State Police trieeto find a

justice beforehom, they could bring former migrint who sub-
sequently lost his toes and fingers ue to _frostbite.

This justice seems to be the exception, as does the justice who
wants "to get them out of-the county." Most justices, whatever thOr
prejlidi.ces, tend to be more eVelf-handed in their treatment d( migrants.

It is presently impossible to draw any Valid generalizations about
the attitudes of juries in Orleahs:and-Steuben Counties toward migrant
defendants. One *defender.etaiits.he ha% encountered "no hostility" toward
migrants. In Orleans County there. were, only four jury. trials. involving

migrants, three of which were conducted in the County Court and one in
a justice court: -There were acquittals in threeortNe four cases, .and
two of the 'cases were homicides. From this'scanty evidence it would .

appear that juries were not _hostile toward migrants.. In.Steuben County .

it 1i fmoossible to determine the'.ettitudes of juries, because, no cases
"involved jui'Y trials.
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In sum it can be said that the general suspicion and fear of
authorities.shown by migrants is_ bred oqt of years of uprootedness,
and may well be warranted. Prejudice against migrants does exist,
and,it seems to stem from a belief that migrants are immature, imm011,
uneducated, untrainable persons whose seasonal appearance must be ac-
cepted. In part this belief is fostered by the migrants' appearances,
after arrest, in court, and in interaction with the communities in which
they find themselves. While this prejudice may result in injustice from
tie courts, it does not have to and; indeed, is not always obvious. In-

stead it seems to surface in the questions justices ask, in the way sen-
tences are impoSed, and in the way migrants are made to feel. It is a
feeling most natives do not have to experience,and therein lies the real
significance td this study.

14
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CHAPTER V

,COUNSEL,OFFENSES, AND DISPOSITIONS IN THE COURTS

The Types of Charges and Their Origin

0 Types of Charges,

.

In the courts studied most of the charge/s against migrants involved
relatively mindr offenses directed against the public order. 4n Orleans
County only 8% ere felonies, and over half, 88 of 150, were violations,
most frequentl publi ntoxication. The situation in Steuben County
was Ortually e same: of the cases. were felonies, and almost 60%°
were violation primarily p lic intoxication. Generally little actual
threat to publ c safety was pos but the criminal offenses committed
by migrants -here typically high vi ility offenses.

.

A parti 1 breakdown of de against migrants for the years 1968
and 1969 by o der of frequency shows:

Orle County Steuben County
Phblic intoxication 69 Public intoxication 45

Assaul (ihcl. aggravated) 27.-,AssaultS (incl. aggravated). 18
o Disord rly Conduct 12 Otssideply Condudt 14

Trespass - 7 Poss. of Deng. Weapon. 7

Vagrancy 6 Miscellaneous 5

Charges/brought against their counterparts, non-migrants, were similar
except for petit larceny, which was third, most frequent. All of these
charges were originally* brought before the justice courts, and onTY a
:pry few were not disposed of there. These charges are typical for an
inferior court.

It should be'noted that these figures represent actual defendants.
That is, arrest and docket data reflect charges broOght and may well
represent more t1an one charge per defendant. The number of charges
brought against a defendant may be 10% higher. An extreme illustration .

of multiple charges is:

Vagracy, Resisting Arrest, Petit Larceny, Reckless Driving,,
Illegal Plates, No Operator's License, Unregistered Vehicle,
No Insurance, No Inspection Sticker, Failing to Stop.for a,

, Stop Sign, A.W.O.L. (U.S.M.C.) and Crossinga Double Line.'
While multiple charges were brought against migrant and nin-migrant,_
defendants In the courts studied .here, for accuracy and simplicity of 1

data analysis only one charge per defendant was examined. Multiple
charges were recorded, but the presence of the defendant in court, not
the number of charges against him was of concern. Mul ple charges

1Mahood, "Defending the Poor...," p. 43.



against migrants often involved the combination of iblic intoxication
and disorderly conduct, public intoxication and'possession of a danger-

yeapon, or public intoxication and trespass, etc. Generally, it
appears that the high visibility of the public intoxication accounted
for the arrest, not the companion offenge. Thus, throughoOt the report
the reader is alerted to*the fact that these data represent actual de
fendants, not charges, which more accurate)), reflects the incidea f
migrants in the courts. (An apparent exception involves 3 defendants
who between them represent 26 charges of public intoxication, which
tended to swell the number of public intoxication cees. However, each
charge represented a separate arres ind must be counted.)

These charges, it can be -reflect relatively minor offenses
which seem to stem,largely from theconditions undecwhich the migrants.
work and live. For example, drinking relieves the Anbtony of work,out
such drinking, 'especially on weekends after being paid; has lei to d' -
orderly tordliftTtrespass, and vagrancy. Trespats during a'bou h the'
bottle may amount to nothing more than sitting on the porch of ,ite
resident's house, failing toleave a bar, or wandering into a fa r's
yard. Assaults and disorderly conduct, as well, tend to stem from drink-
ing plus the scarcity of female companionship.

?

The rarer, major offenses, such as burglary, aggravated assaults,
and homicides it appears are not so common as in years past. In Orleans
County 5 migrant defendants were tried for assault with a weapon. Two
more were tried for burglary and 1 each was tried for escape, man-
slaughter second, manslaughter first, possession of a dangerous weapon,
and rape. In Steuben County only 3 migrants were arrested for committing
major-offenses. One migrant was arrested and tiled for assault second
(with a deadly weapon), another for manslaughter. second (homicide without"
a dangerous weapon), and the third was extradited after being charged
with murder,

By4comparison,An,these same courts in Orleans County, 14 non-
migrants were charged with .committing a felony. Five were charged with
robbery stemming from a single incident, 4-were charged with burglary in
the thirdogegree, and leach was charged with burglary second, .possession
of a dangdi-ous weapon, reckless endangerment, arson, and forgery. One
non-migrant, charged with burglary third, originally appeared in the
Steuben Cotinty justice courts supplying information.

.

ti Origin ofiCises
,

Docket data can be particularly uninformative without an acorn-
panying explanation. Thus, it was necessary to turn to the justices,
police, defenders, or protecutors to learn about the origins of the
cases. The clang& for the researcher is that these officials must rely
upon memory almost as muchias on the docket oripecasional criminal in-
formation retainediin the dockets. Memories an be notoriously faulty

a
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and may be influenced by feelings. Neverthelev, there is reason to . (

believe that a fairly accurate description of the origins can be pieced
together

The most candid and succinct statement about tie causes of migrant
crimes was made by a jusokice who attributed everything to "booze, women,
gambling." While thefteRtic could counter Oat these factors probably
account for aft crime,""the available evidence finds to suppok this ob-

"servation. Farkexample, a defender claims that cheap wine bought and
consumed by migrants to lessen the impaft of their working and living
conditions is the primary contributing cause of criminal offenses- com-
mitted by them.- The recent stabbing of 4 migrants involved in a fight
in a camp seem to support his claim.' It is reported that the cause of
the fight-wds drinking. Equally reliable evidence is the fact that 69
of 150 migrant defendants in Orleans County were charged with public in
toxication and 45 of-109'in Steuben County. A significant number of
criminal offenses committed by migrants occurred in or pear three nott-
`Haus unlicensed bars. One brutal homicide and a number of less violent
assaults occurred in the parking lot of the Brick Wall .near Albion.

The next most commonly cited cause for crime by migrants was
"women," or more accurately, the scarcity of women. A defender cites
the case of the "resident migrant" who "did his woman in" by slapping

. her ,because -she was "playing around with other men.'" The district
attorney in the same county pointed out a similar case which occurred
before, the years of this study. A justice in Orleans County whose
court is, located on Route 104 told the researchers that over the years.
the assault cases in his courts oftdn stemmed from fights over` women's
attentions. Similarly, he noted the presence of prostitutes from
Buffalo and Rochester in or near camps, on weekends,-which he felt led'
to fights as well as to despair over the loss of paychecks in an evening.
Thepresence of prostitutes is supported by the arrests of 5 young black
women from Buffalo and Rochester. They were charged with robbery after
having been arrested first on the chargeof prostitution when white males
"blew the whistle" on,them. Another example cited by a justice involved
a migrant,woman who collapsed'in the justfce's,house,early on a Monday
morning. She wat bleeding from/a puncture wound in her arm and sought
the arrest of the manvith whom She was living. When brought before the-,
justice, the migrant protested that he had not been with the complainant
at-all-that week'efid. Further, he claimed that when she left him she'
had no money brit returned "lUsh" as a result of having prostituted her-

" self. Still another case, in whichl migrant cut another in a fight
4, over a dancing partner, has already been mentioned. Finally, the homi-

'iside at the Brick Wall was deposed as navin§ resulted from the attention
paid to a woman by another. migrant. 4 .1p4

1
Rochester New York) Democrat & Chronicle-, August 9r1970.
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Too few arrests for gambling occurred to verify the alienation
that gambling is another cause of migrant crime. Justices who were
also growers claimed that gambling was a common activity on week ends.
One justice was highly critical of the car less and reckless attitude

4pf migrants toward money. when gambling.

Other cases suggest even sadder 7Origins. Two cases were cited in
Chapter I: the "chicken thief" and the "kerosene thief." In another
case, migrants were charged with burglary, later reduced to,petit
larceny, when they were caught stealing clothes from a camp store. To
the justice they argued need.

Whether crew chiefs are a contributing cause of crime by migrants
is unknown., but the possibility cannot be disMissed. The unsolved
murder of ,a crew chief on Route 15, the "Darkie Trail," was noted in
Chapter II. The Steuben County District.Attorney speculates that other
migrants "got even" with him, though the case remains open more than two
years after. Another case related to the resea hers involved a crew
chief in Steuben County to whom an unhappy m ant owed $80. Apparently
the migrant was dissatisfied with his job nd with the crew chief. Want-
ing, to return to Florida, he bought a " unk car," stole a license from
another car in thecamp, and drove f in the evening with his wife and
family. Subsequent events are confusing, but the criminal information'
states that the crew chief chased the migrant in his own car loaded with
other migrants; ran the errant migrant off the road, and fired shots into
the migrant's car. The crew chief confessed to that much and was ultiro'
mately.fined,$100 for reckless ardangerment,.a misdemeanor. The justice's
Ietigion to fine rather than jail the defendant, he claimed, was based on
the importance of the crew chief to the grower. The fact that charges of
reckless endangerment (felony), possession of a loaded weapon; an gra-
vated assault, at least, could have been brought against the chief--
and were not--is significant. It suggests that the Sus Cformer
grower, considered the crew chief's relation to e rawer more important
than the life and safety of the migrant_an

.I

The fact that creli-iEhTles are expected to "contror their crews is
relevant to this discussion. The researchers have either located cases
or- have been told-of instances where crew chiefs have availed themselves

eapons to maintain control. The example of the former-bhief in
rleanliCounty who was convicted of weapons possession and later accused

of rapt, is illustrative; The exploitation of migrants by-crew chiefs
was given as reason for migrant crime by both-justices and police. One
justice claims.t4t.only 1 of 5 chiefs "is artegood." This could mean
that the -"godd" chief- keeps his workers under "control" and/or that he
does hot,explolt hitwprkers. A recent newspaper article suggests im th
problem.' In August 1970, a 15 year old migrant from :Tampa; Florida
found "wandering for dayi in Wayne County [not-far,,from the courtier; be ng
studied], sleeping in abandoned cars and in woods, with only a svitcAse

'Rochester ,(New York) Democrat & Chroniclek, August
Fu.6)st 10, 1970.
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-full cf,apples for food." The boy, a fifth grader, reportedly was
brought north by a crew chief, known to him only as "Jimmie," who "sneaked
(him' up here:" After a week's work the boy had not received any money.

Whether the amount of-blame that *lents want to place on crew.
chiefs is justified cannot be determine&: t the possibility temains.
Assuming chiefs to be a cause, a reason may be.the roles they

receivedThey are contractors of the migrant latiorthey pay the was received
from the growers, they are expected to get performance to satisfy resi-
dents. The nature of these responsibilities places crew chiefs.in of .

position of authority that necessarily must chafe some migrants. In

,any superordinate-subordinate relationship some trouble will oatur
including criminal offenses. (Thre/skeptic might consider the. dente
of "white collar crime" against bureaucracies.)

Still another possible cause for migrant crim , particularly
oassaults, is family problems. In this respect ants have'much in
common with persons throughout the society. mily problems have been
so significant that New York State, for ample, established special

. Family Courts in 1962. But what mig also aggravate migrants are the
living conditions imposed by the ure of their worle'and.travel. Small,
Crowded, uncomfortable housin or persons who spend long hours in hot
fields must be dissatisfy at the very least. Also the9fact tha
relatively few women ompapy the men creates problems. " In 1968,f_
Orleans there were 6 male'and 261 female migrants; and in Steuben
County there were 937 ma and 384 women. That is, among migrants men
outnumberelLmornen_mare-than 2 to 1 in Steuben County and more than 3 to
'I in Orleans County.. Extramarital relations, while not inevitable, are
understanqable. Also lack of facilities for _children and lack of child-
care provisions contribute to tension and other problems.

Inctdents of assaults between huiband and wife or between lovers
Occurred,oaen enough to mention. One very sad_case was related by a
syninatnat; though patronizing, justice whose,dotket supported the ,

-basic information. A migrant pressed charges agaipit her husband for
assault third after her husband stabbed her with a knife. (She was. IL
bleeding when she arrived at-the justice's house only a short distage
from a camp.) The'husband admitted the stabbing, which shoOld have,
resulted in an' aggravated, rather than simple, assault charge, and claimed
his wife was hard to live'with. To support his statement he lifted his
shirt to reveal fairly new lye burnsi which, he told the justice, were
received in Virginia on the way to New York State. Yet,- when the justice
asked why they did not split up, the couple quietly demurred to the sug-
gestion. Similar cases have 'already been cited to suggest the pathos of
these, and other; uprooted families.,

41C._

1 1r
Butterer, Census..., p. 2.
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Wbile the justice's statement that the causes of migrant crime ,

are 'booze, women, gambling' is both derogatory and cynical, it
, contains too much truth. Drinking to relieve the tedium, the srela-
tive lack of female comoenionship, and the excitement of games-bf
chance to pass the time may well be the contributing factors in the
number and types oaf offenses committed by migrants. The experiences of
servicemen, college students, and others forced to live under somewhat
pathological conditions testify to the universality of the practice of
turning to "booze, women, gambling" to relieve boredom. At this point,
it can be said only ;that these' are probably the proximate causes of
crime am g migrants, and they may continue to be so long als 'the working
conditions remain unchanged, the life style of the migrant is main-
tained, a d the residents of the areas in which migrants work hold to
their pr sent attitudes and practices.

4-

4 ;$'
Release Procedures

Another index of the treatment of migratory farm workers is,the
manner in which they are held to answer to the charges brought against
them. Once a migrant is charged with a criminal offense and appears
before,a town or village justice, he may be bailed, released on his
promise,,to return,-connitted to jail, or tried. Whether and how the
defend,* is released,reflects -the attitude of the justice, as well
as the-justice's knowledge of the, farm worker, his crew chief, 9r his
employer.

Orleans County

o.

At first the researchers were surprised to'find that migrants
charged with misdemeanors and violations in Orleans County were gener-
ally released pending trial. In Orleans County migrants" were released
on recognizance (RORY almost half the time, 49.6%. They were bailed
only about a fifth of the time, 21.5%, and were given-no release almost
a third of ttio 28.0%. By contarison, non- migrants were released
only about a thir of the time, 30.1%, bailed in about a qua ter of the
case, 25..2%, ifid we not re,l-eased in.almost half of the *et, 44.7%.

A closer 1-66k and ditoussions. with jus*ces revealed the differences
were based on what should, have been immediately obvious: 'migrants posed
a problem to authlties if not released or tried immediately. That is
commonly they cool not post bail,-,so unless released on recognizance,

,

they were an expense to be borne by the County. Release to the crew
chief or,grower generally assured their retUrn2lo court and insured their
continued employment -in the critiCalltarvest. If not released, generally
the case was disposed of at the time ,of the defendant's first appearance.

,_ The median time of dispositions of cases in the justice courts was I day, .

which justices, defendants, and arresting officers seemed to prefer.
(Whether this is fortuitous for the defendant is examined later but
it is suggested that it may 'not be.)
. e



Thus, on charges of violations and misdemeanors in the Or ansjustice-courts prima facie migrAnts were treated better than on-migrants, and it may be so, 44 it also implies a mere sery le statusof the migrant. Furt it substantianted the evidence at themigrant is not coon tt nq a--ave crimihal,act nor is h to be fearedif free pending trial.

On the other hand, in the Orleans courts
charged with a felony, the rule was no release,high bail or simply commitment, to jail. F2've o
bail., but the bail was so high it could -not b
for 4 defendants.) The other 3 defendants w
grants were either bailed (5 of 10) or rel
are no data on 4 defendants.) The 4 defe
which may imiply differential tr atment.
charged with arsons was not rel ased.

Steuben County

a migrant was
e demanding -,.

9 migrants ranted
met. (There are no

re denied bail. Non-mi-
sed (4 of.10). (Again there

ants released,were women,
n }y I non-migrant defendant,

1

In the Steuben courts examined igrants -charged wits violations.
and misdemeanoltaWere ROW d almost h often as in Orleans, 28;5% ._vs. 49.6%. Almost 70% of the migrant defendants were not relicaseds, butvirtually all were tried at their first appearance in court. (Only halfof. all the migrant cases took more than 1 day.,) Thus, committent tojail trial was uncommon, as was the granting of bail. Only 5of 105, about whom data exist, posted bail.) . The felony charges broughtagainst migrants are too few to permitaany.generalization. No bail wasgra,nted in either the manslaughter or/the murder case. The,migrantcharged with assault second was bailed. O

'Among non-migrant defendants whose cases were found in the Steubenjustice dockets another pattern for release esistecl. Atilost half, 55 of109, were not released, bilt the median length:of :tinie. any..tai'e-f,fook -again 'fwas 1 day', A third were bailed, and only 15.6% were ROiltd;7 :itt`the only_ --felony ch rge brought against a non - migrant, a :charge ,of- lmfrglary third,bail was et at $5.,000.

It i necessary teinterpret these data to determine their signifi-cance. Mi rants,generallywere not required to -post, bail. They wereeither tri d immediately or were released' to.returri at a later date;often a we k. This may reflect the lower economic status, lackAf fearof migrant and desire to return them to work. Whilergenerally bene-icial to the. migrant, r-e-tease, and ileray'mfght be more advantageetis.This' suqgeS'tion is examined-in more detail later.
4

The treatment of norrmigrantS the justice courts differs,
somewhat inthe counties studied-. _In. both counties the non-migrant
was not reivised in about half the cases, but'in Orleans he was more
likely.: to b, ROR'd than in Steuben.' The reverse was true for releaseon bail.

0094
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The few cases involving a felony suggest the migrant would not be
,

released. However, the charges are those considered serious: in Orleans
they were manslaughter, escape, rape, aggravated assaults, and burglary,
white in Steuben they"Perilnanslaughter, murder and aggravated assault.
The refusal to release except on hea vy bail,_which is tantamount_to,no

release may well be justifiedty the charge, theLige-it -is Still possible
that the more afflUent-defendant womldbe-teleaSed. The high bail,
$5,000 in d manslaUghter case 4n Orlegni-Cbunty involving a migrant d' -`

fendant, may be excessive. Howeyer,-the same bail was required of a neti-
migrant charged with burglary third, which is even more egregious. The
fact that the defendant was black may be significant. Thus, the release
Procedure itself may -represent a type of punishment,

0

,f

Thelisposition of Charges in. the Courts

The types of dispositions that occur f ustice courts have already
been discussed, :u ra page of Ch r III. The two pefikey categories,
areconvlctions and withdrawals/ missals. Convictions ;include mutt--
ment to koonal or oyasi,9e institution, fine, probation, bail for=
feiture,-or conditipnal unConditional discearges. Withdrawals/dis-
missals are clatsif here as acquittal (by a jury), withdrawn/ditmissed, .

(by a judge, an resting officer, prosecutor, or complainant), and youth-
'ful offender e non-recorded conviction)..

A4

The majority of cases in'the justice courts of both Orleans and
Steuben,Countjes were disposed of by guilty pleas. The incidence of

--' pleas in minor.offenset was roughly 20% higher among migrants than
among non-migrants. In Orleans County over 70% of the dispositions of
migrant cases (misdemeanors and violations) resulted frOm pleas, while

- among non - migrants the percentage was just over,half. In the. Steuben

County justice courts 93% of the, migrant defendants charged with minor
offenses pleaded guilty, while less,thah.75% of 'the nen-migrants pleaded,

._ guilty.. -,Y,--'" .
..

Ina sensevthis is the way. "it spozed-tO be.". Jury trials were
virtually non-existent. Even bench,trials were infrequent. This seems
to stem from the weak self cencept,of the.migrant who, when arrested,
"knows" that he has sine omething "wrong' and wants to-"get it over with."
Among non-migrants here s a 20%,..greater tendency to plead not guilty
and force the lusti o rule: It is not unlikely that these defendants
have considered the po ity of the charge being reduced or dropped.
Refusal to plead does tend to ek for the, defendant, though not always.

Pri a recent case. a justfCe imposed .a heavy ($500) fine on 6 white youth

who appeared to the justice to be Unrepentant'apout sleeping on an
American,f1. Thy justice seems;to have demonstrated the same attitudes
toward migrants.

1(15'
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t Ditpositions in Orleans Cwity
4,

In the Orleans County justice courts tht dispositia's ortases 14

were heavily on the. side of convictions.," (See Tables III arld/ IV on
the following pages.4 Overall, in the years of...the study afid counting
only-final disbositions, the comtction rate was 83.8%. ,An'eVen higher'
rate existed in migrant cases--C2%. (The crate for non-migrants was
still high it'78.2%.) This percentage was noticeallly/influenced by -

the virtualof conviction .i'n violations. The conviction rate
was 97.7%' for Migrant defendants. It-was still high for non-migrants,
at 88.4%. The, conviction rates for migrants ancrnon,-migrants in mis-
demeanor cases follow the same pattern as for violations (77.6% vs. 69.1%).

Differences ocurred between migrants and non- migrants in felony
cases. Of 9 migra t defe

- ,

defendants charged with felonies, and about woom . 0

data are available ly 4 were convicted. In all the 'Withdrawals and
dismissals, 5 cases, wie defendants had. counsel. Wmay explain the
difference, but other. factors might be considered. For example, 1 case
was disposed of by a youthful offender treatment, meaning the conviction I
never goes on the -record (unless the defendant is convicted again and.
the court desires to resurrect the previous charge) and is available
only to youths who' are at least 17 and not yet 1'9 years of age. Andther* case involved the previqusly mentioned rape of a'12 year old OH by a
crew chief, who, it is claimed, blackmailed witnesses into not testifying
against him. Anbther charge was dismissed by the court on the defendant'
pleading guilty to a second _charge of petit larceny. (However, the'
conviction for petit la-rc'eny carried the maximum one year Penalty 4nd
may represent the justice's attitude toward the Plea 'negotiation pn the
first charge. )' TWO acquittals of manslaughter charges appear to° have
resulted from theinability of the prosecutor, but Ke ,offered other
reasons. Ris reasons were that the incidents occurred in or near camps
and in oth cases witnesses were migrants who would not testify. It
could e thatt the juries, 'made up of local "residents, perceived the cases
as i unable problems with migrants. (As one person said, "just a couPle,
of ads cutting themselves up." This remains only speculation, since
we cannot go behind the legal protections shielding jury deliberations

',from public scrutiny.-

The conviction rate among non-migrants charged with felonies was
67%. Two'of 3 whose cases were tried were convicted. One defendant
was convicted of arson and the other was convicted on all 32 counts of
fditiry:Tredisini-scaTiliVOTVed a burglary, Six cases never went to
trial, 'having been no-billed by the grand jury. For some inexplicable
reason, the dispositions of charges again 4 non-migrant defendants
cannot be found. A perplexed and embarrassed clerk was even more dis-
turbed then the researchers.

M.
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TABLE III

DISPOSITION OF MIGRANT CASES - SELECTED ORLEANS COUNTY COURtS - 1966, 1969

CHARGE

Felonies:

ARSON
ASSAULT 2d
ASSAULT 1st
SUPGLARY 3d

81JRGLARY 2d

ESCAPED PRISONER
FORGERY

MANSLAUGHTER 2d
MANSLAUGHTER 1st
POSSESSION

DANGEROUS WEAPON
RAPE 1st
RECKLISSENDANp.
ROBBERY is

Misd gAnors:
SSAULT 3d

CRIM. MISCH.
_DISORDERLY PERS.

PETIT LARCENY
PROSTITUTION
POSSESSION
DANGEROUS WEAPON

RECKLESS ENDANG.-
SEXUAL ABUSE

TRESPASS
MISCELLANEOUS

Violations:

DISORDERLY CON.
PUBLIC INTOX.

""""°44 VAGRANCY
MISCELLANEOUS

I

8 4
2
1 1

2

1

2

2 3
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O
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1

1
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1

1

2

1

1

4

14

2

2

4

1

4

8

1 1

3

12

22

2

2

4

1

,7

3 1 . 2

9 4 ,9

1

7-:40 13 9 16

-R6-

38

11

68
6

1

86

128

12

1 1

1

2
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12
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6

1
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TABLE IV

DISP1SITION OF NON-MIGRANT CASES - SELECTED ORLEANS COUNTY COURTS, 1968, 1969

1

, o

CHARGE
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Felonies:

ARSON

ASSAULT 2d
ASSAULT 1st
3URGLARY 3d
BURGLARY 2d
ESCAPED PRISONER
FORGERY

MANSLAUGHTER 2d
MANSLAUGHTER 1st
POSSESSION

DANGEROUS WEAPON
RAPE 1st
RECKLESS ENDANG.
ROBBERY 1st

1

1

.

.

r

1

1

.

,
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1

:
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1

5

.
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t

4

1
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Misdemeanors:

ASSAULT 3d
CRIKMISCH..
DISORDERLY'PERS.

\PETIT LARCENY
'PROSTITUTION

POSSESSIO14-

DANGEROUS WEAPON
RECKLESS ENDANG.

AEXUAL 'ABUSE
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1

1

2

1

.

1

3
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1
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Disposi ons in Steuben County

Again, as in Orleans County, most defendants in the justice courts
were convicted.. '(See Tables V and VI .on the following pages.) Counting
only final dqpositions, 86.4% of thOigrant and non-migrant defendants
were convicted. The conviction rate foi- migrants was 93.1%, and in
violations.cases the astonishing convictions of 60 of 61 migrant defen-
dants was recorded. The 92.1% conviction rate in misdemeanor cases,
while lower, is still uncomfortably high. Of the 2 felony cases finally
disposed in the Steuben courts, 1 defendant was convicted and the other's
case was dismissed.

The overall conviction fate for non-migrants in thete s e courts
was almost 15% lower than fdr migrant defendants; In violet ons cases
only 80.6% of the non-migrant defendants were convicted, compared with
98.4% of the migrants. The proportion of convictions in misdemeanor
cases .Was roughly comparable: non-migrants were convicted in 77.4% of
the/ Lases while migrants were convicted in 92.1% of the cases. No com-
parison can be drawn for felonies because there were no non-migrant
felony cases finally disposed.

A breakdown of convictions shows that both migrants and non-migrants
were most often convicted of committing violations, though migrants were
more likely to be convicted of public intoxication and disorderly conduct,
in that order. Non - migrant defendants, were more likely to be chamed with
disorderly conduct than migrants (20 vs. 15 cases) but less likely to be
convicted (6 out of 20 cases vs, 14 out of 15 cases). Non-migrants were .
less likely to be charged with blic intoxication than migrants (14 cases
vs. 45 cases) and only a littl less likely'to be convicted (1 out of 14
vs. 0 out afA45).

The differences in mis emeanor cases were more noticeable, Migrants
were more likely to be ch ed with assault third than were non-migrants
(45% vs. 15% of the cases buf somewhat less likely to be charged with
petit larceny (11% vs. 147 %). The biggest difference wSs,in the category
labelled "miscellaneous." Migrants were not usually charged with issuing
bad checks, resisting-arrest, or liquor law violation. More bften.the
"miscellaneous" including menacing, possessionof stolen property and
narcotics possession. The conviction rate was virtually the same- -

approximately 60%. As indicated, the absence of final dispositions of
non-migrant felony cases rules out comparisons with the migrantfelony
dispositions.' A conviction was obtained in a manslaughter case, and an
assault with a deadly weapon charge was dismissed after the grand jury
failed to draw up an indictment.

Generally, then, in \both counties it is obvious that the migrant
defendant was more likely than the non-migrant defendant to be charged
with a violation and more likely to, be convicted. He was less likely to
be charged with a misdemeanor, but, again, more likely to be convicted:
None of the defendants had much chance of having the charges withdrawn
or dismissed.

,
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TABLE V :

I

DISPOSITION OF MIGRANT CASES - SELECTED STEUBEN COUNTY COURTS , i968, 1969

CHARGE

relonies:

ARSON
ASSAULT 2d
ASSAULT 1st
BURGLARY 3d
BURGLARY 2d

ESCAPED PRISONER
FORGERY

MANSLAUGHTER 2d
MANSLAUGHTER 1st
POSSESSION of
DANGEROUS WEAPON

RAPE 1st
RECKLESS ENDANG.
ROBBERY 1st
MURDER

Misdemeanors:

1SSAULT 3d

CRIM. MISCH.
DISORDERLY PERS.
PETIT LARCENY .

Pg0STITUTION
POSSESSION of
DANGEROUS WEAPON

RECKLESS ENDANG,
SEXUAL ABUSE
TRESPASS
MISCELLANEOUS

Violations:

DISORDERLY CON.
PUBLIC INTOX
VAGRANCY
MISCELLANEOU
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TABLE VI

aisoos:TioN OF NON-MIGRANT GASES - SELECTED STSUBEN COUNTY COURTS - 196B, 196.9

. .
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Felonies:

ARSON
ASSAULT 2d
ASSAULT 1st
BURGLARY 3d -
BURGLARY 2d

ESCAPED PRISONER
FORGERY ,

MANSLAUGHTER 2d
MANSLAUGHTER 1st
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RAPE 1st
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Tyos of piipositions in Orleans County

In the Orleans -County courts less than half of the-migrants were
.ed (50 of 128), almost a third paid fines (40 of 128), and approx- .

ately another fifth (29 of 128) forfeited bail or were given moon-
ditional' discharges. Non-migrants were most ofter fined (36 of 79).
In descending order the Convictions were: jail, conditional discharge,
unconditional charge, bail forfeiture, and probation.

Jail Sentences
o

The average jail sentence for migrant misdemeanants and migrants
convicted of violations was approximately 43 days, but the median was
15 days, which reflects the tenileney, to impose the maximum for violations
under the penal Law: Most of the sentences were for public intoxication.
There is 1TffTi- or no noticeable pattern among the individual justice
Courts in imposing jail sentences, except for public intoxication. How-
ever, the village courts, which had.o.ver60% of the,migrant cases, tended
to jail migrants, for the maximum 15 days. The.other, smaller concen-
tration of cases s -in a' justice court less than a mile from a large--
camp. The median ,ail sentence. tended '..to be double that of the village
-coerti. The diffe, ence seem to be explained by the types of charges
rather than by the differences in the attitudes of the justices. The
tow.nourt had proportionately more assault thirds, and the village courts
had chore public Int.oxitation cases.

.

The few. felony cases in the justice courts bhm:red a median sentence
, of 1 year, which cannot be consideredharsh for%the offenses. This seems

to' reflect the reduction from the more serious .or4ginal charge' and the .

willingness of the defendants to plead. There was no difference between.:
A '

j ury and bench trials in terms of the length of sentences. The only
jurj,trial resulted in a reduced charge and a year sentence, which was
the same 'disposition- as in,bench trials. The longest jail sentence, 3
years, .occurred 'gyp the case of the young Puerto Rican who pleaded to
escape second des to the defender's encouragement to fight the charge:

.
The mean and median, jail sentences for,non-migrants were approxi-

.

mately the same as the median for migrants, but almost a third less than
the mean sentence for migrants (.16.4 days mean for non-migrants vs. 42.8
days mean for Tigrants): That is, not only were migrants more often
jailed but in individual cases. they were sentenced to longer jail terms
than were non-migrants. This result seems to have been based on the,

.

fact that, the charges were 'reduced from felonies,_ mostly aggravated
assaults, to misdemeanors, mostly, assault thirds. It also suggests'

- that, though the charges were reduced, the migrant defendants were being
Punjshed. for the violence of their actions _rather than for the specific
offense to which they pleaded guilty. The only non-migrant.jailed on a
felony conviction (arson) was year old"white who was sent to Attica
PriSon. Thus, rio valid comparisons between migrants and non-migrants can
be drawn. .

r'
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Fines ----
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As noted, approximately a third of the migrants convicted were
fined. The median fine imoosed on migrants was $25.00, though the
mean was a substantially higher $86.25. The latter reflects $500
fines imoosed on 3 persons who are called migrants under an exte ed

definition and who managed an unlicensed tavern. The defendants, how,

tl

ever, did, not,pay the fines, referring to serve 180 day jail sentences
instead. The median of 525.0 , while appearing to be inconsequential,
is severe in the case of miq ants. In 1967 naitionally migrantswere
paid an average of only $10.35 a day or $51.75 a week, out of which
housing (typtwlly between $15 and $25 per week, and sometimes up to
$40), 'food, and clothing must be paid. The median fine, then, rep-
resentgd approximately a day and a half wages for the migrant. By

comparison, almost half of the non-migrants were fined, and the median
was lower than for migrants ($22.50).

Other Sentences

Bail \forfeiture and unconditional discharges were the next most
frequent dispositions of chargg brought against migrants in the justice
courts. in 1968 and 1969 13 of 150 migrant defendants Posted bail and
later did not appear, thus forfeiting it. Again, this may reflect an
attitude of migrants that arrest is tantamount to guilt and the payment

of the bail was the sentence. Non-appearance is an automatic conviction
in minor cases which do not justify issuance of a warrant. Migrants

may Perceive the first appearance and posting of bail as the trial.

Nineteen of 128 convictions resulted in unconditional discharges
(suspended sentences). The significance of this disposition is unknown.
The implication is that the migrant in the fields is better than the
migrant in jail whether on the original sentence or beCause of inability
to pay-a. fine. Actually, the paucity of cases renders any conclusions
about bail forfeiture and unconditional discharges suspect.

For non-migrants the percentages of.bail forfeitures (7 of 79) and
unconditional discharges (9 of 79) were roughly gmparable to those for
Migrants. A bigger difference was evident in tet* of probation. Np

migrar(ts were placed on probation, while 5 of 79 non-migrants were. But

this is not a particularly significantiet of statistics and it would be
difficult to supervise migrants serving probation.

While the number of non-migrants given conditional discharges is
small, almost twice as many of the non-migrants (13% vs. 7%) were given
conditional discharges then migrants. The reasons for the differences
vary so muCh-that no single explanation will suffice. Conditional dis-

charges were most frequently granted migrants in public intoxication
cases ("refrain from all drinking for one year," "get out of-the state,"
"report to the court for 60 consecutive court nights"). The anticipated

result wls that the defendant would make himself scarce in the future.

0
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In cases involving nonJmi'rant defendants conditional discharg s tended
more often to be: stay, away from wife's (Friends etc.) apartm nt," "make

\`restitution," or "stay Out of further trouble."

Types of Dispositions in Steuben County

N`\ Unlike Orleans County, the migrant defendants in the justice courts
of Steuben County were more likely to be fined than jailed if convicted.
Almost a third of the migrant. defendants were fined, while less than
a quarter were jailed. Approximately a quarter were given unconditional
discharges, followed by conditional discharges (16%), probation ;1%), and,
bail forfeitures my.

Non-migrant defendants, as well, were treated somewhat differently .,

by the Steuben justices, except for fines, which also ranked first among
tffe types of dispositions. Over half of the non-migrant defendants were
fir*, almost 20% were given ,donditional discharges, followed by jail
and bail forfeiture (8.6% eadh), unconditional discharges, and probation.
While the migrant defendant in Steuben County.app6ars to be better off
than the migrant in Orleans County, he is jailed almost three times as
,often as the now-migrant in Steuben County.

Jail Sentences

On the average, the migrant defendant, if jailed, served 25.7 days,,\t ough the median was 12.5 days. This includes both violations and mis-
demeanors. No data exist for felony dispositions. (His counterpart, the
non-migrant fared just about as well. If jailed, he served a median of
15 days.) Thus, the migrant tends tb serve almost-the maximum time
allowed under the Penal Law for violations. On the other hand, the 12.5
day median is A short "sentence for misdemeanors. However, it remains
that any jail sentence works'a hardship on migrants that may not be so
serious to the non-migrant. While in jail the migrant defendant will
not be paid, which is his only reason for traveling north. The non-
migrant defendant may also lase pay, but not necessarily. Employers
have been known to help employees, and the defe nt's family can at
times receive welfare checks while the defen t was in jail. The migrant
defendant's family would be less likely to ceive the same benefits.

f Fines

Most of the migranti (32 of 94) and non -:migrant's (40 of 70) were,fined.
The median fine imposed on migrant defendants was $18.75,.approximately 40%

of their estimated weekly pay, which_t; a significant punishment, but still
preferable to jail. (It is interesting that jail sentences were less often
imposed here than in Orleans County, where great opposition to paying for
unwanted "guests" was so often expressed.) Non-migrant defendants were
fined a median of $25.00. By comparison then not only was the migrant de-
fendant more likely to be fined in Steuben County than in Orleans, he was
more likely to be fined less (518.75 vs. $25.00). Also the fines for non-
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migrants were higher in Steuben County than in Orleans ($25.00 vs. $22.50)
and by comparison, higher for non-migrants than for migrants. Thus, of
the counties, Steuben jdttices tended' to impose fines, that were less pre-
judicial toward migrant defendants.-":

Other Sentences
.

Y /7
e,

More migrant defendants in the Steuben County justicelcourts were ,

given unconditional discharges than in Orleans County (25% vs. 15%), -

more were given conditional discharges (16% vs. 11%), and the percentages
for probation were virtually the same (1% vs. 0%). The percentages of
bail forfeituresydre significantly higher in Orleans County (almost 9
times as many as in Steuben)/but this reflects the greater tendency to
bail defendants in Orleans than in Steuben. Orleans justices tend more
often to grant bail (21.5% vs; 4.8% in Steuben), which goes far to
explain the differenCe. It does not explain away the difference en-
tirely, however, and no reason.can be given.

.
( .

.

At indicated, the Steuben justice tended mostofen to,fine non- 0
migrants (almost 60% of the cases), folloWed by conditionalldischarges,-
Ilhich were a distant second (18.6%),. The percentages for the remaining
disoositiOns we fairly consistent. No ceable was the reluctance to
jail, anysdefen nts. .

.

''''.Too few' felony cases were found t permit a satisfactory discussion %
Or generalization abouttentepces of grants versus non-migrants.

Length of Time.of Disposit oni in Orleans County

Another index* of the'trea of migrants,,indeedany defendants, -,t-
is the days that the court taket o dispose of a case., This does not ---------,
necessarily represent the number of days the defendant is held in cus- .v.

tody from "arrest to final dispo ition, however. We have already examinedic-''
release procedures, which show' that most migrants'did;notremain in jatl,
pending trial. Instead the d sposition times actually represent the
amount of inconvenience and spense that a defendant may experience,' .

. though,, in fact, the disposi ion ti (from ffrst appearance to final
.,s .

,,,

1

Delay' may also work to t e.advantage of a defendant. One of the re-
. searchers in another stu y reported that "the longer a case takes, the

greater the Chanceof, avoi.able disposition. [In the Rochester City
Court] retained counse took the longest time per case, 65 days, and had
the highest dismissal- ate of anyaounsel. At the other extreme, defen-

. 'dents without cdunse particularly public intoxication ,defendants, had
the charges against hem disposed of in only 2 days, and 80% were con-
victed.:.Yet, the 1 w of diminishing returns seems to be operative:
betWeen these time/extremes there is an optimal point beyond which
additional time 'is disproportionate to the success ofthe disposition."

, Mahood, "Defending the Door...." D. 129.
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disposition) may reflect the defendant's time in custody. Obviously, if
in custody, the longer it takes to dispose of the case, the longer the
defendant languishes in jail. The recent escape of 24 prisoners.from
the Moproe County Penitentiary highlights the problem for many Wen-
dents. Held in custody, unable to work, be with friends, raise bail,
retain a layer, or obtain evidence pr witnesses on his behalf, the
defendant who remains in pre-trial custody suffers considerably regayd-
less of the outcome of the case. The anticipation and apprehension may
be so great that defendants will go to extremes to gain their releases.?

For most of the defendants in the justice cpurts in Orleans County
pre-trial gystody was short or unknown. Cases involving migrants charged
with minor 6ffenses took a median of 1 day suggesting an almost excessive
concern for dispatch of cases, though such speed may work in the migrant's
favor.. That isj.T.O'grants can return to.wbrk more. quickly than if there
were delay.' The mean of 15. days suggests some cases were not so promptly
disposed of, ana that' convictions were common. Generally, the longer the
dispotition, the more likely the 'defendant had been released on,baJlor
on h4s recognizance.. By comparison,' minbr cates involving non-migrahts

.

were disposed of in a median time of 175 days. Again, most of these de-
fendants had been released on bail or recognizance.

One fact that doe's no't clearly emergefrom these data is the number
of, cases disposed of in one day, which involved public intoxication and
overnight' commitment. Not uncommonly migrants and non-migrants who were
arlTsted for public' intoxication were held overnight on the grounds that
they are incapable -of comprehending the charges or the rights they enjoy,
such as counsel. The result is that occasionally the overnight commit-
ment serves as the sentence, though more often fifteen more days, the
maximum under the law, are, imposed oCthe,miscreant. The more affluent
intoxicated defendant, despite his incomprehensibility, may be encouraged
to'call his wife, friend, or laWyer, if he, himself forgets to.do so.
Usually it is only 'the obstreperous non-migrant defendant (or., as a jus-
tice suggested, a "big shot ", from out of town) who is committed overnight.

Felony cases, understandably, took longer, because indidtments were
drawn, delays were sought, juries, were selected, and opposing arguments
were made at trial. TypicallPs, bails were set fairly high, resulting .

in commitment for the less affluent,, particularly the migrant defendant.
The median time for disposition of the felonies was 85 days, though the
mean was only 68 days. For non-migrants, even fewer cases, the median
was 55 days. Rather ironically, only 4 of 9 migrants onvicted
while 2 of 3 non-migrants were convicted. The read should recall that
a factor operating in favor of the migrants was, th bility of prose-
cdtors to obtain witnesses to testify..

1Rochester (New York) Times-Unioh, August 11, 1970.

2Time, August 17, 1970, pp. 8, 9, reports the gruesome details of a break
bTaecendants who weretanding.trial and took hostages including the trj
jvdne. The deat'h's ofvthe deirendapt, their P:lettors, and the judge
-ousnf.! droat nv5Pc Concern about the conduct of future trials and ore-_

custody.
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Length of Time of Dispositions in Steuben County
. AK'

As noted, generally the length of time a c takes, up to a point-;/ ,.

....----

the bgtter the 'defendant's chances are for favorable disposition. On
the other hand, it seems that for migrants, the less'time taken from
work the better. Loss of time from work means loss of pay, confinement,
and contact with `feared authorities. In the Steuben County justice
courts in 1968 and 1969 cases involving migrant d fendants_took a median
of1 day:, (The mean was only 1.9 days.) Moreov r, only 4:8% of the de-
fendants were not released pending trial.. Most igrant defendants, 67%,
were tried at first appearance. The inconveniences attending arrOst,
Custody, in jail or bail, adjournMent, jury selection, etc., that may
attend,a criminal trial simply did not occur.

The problem with this seemingly satisfactory arrangementy bbvio ly,
is that almost 9 out of 10 migrant% were convicted. From al,yheevidence
the dispatch with which cases were handled was achieved by,me ns of a
minimum of legal proteAtions that should,cloak the defendant in a crimi-
nal trial. The consgtutional rights guaranteed every defendant in a
Criminal trial appear to exist as they are convenient to the courts.
Whether justice is done does not seem to be the issue in these 'trials, as
,far as. can be determined. /-

This interpretation is supported by the 24 non-migrant cases which
extended beyond whit would a week's adjournment to the next court
session. The median length of-time for disposal of these cases, almost
80% of which were misdemeanors rather than violations, was 80 days.
Further, 10 of these cases (42%) resulted in withdrawal or dismissal.
This conviction rate of 58% is 20% lower than the overall, rate, for non-
migrants and Almost 30% lower than the overall rate for igrants. On the
basis of these data. we find that the longer the case to , the greater
the chance for a favorable disposition; an opportunity generally not
offered a migrant.

, The only felony case for which the disposition ime is known (other
than extradition) took 73 days. The indictment was dismissed on the
counsel's motion. Again, it can be argued that where the constitutional
protections are afforded a defendant in a criminal trial including counsel
the chances for a favorable disposition are increased. Here, atypically,
counsel was retained by a migrant (esome black'women got money together')
and was able to win his case.

Counsel

The Extent of Counsel in the Orleans County Courts

Representation by counsel-in eipst e courts was extremely
common despite the statutory reguiremen . One reason seems to be the
justices' belief that counsel is n quired, though the dockets are
written in such a way that justices ritualistically read the defendant

(
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his rights regarding counsel. In practically all the dockets examined
(where the justice extended himself to write anything) defendants An-

swered they did not want counsel. One tie the researcher could not
help but notice a defendant's ' es: Yet!" when asked' -if he wanted

counsel, which this unusual justice dutifully recorded. The 20 year
old black non-migrant was subsequently represented by the Public defen-0
der in one of his rare misdemeanor case aopearances.

Because justices were so inconsistent in recvding whether the de-
fendants sought counsel, it is difficult to generalize about the failure .

of justices to adhere to the statutory requirement. The best that can
be said is that in both counties mostjustices did advise the defendants
of their rights, though the typically monotonous reading must have had
as little meaning to the defendants as it did to the researchers.

Drone village court at least 4 of 41 migrant defendants, all' but
1 of whom were charged with vibipleions, asked for counsel. None was
represented. In a town curt of 21 migrant defendants. sought counsel
and received none. All were charged with misdemeanors, the maximum
sentence for which was a year in jail, barring the exceptional case
where &sentence could be as much as 3 years. In the remaining justice
courts either the defendants did not request counsel or nothing was
written down by the justices. The researchers are strongly tempted.to
draw inferences about the condutt of the justices who did notoessure";:,
representation to defendants who asked for it, but cOhnot without more
evidence.

Of the 150 migrants charged with criminal offen es in the Orleans
County courts studied, only 10 had counsel. The perc age of defen-
dants charged with misdemeanors and violations who were represented
was a miniscule 1.5%, meaning only 2 defendants had counsel. The over-
all percentage of non-migrants.with counsel was only slightly higher
at 11.9%; but it was 21.9% for misdemeanors and violations.

In fillony cases, the representation of migrants-by counsel was
significantly higher. Eight of 12 defendants-were representedby the
public defender or assigned counsel. Greater representation is explained
by the fact that, the County Court Judge, unlike town and village justices,

was careful to make assignments.
e'

Only.2 of 13 non-migrant 'defendants charged with felonies had

counsel, and both were repres nted by the same retained counsel. How-
ever, 6 were released withou trial when their cases were no-billed by

the grand jury. The file ontaining the dispoWbons of cases involving
3 non-migrants could no be located in the County Court Clerk's office
and the other defendant's case was taken to Family Court where it is
closed to public examination.

1(18
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The extent of representation of all defendants charged with mis-
demea9ors and violations in the Orleans County courts studied seems
low, but no comparable court studies are available. The 'only compara-
tive data are froritthe Rochester City Court, which handles similar
cases, and 14% of the defendants (more than twice as many as here) had
counsel.

The, Extent of Counsel in the Steuben County Courts

Again, inconsistency of recording data on the number of defendants
requesting counsel was eviaent. Some justices seemed quite concerned
about recording whether the defendant sought counsel, while others
were unconcerned about that as well as about other matters. In the

4dockets examined all instances of representation by counsel were tither
recorded or clues led the researchers to ask the justice. As far as
can be determined, the data here are accurate. ./

The rate of appearance of counsel was roughly comparable to that
of Orleans County. Of 109 migrant defendants 6 were represented. (In

,"" Orleans 10 of 150 were represented, or 5.5% in Steuben vs. 6% in Orleans.)
The differences'in the rates of Counsel for misdemeanors and violations
between Steuben County and Orleans were equally negligible (3.8% vs. 1.5%).
The percentage of migrant defendaflips charged with felonies and represented
by counsel in Steuben Cbunty was identical to that-in Orleans County, 67%.

The percetage of non-migrants represented,in the Steuben courts
was also comparable to that in Orleans. Of 112 nOnrmigrant defendants
10 were represented,(9.8%), while in OrlOhns it was 14 of 117 (11.S%).
The only non-migrant defendant charged with felony in a justice court

0 and later tried in the county court was represented by assigned counsel.

-

In both counties, then, using comparable data clearly there was a
difference between migrant and non- migrant, defendants in terms of repre-
sentation 6y counsel. The sad tale is that in each county very few

;

migrants charged with minor offenses were represented. Almost twice
as many non-migrants charged with similar offenses and brought. before
the tame justices were represented by counsel. The only bright soot
in thiSs otherwise dark picture is the fact that tiqrant defendants
charged*th felonies were generally represented. The reason seems to
be greater .adherence by county court judges to the administrative-

', ruling by th Fourth Judicial Department, supra, page 45 Chapter III.
The next fac 1.51. to consider is the satisfaction that counsel gave to
their clients-tha ed with crime in the justice courts.

t nsel's Record in Orleans County

The significance of c nsel is often measured in terms of effec-
tiyeness--the ability to "wi " Thus measured, counsel for migrants
were not as effective as,might desired, gaining withdrawals or dis-
missals in 5 of 10 cases. In miss meanors 1 of 2, was dismissed.



-

The dismissal occurred in an assault third charge, which not uncommonly
will be withdrawn later by a calmer spouse, neighbor, or friend, who has
had time to reconsider. 'In felonies, counsel for migrants won 4 of 8.

In all but 1 of these cases the appointed public defender represented

the migrant defendants. The other migrant wasrepresented by assigned
counsel.

These records of su cess do net suggest noticeable effectiveness,

but the records for couns 1 for non-migrants indicate no better success, gain-

, ing withdrawals or dis sals in only 4 or 12'misdemeanor cases,in the justice

courts, though the -same lawyer was able to wtn'l of felony cases he

handled. Overall, defending non-migrants cObnsel were $ccessful in only

5 of 14.casg. Thqs, the public, defender who represented all migrant

defendants had a 59% dismigtal rate. Counsel for non-migrants including

this same defender who represented 5 of 12 defendants, gained dismissals

in 35.7% of the minor cases.

The skeptical reader may challenge the researchers' measures of
sucess and the seeming idealism in failing to recognize the signifi-

cance of nqotiated pleas. That is, a measure'kof success according

to some obsarvers of criminal law, is the ability to counsel to
satisfy his clieht or at least to gain a reduction of the charge in
return for a guilty plea. The more charitable refer to this plea

bargaining as inevitable and useful. Opponents condemn this practice

as a "cop out." The researchers tend toward the latter position.
This is based on an e rlier study of counsel for indigents in the .

Rochester City Court. ubsel, retained and public defenders, were

considerably more successful in ob 4ining dismissals of the charged

against their clients. While the o rall conviction rate in City

Court was68%, retained counsel ga ned withdrawals or diSmissals in

65% of their Cases. The ublic de ender program, employing 2 defenders
part-time, just shaded by the record of retained counsel, gained with-
drawals and dismissals in 61% of tilt cases represented. This miry not

be common to all defenders, and indeed it was argued that the,defenders

in but it does ply suggest that plea bar-

aining, th-' tl-tion of charges return f a guilty plea, does not

have to be t --'1ndard for effectiveness.

14,Jea bargaining is an important function that counsel can perform,
especially those representing indigents and other defendants who may

have previous convictions, but the result is still a conviction. So

long as the adversary system is adhered'to, it seems that counsel should
prepare to "win," not accept the reduction and plea as the norm but even

accepting plea bargaining, we can examine the work of,counsel. Wbere'

migrants were charged with committing felonies, the defender and assigned
counsel obtained acquittals in 3 cases. In none of these, it must be

noted, did the prosecutor obtain witnesses to corroborate the charges.

Mahood, 'Defending the poor..., p. 145.
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successful case the defender obtained a Youthful Offender
disposition for a young migrant charged with burglary third: (And the
readerniglit recall the criticism of this disposition by, an attorney
that.Was Cited earlier.), In'the,remaining cases, the defender- can be
considered-succwful-iif plea bargaining is accepted is the measure.
One migrant charged"with burglary third had the charge reduced to petit
larceny, a mtsdemeanbr,'M the defendant received the Maximum penalty,
a year in jail. A charge of weapon possession was reduced to a misde-
meanor, but the defendant received 'tie maximum penalty,a year In jail.
A charge of weapon possession was reduc,dto a misdemeanor, and again
the maximum jail sentence was imposed. the remaining 2 cases, both
of which were assaults, 1 was reduce to assault second for which a rel-
atively light 1 year jail sentence was moosed and the other was reduced
from assault second to assault third an a 32 day jail-sentence was
imposed. Thus, for the most part the duction of charges, the success-
ful aspect of bargaining, was achieved, but the sentences still reflected
the severity of the original ,charge.

Comparing cases involving non-migrants, we find'that.in 4 of 12 mis-
demeanor cases counsel gained dismissals.and withdrawals. Three of the 4
cases were handled by the defender. Two cases.were YO'd, and a petit
larceny charge was dismissed. The other dismissal occurred in a case
involving alleged patronization of a prostitute. The remaining charges
were all reductions and guilty pleas. In felony cases, as has.been stated
counsel was successful in 1 of the 2 cases he defended andthe conviction
resulted from plea negotiation. On the basis -.-of plea negotiation counsel
were successful-in all but 3 cases, a petit larceny conviction, a violation
of probation conviction, and a criminal mischief conviction. In tenps of

.plea negotiation, then, counsel were successful in 9 of 14 cases. In the
more absolute terms preferred by the researchers the record was'5 of 14,
35.7%.

a
,

Counsel't
Y

Record in the Steuben County -Courts

Throughout, the importance of counsel has been stressed, and the
reason given was that counsel offer to a defendant both an ally and exper-
tise. It is particularly important to the generally inexperienced, un-
.educated, poor migrant who enters coyrt suspicious and guarded in the
face of tuthority and who lacks the strong self-concept necessary to a
minimum def6nte. Counsel bhould be his mirror-image: experienced, edu-
cated, assured. The very presence of counsel alone should be a comfort.
Whe.ther, iA fact, such comfort is derived from counsel depends upon coun-
sel' ability to gain dismissals. Our measure of success, we repeat, is
withdrawal/dismissal, not simply reduction of the charge or youthful of-
fender, where possible. On this basis'what is the record of counsel in
Steuben County?

Counsel, all assigned, represented 4 migrant defendants charged with
minor offenses. In gnly 1 case was counsel Successful by the absolute
standards preferred. In t4at case counsel secured a reduction of tne

11
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charge f m criminal possession to petit larceny and was successful in.
'gaining dismissal. 'his motion. In the remaining cases, assault third,
petit rceny, antssessionof a dangerous weapon (misdemeanor). the,
defen nts we convicted and jailed. However, using plea ,bargaining
as t standard,:coUnsel were successful in all 4 cases. All were reduced
fr. feldnies,4he Most unusual case involved a Charge ofmanslaughter ,

in e fist digree which- was'relduced to assault in the third degree.
Th: attorney claime the defendant "aid his woman in" by ".slappinc her
ar und." Death as attributed to a subdural hematoba, but the defender
.a gued thatit,could have been prevented by prompt medical attention.

e disagreemint is supposed to hive resulted,fro6 the fact that the
oman had believed the-defendant to be a "good man" on the basis of the
testimony of"-the defendant's eMployer. However, the defendant was.sen-
.tenced-to :time served (spent in pre-trial custody).

Two of 3 migrant defendants charged with-felonies were represented

by counsel,-and counsel was successful in 1 case, managing to quash an
indictment which charged assault secoMOwith a weapon). This was the
atypical case, in which a mtgrant, with help, retained counsel. The .

assigned counsel was4,not so successfdl, as his client,was'sentenced to
*5 years on a reduced charge of manslaughte 'second. On the basis of plea
bargaining both counsel were successfulg--b th cases were reduced. If

types of counsel are compared; retained' co nsel was more successful,
whichever standard is used. Bit both lay rs have served as assigned
counsel, and the lawyer who was retained 1) s more often, than any other
lawyer represented nigrants. The seething ifference in representation
probably cannot be explained bY.the type d counsel, more likely other
intangibles are determining.'

Counsel for non-migrants were;even le s successful than Counsel for
migrants, winning 2 of 10 cases. ...A more accurate record is 2 of 9, be-
cause a case was dismissed after the death of the defendant befcee the
trial. The,records are identical-, then, if'that case is disregirded.
In only 1 case was counsel'assIgned, and a conviction for a reduced ..1'.
chargt resulted. Retained counsel were unsuccessful in gaining with-\

-..,

drawal or -dismissal in 6 of 8 cases. But on the basis of plea negotia
tion, counsel were successful in 7 or 9, again disregarding the. case in
which the defendant died. All but 2 cases,wer&either a rediptidn or a
withdrawal/dismissal. Surprisingly, ,a non-Migrant defendant retained
counsel in a public intoxication case--and lost. Generallyelawyers do
mot -defend clients charged win publ c intoxication; and 4n the rare
case in which counsel appears, the ch rge is commonly withdrawn or dis-
missed. More suprisingly,*.,the defen ant was a young (22), white, male.

,

Speculating, we might suggOt that:th high visibility of the offense
led to the charge or counsel inpeated prior to the charge being brought e.,,,, '
and succeeded in having the off* ,Muced to public intoxication with
epromise to plead guilty. The diSposi ion.ofthe'l,felony charge against
a non-migrant defendant cannot be det pind, Counsel was assigned, but.
no disposition appears fn etther the dQkets,Thrthe assigned counsel

, ,..--Administirator's'records. '--, 4. .-- , ,,,
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Comparing fhe records of counsel in 'the, two counties on,-the bat
of "wins"--withdrawals and dismissals vs. convictions, counsel in 0 eans
County appear more successful. Overall, for migrant defendanti:the public
defender in Orleans was successful in 50% of the cases he handled, while
his counterpart in Steuben, assigned counsel, obtained withdrawals/dis-
missals in only 20% of 'the cases defended. In misdemeanor cases (counsel
defended no migrants charged with violations) the public defender in
Orleans was still more successful (1 of 2 vs. 1 of 4 iff-",Steuben).
felonies, counsel for migrants had identical recordS. (In Orleans 4 _

8 vs. 1 of 2.in Steuben). This would suggest the public defenders was
_More successful than assigned counsel, which Is Consistent tliftksstudies-

tomparing the two types4of defender plans.

.Using plea negotiation as tile standard' for. success; counsel to bcith
counties "kbn" all thei,rinigeant cases. That is, either.4thmobtained -
reductionM the chirges in return for pleas or-they. obtained outright ,
dismissals. No difference would appear betWeen the two systems on this .

basis'. ' .

Comparing overall wi thdrawal /di Sfli s sal 'sates An nbn=mfgrant4tasei:
the' Orleans County defendants fired about 12% better,.(3.5.7% VD. in Orleans ,

vs. 23% W/D in. Steuben). Using only misderneanor=casgs riop-mi,gtian# in
Orleans County still fared better (334? W/D vs. 23% W/D in Steuben).
Further, the public= defender in.Orleans obtained witkdrawals or dismissals
in 3 of the 5 cases he .defended, while assisned toun's-el in Steuben. )ost
the only case defended, Again,, the public defender appeared more suiccess-
ful than assigned counsel: Felonies cannot be camoared,,because'the only
felony in the Steuben County dockets involvtilg a nownigrant must be con.z 2 Ns
sidered "pending.", \ ,

f:r
\

I
'By the standard .of plea' bartjailting, the records are - .virtually iden

Vital. In Orleans COity justice courts of of la ea.ses,were reduced and.
.convictions resulted, while in.:Steuben'County 1 of'5, were reduted and t.,
brought convictions. Rift percentages are 25% conviction, in,Orleans vs.
22% conviction. in Steuben. ''-The records, of counsel Or felonies cannot be
coMpared. ."'''

The relative greater success of counsel in Orleans County takes On
importance because of the likelihood of the migrant defendant going to.
jail rather than beinCifiRed... Also if the migrant defendant were fined, .

he Would pay more, than thipon-migrant defendant. .While Counsel in SteUben
Count ' appear less succesiftil, there was less chance Of the migrant de- - t
fenda t\ being sentenced to jai l4,, More often he was fined., and the fine j,
was "1 s than for cdnvicted migrints _in Orleans Minty (median of $18.75 vs. ' ,

- median ofi$25.00 in ;Orleans- Countytk - ..,

.
1(1 tY g the 'percentage of migrapt defendants represented by count

sel (a cl a somelhat lesser extent, non-migratits)AS so small as .to tir",
insignificant. The crucial issue here, then, is no Success of counsel,
but the incidence of representation. Even if tomel were successful in
100% of the cases', it\reMains that they representeConly 17 of 259 migrant

\t'
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counsel, program, counsel claimed 27 days (5 .hours of in-and-out-of court
work) on his voucher. (See Chapter III, 55, supra.) and the other
drew a six month jail sentence,. 'Both were reduced frop the original charge;
however, what tends to reader this meaningless i's the fact that the same
defendant and counsel were involved i -n oth cases, which occurred in the
same month. The dismissal ca i-n tf later case and may have reflected
the -s-i-x--month jails-en-tenceal-rsadY imposed, as well as the fact that coun-
sel appeared right after arrest. Also; counsel spent more time in the ear-
lier, case.

The other case in yrhich a migrant was represented was the' case in
which counsel -was originalll'assigned and subsequently--and atypically- -
was retained. Counsel appears to have entered the case very early (be-
tween- first appearance and preliminary hearing) , secured bail ($500) , and
successfully quashed the indictment. Again, counsel 's. effectiveness in
quashing. the indictment tends to support thenotion that the earlyappear-
ance of counsel will strqngly influence a favorable disposition.

In representing non-migrants counsel tended.to spend proportionately
more time than counsel representing migrants, though., again, the information
from which to kdraw a conclusion is inadequate. In all but one case counsel
appeared early- between,the filing of the information and arraignment. The.
estimated length of time he tood in the two cases is 95.4 days compared to,,
the 113.4 days the cases -required for disposition: :All but one case was
either reduced from a more serious charge or was dismissed. The remaining;
,case was the unusu4l instance of a defendant charged with committing public
intoxication and retaining counsel. It would appear that the longer the
case took., the more favorable the disposition. Though only two cases of the

weight, for which.sOne information exists, were di.smissed outright, reductions
in the charges were obtained in five of the other cases. Two cases involved

'charges', of possession of narcotics (felony), another was reduced from burglary
4thir felony); efourth was reduced from larceny third (felony), and the last
was redu froM resisting arrest (misdemeanor).. As stated, the public Intox-
'dation c arg_ c?as not reduced it could not be),:and It resulted irLa con-
*viction. From this sketchy information, then, the most that can be said is

Q
that the longer disposition times proved beneficial to the defendants.

.A.finalstatistic sheds some light on this ',subject of time spent by
counsel. The length of time/that counsel takes., which on behalf of mi-
grants was a mean of 7.5 days and on behalf of non-migrants was 95.5 days.,
may not be Particularly revealing.; For example, counsel, who 'by his 'orri
account and by'the dockets, spent '254 days representing the client agSigned
him';: charged the'county for- 6- hou .s and 5 minutes of inr.and-out-of-coUrt
!work. Thus, the 254 days represe ts'.only.,6 hours of actual preparattOn and
trial work. ,The defendant, who w s released on bail, 'could, on the'other hand,
have spent 250 days in pre-trial custody 4141e .his attorney was active for only
:6 hours and 5 minutes working to help him: *Hopefully,.such. discrepancy between
the amount of counsel's activity and the length of a. defendant's pre, -trial cus-
tody doe riot ,occur,.. but the pos ibility cannot be dismissed, particArly, in
felonies for which bald cannot 11 posted. If s.o, it would be inexcusable be-
havior on the part of counsel. It may have occurr,ed in Orleans Countsto., where
the defehdants averaged ,A5 days but counsel spent 'only an average of,6..,days, .

possibl less than five' hours of actual work. The reader can recall
A.

V
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defendants in the dockets of e counties studied. From the earlier des-
criptions-of migrants it is, bvious that some form of representation is
vital. Many migrant defendants in these counties appeared to go into
court as "losers." The mage must have been reinforced by the treatment
.,accorded them,. This c cumstancecannot and should not be ignored.

Time/Sp by. Counsel in the Orleans County Courts'

Still another factor to consider is the artiount of time counsel were
involved in representing their clients. In the .2 cases involving migrants
charged with misdemeanors, counsel spent a mean of 59.5 days. But both
cases were returned to the justice courts after grand juries refused to
-indict fhe. defendants. In felonies, counsel spent a median of 44 days,

4);. but the cases actually took 85 days from first appearance in the justice
1:-0ourt through grand jury action to final disposition. That is, the defen-,

der spent less than half the time the cases took. This means that he
4nteredthe case at a late stage, generally not until the court assigned
him at trial. In 1 'case the defender was present only for sentencing of
the defendant. By Comparison, the other lawyer who often acted as gned
counse0*nt 138 days representing his defendant. \ .

11q:

In representing non-migrant defendants counsel spent a the an bf 18
days per case, which was virtually identical to the median length. time
a case tool:from first appearance to final disposition. In the only,
felony case involving a non-migrant, the disposition timeAs.55 days,
while counsel spent 5 days. This is not a.useful statistic since it re-:
fleas the case for which dockets were complete., Th#4ore complete .

recordi on misdemeanor cases indicate that counsel appeared at a very
critical stage, soon after arrest. This was not so with migrant defen-

.., ,-

dents. 'Gefferallythe defendants' cases were at the trial stage before
counsel-appeared. This is much too late for Counsel to be fully, effective.
AsstOmeht of counsel for migrant defendants must .occur closer to arrest

;. than was evident in Orleans County.
--.

Time Spent by Counsel in the Steuben County Courts

tion on the length of time spent by counsel defending migrants
.artt:no xiigrants:in theiusfice courts is too sketchy to, draw any cop-
'ClUsions, Data exist for only 3 of the 6 cases in which counsel appeared
On behalf of migrantdefendantS. According to the dockets the mean number
of daysthat assigned counsel spent in 2 misdemeanor cases was 7.5 days
(t day and 14 days).. The cases actually took 1 day and 30 days from first
appearance to finatdispositior4 a mean of,15.5'days. This suggests that
counsel were,involved in the cases for less than half the time the cases
took,for disposition, but according to the administrator of the assigned

The term "spent" means the length of time counsel were involved in repre-
senting defendants:from assignment to conclusion of their responsibilities-- ,p

usually final disposition.

k)11
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counsel program; counsel claimed 27 days (5 hours'of in-and-cut-of court

work) on'his voutfidv. (See.Chapter,III, p. 55, s..pra.) and.the'other

drew.4 six month jail sentence. Both.were reduce: from tne original hars,e;
however, what to render.this meaningless is the =act mat the sae
defendant an. counsel Were involved in both cases, whicn occo-red.in the
same month. The dismissal came in thalater case and ma/have reflected,
the six month jail :sentence already imposed, as )6E-11 s the fact that cn-
sel appearelrriM aTi.er arrest. Also, counsel spent more time in the ear-
lier case:

Thkother 'case i which.a migrant was represented waS,the Case in'.
N. which counsel wts originally assigned and subsequentlyand atypically--

wassetained. Counsel appears to have entered the case very early (be-
tween firkt.appearance and preliminary hearing), secure: bail (s5.op), and
successfully quashed the indictment. Again, counsel's effectiveness, in

quashing the'indictment tends to support thenoticn that tne early er-
j

ance of counsel will strongly influence a favorable disposition.

In representing non-migrants. counsel tended to s end proportionately
more time than counsel eepresenting migrants, thcugh
from which to draw a conclution is inadeauate. In a

appeared early - between the filing of"the informetio

the information
bust one Case counsel

and arraianment. The

estimated length of time he tood in the two cases is 95.4 days compared to

the 113.4 days the cases .required for disposition.. A71 but cne case was

either reduced from a more serious charge or was diSmissed. The remaining

case, was the unusual instande of a defendant-charged with committing :ublic

intoxication and retaining counsel. It would a::ear that the longer t"e

case.took, the more favorable the disposition. Though only two cases of the

.eight, for which some information F):ists, were dismissedcutright,'reductions
in the charges were-obtained ,in five of the other caSes. Two cases involved

charges of possesSion of narcotics (felony), another was reduced from burglary
third (felony), a fourth was -reduced,from larceny third (felony), and the last

was.reduced from resisting arre§t-(misdeffeanor).. As statezl, the publicintox-

icatiap charge was not reduced (it could not be), and it resulted in n-

7 .; viction.., From this sketchy.infbrmation, then,, the rmst that can be saiu

that.the:longer disposition times proved beneficial to the defendants.
. ... . ,:-. .

fi.fihal statistic sheds some light-on this subject of time spent by
counsel., The length of time that counsel "takes, hhich on_behalf of mi-
grants was a meanoof 7.5 days and on behalf f noh-migra-nts was 95,5 days,

.- may not be particularly revealing. For example, counsel, who by'his cWn
account and by the dOckets, spent 254 days. representing the client assigned
him, charged the county for 6 hours and 5 minutes cf in-Ind-out-of-court
wok. Thus,.the_254 days represents only 6 hours of actual preparation and

-_ rial work. The defendant, who was released On bail, could, on the otter band,
,nave spent 260 day, in pre-trial custody, while is attorney was active for only
6 hairs and 5 minUtes working to help him.. HopefAllyl sucn discrepancy between

, . tie amount of counsWs activity ind ttielength af a akfendantls pre-trial cus-
tody does not,,occur,.but the possibility cannot be dismissed, particularly in / ..,

felonies for which bail cannot be 'posted. " If so, it would be inexcusable be-

, havior on the pert of Courisel. It may have occurred in kleans County l Where.

' the defendants averaged..85 days, but counsel spent only an average of 36 days,
possibly less than five hours afactual work. The reader can recall .
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'that none of the migrants charged with felonies was released becauie either
the bail qopld not be met or no bail was granted. These migrants, then, sat
in jail for%approximately 85 days while the public defender (whose office
was in another county) mAy well have been actively. involved in representing .

them for oritv,5 hours.

Even ifle spent more time, the fact tHat these defendants sat in
jail approxim tely 3 months awaiting a-decision as to their fate must be
viewed critically. Pre-trial custodynis a form of punishment in itself.
When'coupled with a jail sentence .(which generally did not occur), it
becomes a form of double jeopardy. Yet, tot) little attent on is paid to
this of'riminal procedure until a jail break or th abduction of
a juge occurs. Unfortunately, public concern tends to be more Punitive
than remedial. 1

The only data from other juri ctions in any way com arable comes
froni the Rochester City Court, whic also is an inferior c urt. In that
court retained'oblinsel spent 65 days per case and were suc essful in 65%
of the cases, Whiplithe public defenders spent an average f 25 days per
case and were suc ssful in 61%; all misdemeanors. In Or eans County,
using only misdeme nor cases" involving migrants the defen er spent an
average of 5975-days and,was successful in only 50% of his cases. Among
non-migrants, and again limiting this to misdemeanors, counsel spent a
median of 18 days and were successful in only 33% of the cases. Retained
counsel representing non- migrants in Orleans were not so successful,
winning only l'of 7'cades outright while spending considerably less time
than retained counsel ip.Rochester (18 days vs. 65 in Rochester).

. 1
fn the Steuben Coulity justice courts, where information is available

assigned counsel (the afleged counterpart of'the..public defender) spent
15.5 days' and was succeWu] in 1 of 2 migrant, Cates. In the..other case
ihVolving a migrant defendant, counsel was retained, spent 73 days and
won (quashed the'indictMent): On behalf of non-migrants counsel spent an .

estimated 95.4 days and obtained a withdrawal or dismissal in only 2 of 8
cases, 25% success. All but 1 were retained.

In neither county were counsel as successful as their colleagues in
the nearby Rochester City Court: It is recognized that many variables
exist which tend to negate this comparison, but the researchers are
strorgly tempted to suggest that the most significant variables are the
lay justices who man the courts and the general atmosphere that prevails.
The informality, the general discretion that,, justices exercise, and the
strong influence exerted by the arresting officers, appear to be deer--
minants of the effectiveness of counsel. An additional factor is the
attitude toward migrants, though this mar.be discounted by the fact that
Ton-migrant defendants .are also convicted often in the justice ,Courts
than invnearby city court.

1

Other:factors that cannot be examined satisfactorily here, and which
may have a bearing on the dispositiOW,times are: justices' predilections4

for "neat" books (cases complete:01 counsel's possible dislike for night.
wor - hat remote justice courts; the justices' accessibility at

.

dif"4410..:sof day, whichis commonly given as a reason for continuing

1 1 7
4.
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the justice.system; the strong desire of migrants to dispose of the cases
so they can return to work; and a very elusive one--the relationship be-
tween counsel and lay. justices.

.
.

. The question posed'by this last factor is: "How does the presence of
experienCed criminal lawyers before relatively untrained judges ffect

i\

the outcome of:the case?" Will the presence and,s.kill of an exp rienced
lawyer influence the lay justice to the extent of determining th ,deci-
sfon?. Or, on the other hand, will the presence of a lawyer before a lay
justice cause the justice to act defensively? The latter was evident in
the-comments of'one justice who felt that a "big sh2t" lawyer was trying
to intimidate and to.impress him. But, the justice believed he "showed
the big shot" thlt hcould not be intimidated. Either way, it remains an
open question, but it cannot be disregarded in studying the criminal cases
in the justice.courts. Of course, this factor is minimized or eliminated,
depending on individual abilities, if the .justice,himself is a lawyer and..
in county courts where all .are lawyers.

.

Concluding Remarks, ..
4

, After this rather lengthy discussion, a brief resume seems necessary.
We -found that the "typical" migrant in the justice courts was male, 37 years
old, black, arrested-on charges of having committed-minor offenses (public

, intoxication, assault third, or disorderly cond4te and was convicted.a1Mbst .

90% of the time. He was represented by counsel only around 5% of-the tine
(between 1.5'4 and 3.8% in misdemeanor and Violations cases) and'then had
between a 25% and .50% likelihood of having the charges withdrawn or dis-
missed. Generally, he was either released-from custody, pending triaVr1
tried at his' first appearance. He was bailed less than 20% of the lid.,_;`

If convicted, and he,was almost certain to be, he could expect either -a
jail sentence or a fine. If jailed, he:tould expect to serve between 12
and 15 days.' If fined, he paid between $18.75 and $25.00. His case did
not take long, 0 median of 1 day. If he bact counsel; the case took a little
longer varying from 7 to 40 days more.

k
His counterpart, the non-migrant defendant, was also male, but he was

,, ,
.

white and abbut 13 years younger. He was less often charged with viola-
tions (public intoxication, and disordirly conduct) and more often charged
with misdemeanors (petit larceny, trespass driminaj mischief, and/tssuing
bad checks). He was about 14% less likely to'De Convicted than migrant,..
except in felonies, though the data were so small as to be unreliable for -

drawing conclusions. The non-migrant was more likely to have been repre-
*

sented'(almat%tWice as often as migrant), but somewhat more likely to
have been convicted if represented (64% vs. 50% in Orleans and 77% vs.. 75%
in Steuben). non-migrant was less likely to have been released upon
his recogni nce, but more likely to have been bailed. If convicted, he.

was much le slikely to have served a,jati. sentence (between 6% and 15%
'of the time r but he was almost sure to have been fined (almost half of
the cases), or discharged. If jailed, he'served approximately the same

.

. .

length.of time as the migrant, and if fined'he paid about the same amount



as the migrant. (He paid less in Orleans and more in Steuben). His case
also took about l day for disposition. If he had counsel, and he wa
twice as likely to havp had, his case took less time for disposition than
for migrants in Orleans and more time than"for migrants in Steuben. All
in all the non-migrant went into court with an advantage and tended
come out the same way.



CHAPTER VI

THE, MIGRANTS IN THE COURtS: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a story about a baseball player in the days before player
unions and famous-name franchises. The player cracked out a long drive
which he followedup with a daring slide into second base. On the next

play he made an even-more daring slide--back into first base. To his

amazed manager the explanation made even less sense than the player's
erratic behavior on the base paths. He explained that after looking
ahead he concluded that first base was easier to steal than third. Lile

the ballplayer, the researcher may be tempted to seek an easy way out by
(- drawing conclusions not based on logic or evidence.

desire to-go beyond the evidence arises from the fact that it
is difficult to remain objective when ttudying the treatment of persons

L
who are generally at the mercy of so many controlling factors. For ex-

ample, weather alone may determine the fate of a migrant. A drought,

heavy rains, or a fungus may destroy what appear.to be a migrant's

raison d' tre. Human factors may also be controlling. The tedium and

WiereSsn ss that are experienced by those who work long, hours for low
pay may 1 ad a migratory farm worker to drink, which may lead to public .

intoxica on Pubil,c intoxication may lead to arrest and to the need_

for bail nd cou seitsneither of which he can afford. Conviction and

fifteen lays in,jail stops the.migrant from orking, paying rent, and

buying g .series. And'ironicall'y, the per$ n whq almost literally feeds

a large art of the nation cannot feed hims lf. r
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long runOt may be that the r I good to be done for the mi-
at which can be performed on a sustained basis with reliance

grants themselves. Others can offer suggestions and .means, both

d financial. The conclusions and recommendations herein are in-
o aid the migratory farm worker over the long haul with the support

e who can and will help. .

e objectives of the$resent study were to identify and to survey the

iate courts in two counties to determine ho the migrant defendant

t charges are brought against him and what treatment is,accorded,hiM

se courts. On.thdbasis Of these findings suggestions were to be
hich, would help the migrant in the future. What follows are conclu-

and recommendations stemming from these findings. .

a
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Conclusions

Charges

A mojorfty of the.charges'brought against migrants were so-called
minor offenses against the public order.(publ intoxication and dis-
orderly conduct). In Orleans County 81 of 15 defendants whose cases
werefound in the dockets were charged with such offenses. Less fre-
quently, but important, were more serious Charges of violence, generally
assaults. The Steuben CoUnly dockets were similar. In the justice courts
59 of 109 migrants were charged with public intoxication and disorderly
conduct and 18 of 109 were charged with assaults.

Felony charges were much less common. Only 12 of migrant d- en-
dants were charged with felonies in Orleans County in 1968 and 196 . In

Steuben County even, fewer migrants, 3 of 109, were charged with ving.
committed major criminaroffenses.

These data shoW that migrants were most often charged with offenses
not commonly regarded as "criminal." Ctupling this inforMation with other , AL
studies of migrants, it appears-that these offenses are a product of what
has been labelled the migrants life style. Excessive drinking, the most
common offense, stems from the tedium of the work, from the conditions of
traveling and living in unfamiliar surroundings, froth having different

values, and from-the inevitable, close, social interaction with others.
That is, the offenses with which migrants were charged.tend to stem from ,

conditions that migrants cannot control,directly and which may be regarded
by them as unalterable. Paradoxically, escape that is sought by drinking
may cause an unwanted contact with the law which can only confirm a feel-
ing of inadequacy and hopelessness. In any case,.-the types of offenses
with which the migratory farm workers were charged were most likely to
result in convictions. The Orleans County justice court dockets revealed
that for all migrant defendants the conviction rate in 1968 and 1969 was
87.6%. In the typical violations cases (public intoxication and disorderly
conduct) migrant defendants were convicted almost every time, 96.6%. The
Steuben County dockets indicated an even nigher rate of conviction for all'
migrant defendants, 93.1%, with.a 98.4% rate for violations.

Migrant defendants were more likely to have charges disthissed if.
charged with felonies. Less than half of them weretonviCted. Two reasons.
were given: 1) the unlikelihood of witnesses corroborating. the charges in
court, and 2) the likelihood of representation.byeounsel.

.Counsel

As noted, the migrant defendant, if represented, was mott.t likely to
have the charges against him dismissed or withdrawn. Unfortunately, the
migrant defendant was generally uncounselled. Counsel is practically
guaranteed in the county, courts, but in the justice courts he was almost
certain not to be represented by counsel, unless the charge was reduced
and returned by the county court. In the Orleans County justice courts

e
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counsel represented only 2 migrant defendants or 1.5%, of all migrant
. .

defendants charged with minor offenses. Overall, including felonies, '.
only 10 of 150 migrants had counsel, and 8 of.thdse were originally , ,I.

charged with felonies. In Steuben County only 6 of 109 migrant defen-..c.
dents were represented by counse12.Surprisingly 4 of the 6 were charged
with minor offenses.

.0

t

The importance of counsel has been explained. The most obvious .

consequence of lack of counse) is convictiont In, the Orleans County a

dockets almost, 88% of the migrants were convictedand 90 of 128 were
jailed or fined (a median of $25). An defendant's forfeited bail.
Thus, 92% of the migrant defendants in Orleans County suffered loss of

pay or a fine which had to be paid from already low wageS'.
`--._.,..

-In'"Steuben County approximately 93% of the intgrant defendants were
convicted, but they fared some het better than migrants in Orlp,ans
County. Over half, 54 of 94 d fen

.4.

.

more. likely the latter. And the r fine was almost a third less than that ,

ti.4een nts,convicted were, jailed or fined; .'.

Paid by migrants in Orleans County. Thus, though more likely to be. con-
victed, migrant defendants in Steyben County were .less likely to serve a
jail sentence, pay'a fine, or forteit bail.

..

Even when represented by counsel, migfant defendants did not fare
kas well as might. be'desired. In Onleans ;County counsel,.all assigned,
gained 'dismissals or withdrawals in 5 of 10 cases .(a misdemqqnor and 4
felonies). The record appears even better if.plea bargaining'is ysed as
the standard. Counsel obtained reductions of the charged in 90% of ft,

i
.caps. However, the dispositions reflect the original not the reduced .,

charges. . . . ,,,)---

. , ..

.
Somewhat surprisingly, by, the stricter standard Of. withdrawals/Os-2'

missals, counsel for non-migrants Wereless successful than counsel for
4

migrants, obtaini g withdrawals/diSms'sals in 5 of' 14 cases. They w
A . Itt

less successful i plea bardWining, as well. In 9 of 14 cases ,the char $

were reducep. i , .

, ,i..

.

7

Thus, cou el for migrants'ib Orleant Canty, princip ll thd Public
defender, app rs to- have been .more. successful than counsel or non-mi-, ,

grants by both standards of effectiveheSt. HoweveN neither type of; ---

counsel was found to "have been effective as the public defender or
retained counsel in another court with which a Comparison can be drawn.
The Rochester City Cowl, hoWever, did not have any migrant defendants
as far as can be determined. A question might be raised about the effec-
tiveness of counsel, butlack of dataiprecludes any answer to the queStion.

In Steuben County counsel, all assigned and repreSenting migrants
charged with minor offenses, obtained dismissals in only 1 of 4 casesi.
hut allhcharges Were reduced. That is, by 'the stricter standard of dis-

missals, counsel were successful in only 25% of the cases (compared with ,

,50% in Oleans),.but were 100% successful in plYa.negotiation,'which'is,
a Somewhat better record than counsel achieved in Orleans, ounty.

0
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In the two cases in which migrants were charged with felonies, cou
sel in Steuben County were as, or more,, successful thee counsel in Orlean
by both standards. Both charges' were reduced, and counsel managed to
quash an indictment in 1 of.the 2 felony cases. It could,be argued the
reason was that counsel was retained. Assigned counsel appear to be less
effective.

By.cgomparison, counsel enreienting non-migrants in these same courts
were lesiesucc sful than counselforidgrants, winning only 2 or 9 cases
outright and ob ning reductfons in 7 of 9.

" Another factor to confider is petage'of the case in which the
migrant was represented by counsel. In Orleans County counsel generall
did not appear ,on behalf of the migrant until the actua case.
Thus, the critical stages -- arrest, first WRpeaiance, and ore na hear-

..ing--had already occurred., Confessions or guilty ole ich are tta-
mOunt;to conviction) were virtually assured by' ime. In Steubeh
Countyewhile the information available a mo les out comparisons
similarly:4t appears that ounsel not actually, involmed in more-.

senting their clients un er stages of the cases.

Release Procedures

An index Of the treatment of migrants,. and which can be. of critical
importance, is whether and how'they ale released pendirig trial. On the -

*sutface at-least 'migrant defendants appear to have been treated well in
s- the Orleans County courts. Almost half the 'migrants charged with mist *

demeanors and.violations were released on' the promise to return at the
appointed time" Thoy-vere thus allowed tomork pending trial and did.not have to try toRqst.bail. This arrangement not only_tends to wV$
to the advantage of the migrants, but it Trey also serve the interests of
the county since no commitment at the expense-of the county is required.
A possiblediSadvantage is that release is predicated on the promise of

crew chief or grower to guarantee the migrant's return. This might
b interpreted by the migrant as suggesting he cannot be trusted, but it
also laces pressure onthe guarantor, which may prove undesirable.

On t other hand, no.migrants charged with felonies were released.
Either bail ould not be met or no bail was granted: Whether thfi re-.
flects the grp ty of 'the .charge or a beliipf tn the violent nature, of
migrants, cannot determined. -

4

6'
Da the St ben, county courts migrant defendants were seldom committed

to pre-trial custody. Ihexwere not ROR'd as often as in Orleans County
(49.6% vs. 28.5%) and,Wert almost never required to post bail. However,
they were generally tried it,first appearance, which suggests a dual con-
Cern of'justices: a desire for dispatch of cases,andavoidance of the
expense an burden of committing`migrants minor oases. Non-migrant
defendant these same courts.wert,more likely to_be ROR'd or biped.
Again, As in Orleans County, migrant defendants charged WithJelon/es ware
'not release .

0
.
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Rights of the Acused

Another factor to consider, which has only been alluded to )thus far,
is the general ignorance of migrants concerning their rights in court.
Very few requested counsel. An undetermined number of migrants equated
arrest with guilt.1 The fact that they were arrested seemed tosuggest
to migrants that they necessarily had done something wrong, and this was
compounded by a belief that their first appearance was the trial itself.
Guilty pleas were quite common. The incidence of ba.il forfeiture in
Orleans County (almost 20% of the migranfdefendants forfeited bail by
Riling to return on the appointed court night) supports, the idea that
!grants regarded first appearance as constituting thefttlal.

e' general ignorance of rights was evident ILthe number ortimes
migrant 'would not to tify in criminal cases.' In partthis appears to
be,Aue to a deeire to void co tact with authorities, and in part it may
result frdm a.fear.of ap ea, g in court and somehow becomf4gdefendants
rather than witnesses., I can be argued that'still another reason for
not appearing as witness s, as well as for pleading guilty, is the'gen-
erally poor, self-concep the migrant has. A person who feels unimportant
unworthy of attention, or tearful exy feel helpless in court. The most
obvious example is the young Puerto Rican Who had given up on himself and

..pleaded guilty to a charge of escape.He pleided despite the confidence
the defender is claimed to have had in the likelihood of obtaining a dis-
missal of the charge.

A factor .whith might qualify these conclusions, i5 the age of the
migraqt defendants fft the courts. The median age in both counties was
37 years. Thus, the defendants whose cases were studied, may have been
in the migrant stream for twenty to twenty-five years. Their feelings
and acttons_were probably based on years of uprootedness, which may not
yetscharacterize.the younger migrants. It is entirely'possible that the
younger migrant, better educated 4nd more aware of the world around him,
may not be so pliable or fatalistic when confronted by law enforcement
officials: Hem ay have a better self concept and may be better informed

".
1
This not peculiar migrants. A recent example brought to the
atten ,f the researchers volved the selection of a jury in a justice
court 0 potential duror bel ved thatthe defendant "must have done
some hing wrong or he wouldn't have been arrested." Two events, one quite
.recent, contradict this noilbn In Santa Barbara, California, the scene
of some v lent clashes between police and college-age persons, a young

i district attorney was arrested and cofnmitted to jail overnight

for a curfew violation while standing in his own yerOtalking to a neighbor.
An- earlier illustration involved a federal district courtKjudge in Chicago,
who, while walking his dog late one evening was arrested 44 suspicion of
having committed a crime. With obvious embarrassment the authorities
leased him hurriedly the next morning when a lost person reoort was received.

4
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of 'lis rights upon arrest. Ctrtainly he is different from the migrant
defendant profiled here, at lea t in terms of age. Qur "typical" defen-
dant average, only elve years to live.' It may be that he .
dant has,

considers lAt life behind him t ough- the young Puerto Rican's case suggests that theiw

a
younger migrant pr.47-17ft this belief. Thus, a xeolicative study some-
time might prove useful to prove or deny this possibility. _ ___

The Justice Court

"Hard data," derived from dockets- -and analysis t
nformative about some of the larger issues arising fro

'stice courts. The types of charges, dispositions, re
d effectiveness of counsel, and similar information de

ndling of the migrant defendant,in the courts, but on
insights into the actual wdrktngs of the justice co

he monotonous and ritualistic reading of the rtghts

u
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of, are rather
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these indices do not tell the whop tory.

One iss is the existence and degree of pre
Most justices were not openly p
ally stated that even his dog dislikes migrants or

t could be done is to "get-them out of -the coun "

employed euphemisms to describe the
sms,appeared.deprecatory or condet

uld appropriate for a chit'

e tendency to Impose
at the traffic will
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udice that may,work
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rare justice who a
that the best thing

More commonly the justic
toward migrants. .The euphe

They suggested a concern'that
petent adult.

des
ing.

an incom-

Another common attitude toward Mtqrants was the expressed concern
over the ppssibility that a migrant mightstayafter the season and might
become a welfare recipient. -This concern 'attended not only to the release

i
procedures .(ROR or trial rather t an gre-trial commitment), fines (imposing .,

those that could reasonably be p id), and conditional discharges ("get out
of the state by..."), but also to the passage and enforcement of zoning
laws. More than anything, the attitude of the justices, at well as the law
enforcement officials, was summed up by the conficem-that migrants were
"different."

The existence of these attitudes affects the treatment of mi, in
the courts. The "compAssionate" justice who tries tilipvercome h udice
may do as much harm as the avowed'bigot, As with the athletic o al who
fears the appellation "homer" and "leans over backwards" to be fa the
justice who tries to temper his'prejudice may commit even more wro qs
the name of fairness. He cannot be faulted for the Attempt, but t prej-
udice can surface in times of stress ot

41.
Migrant--An NBC White Paper," July 11970, in which comentAtor

Chet Huntley stated that the average life expectancy of the migratory farm_

worker is 49 years.
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clssibly the most important factor that is a measure of the ju

court system- -that which could most easily be remedied--is the rel

lack of training most justices have* They are required only to h

approved "course of training and education," which varies. It is the

aeneral lack of legal background of the justices combined with the dif-
ferential training and commitment of licensed practitioners that
create serious problems for migrant and non-migrant defendants alicke.
While experienced higher court judges will at times be guilty of mis-
'reading the governing law( the lay justice is far more prone to do so.
Examples were a justice's 'acisreading of the law regar ing appeals and a

justice's belief that counsel is not required for defe dantsicharged with
violations. The latter can result in more harm, but neither is justifi-

able in a recognized court of law.. Few defendants areexperieneed enough
to defend themselves adequately in any court of law, a d there is also

the old saw that the Person who defends himself has a of for a client.

The misreading of the law with regard to the right to' c unsel can have

serious consequences.

tice

tive,

e an

It is, not at all unlikely that the lay justi

training will exercise Solomon-like judgment, but

is unwarranted. More commonly, the lack of experie
that justices serve only on a part-time ttasis. The usf

gas statToh-grocery store owner, the abattoir owner,,or
company imPioyee simply cannot spend the time required t

In addition the informality of many of the courtrooms en

criticized The'lack of dignity and decorum, the informa
ceedings notwithstanding the required reading of the dock

form, and the almost confessional atmosphere that will oc
disturbing to the defendant. Remedies are almost suggest

ment of the problem.
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Recommendations
,

Making recommendations can be more difficult khan draWri

but not any the less Vital. The problem is clear: recomme

based on available evidence and must be viable. Also the

must consider real, live, breathing persons, not simply num

attempt is here made to suggest possible-solutions that.wil
immediately as well as in the future.

. Charges "
ry

- One way to reduce the number of crimlnal"hahes brought against the

migrants is obvious: decrease the number of migrantst While this appears

to be throwing the baby out with the bath water, the fact is that there has

been a decrease in the number of migrants,"and necessarily a OcreSsOn the
charges brought in recent years. Moreover, the continuation of this patterp

can be anticipated. Greater mechanization, stricter laws dealing with mi-

grant housing, additional programs for increasing job skills, nd fewer

persons willing to follow their parents' footsteps'will undou teddy de-.

create the number of migrants traveling into these two countie .

066 conclusions,
dations must be
commendations

ers. A serious

benefit migrants
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\lore immediate action can,be taken,toreduce the causes of migrant
crimes. Recall that the criminal offenses With which migrants were most

5?

often charged were minor offenses, which seem to be re ted to the migrants'
life styles. The: cynical statement that "booze, wome gambling" are the
roots of allmigrant crime bears repeating because oft is apparent valid-
ity. The lack of employment, housing, and leisure time activities must be
remedied.

A significant step to alter conditions of employment have been taken
by other migratory farm workers, such as western grape pickers. Organiza-
tion will help to remedy some of the conditions, to improve contractual
.relations, pay, and to ameliorate working conditions. Also organization
lay lead to the creation of cooperative stores in which food, clothing,
and llguor can be sold under

these
set by the migrant themselves.

Simoly reducing he costs of ese items, as well as eliminating the
typically illicit pature of the procurement of alcoholic beverages may
help. Cutting some of the middleman's profits will help to conserve
more of the mig a is earnings. Such collective efforts are difficult
for migrants who ravel constantly in smell,_unrelated groups, but more
settled residents have already taken some of these steps.

--

More directly related to the data is the suggestion that many arrests
Might be unneoestary. Not all arrests,for public intoxication any-more
than all arrests for trespass and vagrancy are necessary: Generally little
harm results directly from drinking. Only occasionally do assaults ac-
company drinking. Rather the cause of Public intoxication arrests is that
drunkennetS offends public sensibilities. In fact, public intoxication
is more likely a symptom than a crime. Encouraging a migrant to return to
cam or licensing bars within camps might-eliminate a large percentage of
oublic intoxication arrests.

Assault .arreslsprOably cannot be so eas4ly dismissed. Harm is
usually dale to the-PeYson,- typically another migrant...Police protection
or action is mandatory. Whether assaults could be diminished by lessening
the hostilities of migrants that are only infrequently released and directed

;outward cannot be determined. Efforts could be made by those who could
alter the.migrant's living conditions. The elimination of the barracks-
like housing and atmosphere might reduce the number ofassaults. More
comfortable, less sterile-appearing housing and more opportunity to relax'
in,a degree of comfort might also affect the incidence of assaults. It
is naive to believe that changing housing is enough, however.

Counsel
11 k

The data strongly support a belief that much can be done to assist
mig rahts in the courts. Indeed, the statutory requirements suggest that
lack of counsel should not be a prOblem, especially in Orleans County
which has supported both a public defender and an assigned counsel system.

-Similarly, in Steuben County the existence of the assigned counsel system
should mean' adequate representation, In fact, in both counties counsel is
assigned regularly in the county courts, though sometimes late in the trials.
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pocrly paid, dependent upon rather casUally determined work con-ir4Gts, and
subject to Conditions of work imposedby crew chiefs or groweri. The mi-
grant-crew chief relationship especially has been examined Only briefly
thus far. Three examples of Oinblems were cited: the crew chief wha ran
the migrant off the road and fired shots into his car, the crew chief who
was found murdered on Route 15 supposedly because of his maltreatment of
his crew (and ,Adoubtedly.the reported 51200 in his pocket), and the former
chief whO kept oraer by means of a pistol in an abandoned camp near Medina.

The basic problem is to suggest alternatives to the -recruitment and

employment of migrants by crew chiefs which would also benefit former mi-
grants. Two serious obstacles that most migrants face are the lack of
organization and the lack of coverage under the National Labor Relations
Act. .The grape workers in California have gone fAr to solve the problem
of organization and may well solve the problem _of federal statutory nro-
tection. These solutions may not be appliCable to other, even more mi-
gratory farm workers, because of their mobility,, diversity, and ethnic
differences. Many migrants travelsinaly or in small caravans. They
harvest different crops, work for many different employers in a year, and
tend to stay with others sharing the same ethnic characteristics. Puerto
Ricans particularly seem to'rely on mutual assistance, but they also tend
to be more goal- oriented (making money and returning to Puerto Rico).

Black migrants may share little in common except their work, desnite the
seeming similarities 5etween them. It may be that American Indians are
even worse off than the'blacks. The dockets and interviews suggest that
the few Indians living in Orleans County were even more alienated from
the larger culture than were black migrants, but this cannot be verified
presently.

4tionby Governmental Agencies

. Action on a collective, perhaps national level, could prove bene-
ficial to migrants and former migrants. Coverage under the National Labor
Relations Act, might well result in minimum wages, employment standards,

contractual arrangements, and some attention to employment agencies and
unemployment insurance. The work, despite its local characteristics,
PrObably is inter-state. Certainly the migrants are and the New York
State Employment Service considers them so. Also substantial amount.of
Products tend to cross state lines. The United States Departments Of Health,
Education, and Welfare and Housing and Urban Development both must consider
remedial lnd preventive measures to help migrants and all rural poor. '

A significant sten that the latter could take is to examine the appli-
cabilityof modular housing to migrants and former iOants. National

zoning nd building codes for mobile homes is anoth r area that could be
examin d thoroughly.

Obviously New York State has acted in see ways and it can qo fufiher.
New York State has the capacity to handle some of the Problems n ted here,
and, in fAct, is a leader in a/number of reforms, notably eliqi ility for
welfare, which rankles some town supervisors interviewed. Loca agencies

,.195
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. .

wo.Jd allow, them to serve the requireth.geographic area. In Orleans and
Steuben Counties, i4 centrally located with relation to migrant camas,
none would have to drive over twenty -five miles, to any,justice court in
which migrants are likely to Wear.,

At the very least, the existing services could be made effective.

Suffidient resources already exist to allow for more extensive legal
services.to indigents, which would include (host, if not all, migrants.
Prodding:by concerned citizens would assure more attention to meeting
the statutory requirements for counsel, which in New York State are quite
adequate, One simple step would be to require the public 'fender in
Orleans County to locate nis office more conveniently to m grants and
other indigents.

Release Procedures

From the available evidence release procedures, which are extremely .

important to any defendant and vitally affect migrants, tend to be favor-
able to migrants. That is, migrant defendants commonly gained their re-
leases or were tried without delay. The problem with the latter has been
discussed,'and the difficulty posed by the manner in which releases are
granted is that it places pressure on'the chief or grower, who, in turn,
may have 'to exert pressure on the migrants.;

An appealing remedy is suggested by theWidited and successful
Vera Institute bail bond system. Over 100 cit*es-ftgie copied it to some
degree. Essentially,the plan calls for a staff which screens defendantt
and recommends certain ones for release on, their promise to, return. The
advantages are many: most defendants return (on the-average less than.
4% -fail to return and many cities, suth as Los Angeles, had ,a "no show' .

record of only 2.9%, including felonies_ and misdemeanorsW familiei
'may not become dependent on the granting of welfare benefits; counties
do not have to spend money on commitment; defendants have a better atti-I
tude toward the police; and bail bondsmen, who have been described as
usurious, are rendered unnecessary. Orleans and Steuben Counties could
employ sukh a release program, usfigolegal interns, VISTA Volunteers,

0E0 or community' action agency workers to attend courts and investigate
defendants for release.

Bail reform would work to the advantage of the courts and the growei.s
as well as to the migrants. The courts could berelieved of some of the
burden of deciding on bail or release, a grower could have greater assur-
ance that his workers were free to work pending trial, and best otalT,-the
migrants could be freed of the necessit, of posting, bail,' being relOsed td
a crew chief, or being tried the same night as first appearance. The' costs .

.

of such a program would depend upon the total population to be served. It
is doubtful that the expense would be prohibitive.

1
The interested reader could refer to other sources for. more details: Howard,

James, Crisis in the Courts (New York: David McKay Co., Inc.,1967), np. 11'9+
124; 'ask Force Report: The Courts, nr.. 3P,, 39, dl.
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A significant step requiring only minimum of effort would be a
program to assure that migrants aTE informed of their criminal rights.
Sessions with migrants in camps dould be held soon after their seasonal
arrival. These sessions might be conducted by lawyers from thelounty
bar associations, by public defenders, by legal aid attorneys, or by
interested private practitioners who serve as assigned counsel. Further,
responsible and respected migrant project leaders, growers, or 'crew chiefs
might be able'to follow up these sessions, if they did not conduct them.
Even a simplified bi-lingual booklet might be prepared, disseminated,
and read to 60 with migrants.

These sessions, which should include interested "resettled migrantS"
who face similar situations and risk similar consequences, need not be
technical. Nor shpuld.they_be demeaning to the migrants, in the,iense
of telling them how We system operates and how they should act to stay
out of trouble. Instead, some of the court process'should be explained,

.

particularly the sighificance of the arrest and first appearance. Points
that should be stressed are that first appearance is not.a trial, arrest
is not tantamount to guilt, and that bail is to ensure return and is not
a fine.

Most important is the need to explain the significance of the right
to counsel. The defend t's request is all that is necessary. Counsel
determines indigency, and e standards in both counties seem to be fair
The migrant defendant, the ' settled migrant," the poor resident, and,
in fact, every defendant is gua nteed the right to have the assistance
of counsel in criminal cases. I annot retain his own counsel, he
may request the assistance of public c nsel in all criminal cases ex--
cept those traffic violations which do t,carry a possible jail sentence.
Also this right extends to appeals. The assistance, of ceuns 1, ever
minor a case may appear to a justice or a ting officer, is moor
Such assistance is intended to assure at least mal concern for the
rights of the accused. Unfortunately, as seen earl er? it does not
guarantee justice. That matter must be attended to, as well.

The Justice Courts
,

A relatively obvious first step in reforming the. justice ourts is
replacement by district courts.' This could be 4one under the provisions
of the 1962 Court Reorganization Amendment and the Uniform District Court
Act. A main "part" would be centrally located, and other "parts" located
throughout the counties. Jurisdiction could be split into 1) civil, crim-
ittnal , traffid, youth, arraignment (including week end and holiday), and
2) criminal non-jury "parts," as is done in Nassau and in many city courts.
Matters to be handled with a degree of dispatch--arrai ent, small claims,

uffi

and civil non-jury-- would' be the responsibility of the "pasts 6f the. court
'located throughout the counties. At least one court w lebe,open 365 days
a year for arraignment to prevent delays between arrest and first appearance,.

'The sou re for this discussion is TheOudiciarv, no. 267 -292.
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An important consideration is the fact that these courts must be manned
by l'awyers who may not hold any other public office or prictice law, lipF-
itations: nit imposed 'on justice court judges. It is possible, if the, need

were demonstrated and personnelsexisted, to have non-lawyers screening and
disposing of minor cases such as traffic, which do not carry a possible
.jail sentence to relieve the judges of a heavy responsibility.

to

'*1"No special legislation is required by autho le above the county,.
town, or village level, So this reform would be -relatively easy to.ac:
xomPlish, barring the inevitable political maneuvering likely,to occq.
Town and village officials can be expecte0.to be reluctant to eliminate
the present justice courts, which are considered accessible to alland a
significant part of the democratic process. A serious drawback is: the
probable increase in town and village budgets to finance the district
courts, but a compensatory feature might be that the number bf judges
required could be half the present number.

One positive featurd of the digtrict court would be the eliminatiCn
of the generally undignified town courts. ,The 'resent courtslocated in
farm houses, behind gas station-grocery stores, next to road.graders in
fly-infested rooms, and on small, out-of-the-way, gravel roads would be
replaced by courts more like those in some villages, such as the "remod-.
elect Wayland-Tillage and Town Court and the Albion Village CoUrt.

If, the district court is not acceptable, the least that could be done
to reform-the,justice courts is to, increase the required legal training of
the justices presently sitting and sitting in the future. Annual training
might serve the purpose. A rOtat4n stem, whereby one justice is avail-

, able twenty-four hours a' day every yay, or miximpm from Friday after-
noon through Monday morning, could be initiated. PossIbly.fewer_iustices
could serve on a full-time basisai the existing courts, baged on their 7---
recbgnized abilities, amoupt of training, and successful grades on a -

Written test or on a 'Series of simulated court cases.

The problem of prejudice in the justice courts is not so easily
solved. There may be no real answer but time in which to.erase some ,
prejudices. The decline in the number of_migrants may help, and the
greater respectability that "resettled migrants" enjoy may encourage
greater tolerance. This is hardly satisfactory .to those who will be
defendants in the justice courts,in the more immediate future. Possibly
community action programs, organizations of migrants and "resettled mi-
grants" and legal service agencies can apply sufficient pressure to en-,
courage change. But it will take a concentrated effort oa sustained
basis andewill call far proper use of the powers granted to the AdOin-
istratilie Board of the Judicial Confdrence of New York State. It is

"responsible for,setting-stanyards and administrative policies for the
courts throughout the state."(

1The Judicial; pp. 77-84.
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The underlying problem, the attitudes the migrants themselves convey
which in part determine the attitudes of'the justices in the courts, may
remain: The weak self-concept, the unfamiliarity with court procedure,

trid the seeming inability to adapt easily to the culture of the larger
society all militate. against the'migrant'defendant. To blame he justices
for thOrlack of comprehensio ofcthe relativ'it'y of subcultur s itProb-hN
ably unfair. Moreover,-it may b self-defeating. Branding j stices as
igots, which was not the case h,.re,'could prove more harmfu than acknowl-

edging the '!good" qualities that justices demonstrate: con cientiousness;
accessibility, friendliness, and a concern for their towns d villages.
These'qualities can be capitalized on if they are identifi
can lead to increased fairiiess and even-handedness in the handling of
criminal cases.

It i-s important to ensure competent justices, and it can be argued
thaf the justice who 'foes not feel, threateded, who has a strong self-
conceptowill more likely tbe tolerant and fair. The other side of the /
coin is the self-concept of the migrant. The migrant with a healthy'self-
,concept may approach the court in a more positive manner. Between them
the opportunity for justice should be enhanced. °

Other. RecommenditionS

4

//
While the objectives of the study did not strictly enOmpass an

\ examination of factors other than those directly related:to the Court., 1

'ewe would be remiss if other observations and suggestions were not made.
\Mt important point to note is the relatively small umber of migrants
who become defendants in the justice courts. 4.8% of all the mi-
ants reported to be in Orleans County (and y 3'.1% in Steuben County)
n 196%and 1969 were brought into court iminal charges. However,
betause no attempt was made to examine th Vehicle and Traffic dockets,
-4 maybe that many mare migrants were ctually charged With statutory
Crimes: This was stressed by some justices who hefted some full docket %

..._, bOokS. This aspect of the criminal" law could be examined by others in-
terested in the subject, and it/might prove significant.

nother consideration is the situation of "resettled migrants"
against whom a relativeTY large number of charges were brought. Those
who have left the migrant stream or who were attracted to the processing
plants (Birds Eye, Duffy-Mott, Hunt-Wesson, or Heinz) and have remained
'tend to expertence Problems indistinguishable from those migrants ex-.
perience. In Orleans County, from the best reckoning that can be obtained,
almost.thirty per cent of the non-migrant cases involved these former mI-
grants. Moreover, these defendants tend to be over ten years younger than

migrant defendants, suggesting they may be the children.of former mi-
grants. One defendant was so identified bia justice.

It can be suggested that the occurrence of criminal charges against

these former migrants and,their.children represents their inability to
adapt_to the subculture to which they have been attracted., One resident
who bears only a few similarities to former migrarits vividly described

) 1 R2
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the problem of trying to adapt. Among other things it requires the loss
of one's ethnicity, and this may not be done successfully, or without a
price. Her young, dark-skinned child was the object Of prejudicial treat-
ment.by white youths on a playground, a poignant reminder that she was
ouerto Rican and woUld.always be. The relative absence of bitterness with
which sLe told the story sucmests her ability tb adapt, but the question
she has is whether-the...price is too great_

A "resettled migrant" who was interviewed remained so reticent that
the researchers became equally uncomfortable. rt seemedithat she-did not
know how she was to respond to questions put to her. Her guardedness andf
suspicion were perhaps representative of those who have left the migra
stream, but who'have retained some, if not most,, of the characteristjcs
attributed to migrants.

Generally these former-migrants' remainpbor, unskilled, and, uneducated.
An example is the Manwho lost his fingers and toes. He must be considered
a migrant though he has lived in Orleans County for over five years. Another-
is the "town bum," considered capable of cleaning latrines only. Another is
the Puerto Rican who threatens and blackmails others, as he might have done as
a crew chief earlier.' He apparently has nothing else going for him now. Still
another, a woman, is reduced to the status of the town drunk at the relatively
young age of thirty-four. These persons should not be ignored, and are not,
by the police to whom they pose problems. One former migrant represents a .

fifth of the cases recorded in one village, and his female counterpart had
a virtually identical record in 'a Steuben County town.

Former migranti who are not reflected in the criminal statistics may
live little better. One who has lived in Orleans County since 1955, when
he became, employed by thelenn-Central Railroad, still livet within a

short distance of a migrant camp near others like him. He cannot write
his name. These former migrants are tolerated by the residents so long
as they do not try to live on welfare and do acquire some proprietary
interest in their adopted homes. But the housing they occupy
no better than the, bad camps in which they might have lived.
lack inside plumbing and are small.and dirty. Occasionally lo
laws perMitting, former migrants will live in trailers, (they r

A be'called "mobile homes') only a little better than shocks.

Migrants and'former migrants share many disadvantages. They lack
skills to earn satisfactory wages, which results in poor housing, inade-
quate health care,, and inability to retain counsel when charged with
committing criminal offenses: But little attention has been paid to
these persons who can be lathed the "rural poor." They live in un-
licensed and abandoned camps and shacks which allow for fair comparison
with the urban ghetto dweller. And their number may be increasing as
opportunities for MigrOnts decrease. They may remain in the familiar
surroundings of the fertile fields they worked as migrants, or they may
migrate once more to the cities.

en is
heir quarters
al zoning
filly cannot
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studyA study of 1,iigent defendants in the Rochester 'City Court suggests
an increasing n, 'er of former migrants are becoming city dwellers, without
the skills to ve comfortably in affluent Monroe County.' In that study
it was state, that the chronic police-case inebriate is characterized as
"without p; onal financial resources, unskilled, undereducated, middle-
aged,,one undersocialized...a drifter unwelcome in this affluent county...
Not suirisingly a ditproportionate number of public intoxicants are young
Negr-s who came into this county to harvest crops and drtfted into the
ciiy." This conclusion seems equally applicable.to the former migrants
,whose cases were discovered-in the dockets of Orleans andoSteuben Counties.

migrants and former migrants. Too.often there are no facilities or those

A problem frequently mentioned is the lack of adequate housing for .

available are alHost uninhabititable. Some "model" camps were identified.
The local health boards and state agencies have made a real effort to
improve conditions. Unfortunately and ironically, the establishment of
standards and the enforcement of these standards has discouraged some
growers from operating firmed camps. The 'result tends to be unlicensed
Camps, for which no one seems to want to take responsibility.

One such unlicensed camp was condemned earlier in this study largely
because of the iiouble standard by which the owner lives. Another un-
licensed "camp" was pointed out to the researchers by a justice who claimed
he was powerless to changefhe situation. He was irritated, but for the
wrong reason, it seems. He was incensed over the fart that the wner of
the camp' -an old farm house without screens,bwithout inside plu ing, uni ,'
painted and generally unfit .for occupancy - -was making from its

reoperation-than the justice did from a room he rented in his hou e. Still,
another example of housing, the "new" camp, located in l'emodelled" offices,,
has already been cited. Finally, there is the camp near Medina which has
been abandoned by Birds Eye Foods but which continued to be iome" fop
some former migrants.

, .

,The reason such housing exists seems generally to be posed as a'
question: if, the housing is closed, then where will they go? The argu-

i

ment is specious. They could go to better, low-income houstig--if it
were available. The "remodelled" offices could be further remodelled
to be more in-line with humane-standards: Rents might have to be raised
but they need not be beyond the ability of migrants and former migrants
to pay. Certainly Albion with its abandoned store fronts and "For Rent"
signs 'suggests that prices for housing could be ldwered. Money seems ,to
be'available for urban renewal, for senior citizens' housing, and for
meeting a variety of other community needs. Money may have to be directed
toward housing for the rural poor, as well.

Another problem that has not been adequately assessed involves the
employment crt the migrants in general and their relationships to crew
chiefs in particdla. TypicallY, migratory farm workers are unorganized,

1

Mahood, 'Defending the Poor:..," o. n.
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pocrly paid, dependent upon rather casbally determined work c tr s, and
subject to Conditions of work imposed 'by crew chiefs or growe The mi-
grant -crew chief relationship especially has been examined 'only briefly
thus far. Three examples of Piroblems were cited: the crew chief who ran
the migrant off the road and fired shots into his car, the crew chief who
was found murdered on Route 15,supposedly because of his maltreatment of
his crew (and undoubtedly the reported $1200 in his.pocket), and the former
chief whb kept order by means of a pistol in an abandoned camp near Medina.

The basic problem is to suggest alternatives to the recruitment and

employment of migrants by crew chiefs which would also benefit former mi-
grants. Two serious obstacles that most migrants face are the lack of
organization and the lack of coverage under the National Labor Relations
Act. .The grape workers in California have gone fihr to solve the problem

of organization and may well solve the problem _af federal statutory pro-
tection. These solutions may not be appliCable to other, even more mi-
gratory farm workers, because of their mobilityy, diversity, and ethnic
differences. Many migrants travel .singly or in small caravans. They
harvest different crops, work for many different employers in a year, and
tend to stay with others sharing the same ethnic characteristics. Peerto
Ricans particularly seem to'rely on mutual assistance, but they also tend
to be more goal-Oriented (making money and returning to Puerto Rico).
Black migrants may share little in common except their work, despite the
seeming similarities between them. It may be that American Indians are
even worse off than the blacks. The dockets and interviews suggest that
the few Indians living in Orleans County were even more alienated from
the larger culture than were black migrants, but this cannot be verified
presently.

--)ttion by Governmental Agencies

Action on a collective, perhaps national level, could prove bene-
ficial to migrants and former migrants. Coverage under the National Labor
Relations Act, might well result in minimum wages, employment standards,

contractual arrangements, and some attention to employment agencies(and
unemployment insurance. The work,'despite its local characteristics,
probably is inter-state. Certainly the migrants are and the New York
State Employment Service considers them so. Also substantial amountof

" products tend to cross state lines. The United States Departments Of Health,
Education,.and Welfare and Housing and Urban Development both must consider
remedial nd.preventive measures to help migrants and all rural poor.

A s gnificant step that the latter could take is to examine the appli-
cability of modular housing to migrants end form iqtants. National

zoning nd building codes for mobile homes is an r area that could be,
examin thoroughly.

Obviously New York State has acted in some ways and it can go fOiher.
New York State has the capacity to handle some of the problems n ted here,"
and, in fact, is a leader in a,number of reforms, notably 0'10 ility for
welfare, which rankles some town supervisors interviewed. Loca aaencies
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OP
couy do more. Possibly they could subsidize the construction of migrant
housing. They might examine the feasibility of "easing the tax burdens on

builders and owners of migrant housing, of reducing taxes for the months
diming which the housing is not occupied as well as of faster depreciation
allowances, on the life times of the aroperties. The voters have an moor-
tunity in November, 1970, to approve increased spending'for housing for
various'groups in the state. The outcome of this referendum will suggest
some attitudes toward housing for the rural Poor;

Actions by and for Migrants

A further set of recommendations is based on some beginning steps that
are being taken by and on behalf of forMer migrants. The best example is
the attempt to develop a cooperative store in northern Orleans County,
which represents self-help and which may prove the most lasting form of
help'. J /

A. cooperative store, offering food, clotb.14, and alcoholic beverages,
or' perhaps two stores; one for food and clothing, the. other for recreation
is a suggestion. In Part the appeal is the fact that it can but out one
middleman, the retailer. The generally high prices-it is claimed are
charged by store owners would be eliminated or reduced. The stores would
be accessible to more than One camp, which could remove the necessity for
migrants to go into villages where they were unwanted. The types of items
most wanted by migrants and former migrants .would be available, because
they would have some choice in'4the selection of goods.

Nic

If the combination store is not approved,, -a second store or location,
for recreation could be created. Beer.and hard,drinks would be purchased
at lowei4prices.than at taverns now selling to migrants. Other activities
would alsp_be available. Certainly radios and televi nsoend juke boxes
or compara'51e diversions should be provided.

The recreational program should also include facilities for'children.
An example of what can be done is the summer-educational prpgram conducted
by the New York State Center for Migrant Stu es, at Geneseo. Day care-for
younger children was provided, while Older children enjoyed a full schedule,
of events. An important feature of,the.program was the fact that buses
picked up the child)* early in the morning and delivered them lgte.in the
day, the sours durfn hich their parentswere working.- Similar programs
were conducted th augho t the state, funded by the Kew YorkiState Center.
for Migrant Stud'

An impdrtant feature of the Migrant Center' pr2gram wasthe,employment
of mobile units which provided entertatoment in-sode of the camps in the

,evenings. These units o4u14 be made a 'more permanent feature even if other
full-scale recreational programs cannot be developed.

.
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In a sense what fs.seught is onsideration fore welfare of the
migrant by remedying some of the re pathological aspects of the migrant's
life styles. The fnost.noticeable mptom of the pathology fs the generally
weak self- concept. This disregar for his own importance tends to perpetu-

ate his seeming hopelessness. The migrant defendant in the courts studied
typically was thirty-segen years of age and was generally ncapab1e of
offering any defense to'the charges broughtlgainst him. A TE ih his
mind was equated with Olt. Failureliiltequest counsel was o. in part

-attributable to ignorance of:rights. .The sense of unworthiness a ope-
lessness'is'also partly due to his feeling of.inability to control
fate. The notion of the self-fulfilling prophecy is relevant here.
Stated simply,'it is a tendency foran individual to respond to an

estimate of kis worth in the direction of that estimate. This was part c-
ularly noticeable in the number of guilty pleas.

\
V

The study performed by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson with
teachers of Oementary school children, many of them Mexican-emerieins,
supoorts the politive aspect of the self-fulfilling prophesy.' Teachers
,we given clasS lists and the,suggestion that certain students were
chMen for their greater abilities. There was no basis for this sug-
gestion, and, indeed, the particular students were chosen randomly. The
resulting progress of the students, the researchers concluded, could stem
from nothing but thi teachers'fattitudes. That is, the teachers had
played Henry Higgins to the Eliza Doolittles in the classrooms.

Migran,.,

rootedness mus
that ".life's hurts

this case are inescan
stroyed.4 At lea

do something about
-

jest of this study, to w

sufferfng .social fragmentation and the f cts of up-.
e help d to develop a bettw, self-concept.\The notion

d life's drawbacks...life's calamities--which in
and relentless and unremitting" must be de-

it must net beEreinforced by those who can
bvious plaC't is in the courts, the sub-

are brought without sufficient com-
prehension of the significanc

Wh actually a relatively sma 'umber of migrants were brought to
court an tried for criminal offenses in --se two counties, it remains
that their treatment calls for corrective measures. For example, public
intoxication is a symptom of a life style. A sentence of twelve to fifteen
days in jail or a $25 fine is not fitted to'the "crime." Such sentences
are statutory, but possibly inhumane, and certainly inappropriate.

.

1
Pygmalion the Class'room

2Coles, "Uprooted Children: The Early Life of Migrant Farm Workers," p. 452.

1
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The relative absence of assistance of cou sel is significant. The
presence of counsel should not be dependent u on a justice's -haading (or
misreading) of the law or on the interest of a public defender. The right
to counsel is inherent, and adherence to this requirementNis vital to those
inexperienced in criminal law.

Bail reform is anot r,Obvious meaie that can be\institilted to help
the migrant and the fo migrant. The growers, as well, -"Would'be helped
by this measure. Est li ment of a district court system would be another
step toward offering the defendants a better opportunity to know some-
thing more than the baseness of the law. Conditional discharges ( "gel out
of the state") are not any more fair to migrants than they are to othe
unwanted-defendants, even though expedient. The alternative sehtence
days or ten dollars" should not be permitted in the case of the migrantor
other, rural poor. Tble option may be illusory, or more iipportantiy, it may
be unconstitutional.

These are only remedial measures, however, and it is the preventive
measures that must be sought. There is a need for more favorable employ-
ment practices, protections of minimum wages, unemployment compensation,

, and maximum hours. More and better housing, elimination of unlicensed.
camps, standards for rent based on the quality of housing, and increased
recreational facilities in or near camps are mandatory. Cooperative
stores, or some. equivalent, allowing the migrant and "resettled migrant". 4

to exercise some control over the purchase of needed goods should be _

developed. More enlightened control. over the sale of alcoholic bever-
ages is vital. More concern for the migrant children, including schooling,
rec ation, more and comfortable exposures to different cultural activities,
and t building of a stronger self-concept may be 'priorities.

But all -of these and more require concentrated effort on the part of
the "haves." -More money is an expedient, and more money may be required.
This money should be `directed toward more self-help projects--toward hous-
ing, recreational facilities, and cooperative stores.

Most important,gperhaps, is the need for comprehension of the depth
of the problem. Until the researchers actually sat in justice court rooms,
listened to,those familiar wtth migrants, and drove on out-of-the-way, dirt
roads to examine for themselves what camps looked like, they toewere un-
aware of the plight of the migrants. It may be that only when each of us
takes the time to examine the problem that it will become clear. A 196ff
CBS program written by Edward R. Murrow should-have been sufficient, but
the fact that NBC" saw fit to write and show its own program fully ten years
later may illustrate the general lack of comprehension. It seems fitting
to conclude this study with the words of a troubled Chet Huntley, who
observed that "it should be the responsibility of all Americans to see
that no American i deprived of the quality of life that the rest of us
take for gronted."z

'Reportedly the California Supreme Court has taken this
(New.York) Times-Union, September 4, 1970.

2"Migrant--An NBC White Paper," July 16, 1970.
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And he saie"animals,"
dirty and destructive.
A "tribe," Black, ighent,
troublesome, buridenso5e.
ignore and degrade,
keep them out of town,
place below life.
The rootless child

A

re

cannot survive the depths . ,

of prejudice. , ..-
I

. -4 --------,
The despair and hopelessness
socially undermine s)
and i n te 1 1 ectualyreauce ,

,

fear and suspicion
.

th who stand alone
in a Sea Of white ignorance.
To walk to the field, to the bar,

vio the dying camp -of the oppressors

-and they have taken the soul

John Hopf
.

1

-st September 17,1970
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